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TEUCOMMUNIcATIQNS FACILITIES AND =

DEMONgTRATION-ACT OF 1975
f

TUESDAY, JUNE 3, 1975

OF REPRESENTATIVES.
SuncommrrrEE ON CommuNte.viroNs,

CommrtrEE oN INTERSTATE .ND FOREIGN CO3DIERCE.,
" /1)f",

1)001111111i tl'O Met It 11.111.. pursuant to notice. in room 2:122,
Rayburn Ilotist, Otlice Torl)eht I1. Macdonald,
fun n, presiding.

Mr.. MA( 'DON Abp.. The bearing Will-come to order.
7. here will lie other members coming. in at any moment.
'loony, the Subcommittee on Communications begins hearin:rs 611

the '1'elecommuoications Facilities and Demonstration Act
01' 97:).

'cp.:HI:aim). has been-submittetib;;' the administration .to extend
the educational. broadcast, facilities progrttin and to previde new
authority .for the support of dertipnstrFition projects' in teleeommuni-
cal ions for the distribution of health. education, and social service

wmation. The legislation provid"s t' million for racid of the next
.')..yeas, or a total of 1;4:15 nliilion to carry out its purposes.. ,

The -;ureess in the 12 years sine( the educations l. broadcast fa ilities
progrniii wa9 enacted has been considerable.

la 10(12, tlw were 70 noncommercial television station H reaching
more then lw If the population. Today, there are 25:1 noncom-

men!ialtelevision stations with the potentiasl for, reaehing ptwcent
't r.' the AnItrivan peciple,

Noncommercial radio stations wcre made eligible for t lie facilitii's
program for the first time in 1907, a id today 02 percent of the popula-
inn is served by public radio. ,

This growth has been remarkab e. However, in my judgment. the
more difficult and expensive challenge lies ahem-1,11nd that is the ehal-.
lenge otobta as Hose to 10.1-percent enti-eratrO as is ter ea 1 ly
and finitncially possible. Large 4imy; of monev. will -be required to
upgrade existing faeiJities, to improve reception, and to establish new
stations where justifien.

Since 1002, over $106 million of Federal funds have been expended
on facilities, and, Mr every 1 Federal dollar, and estimated 10 non-
Federal dollars have been generated to improve and expand
educational broadcast facilities. .

It is apparent that this Federal commitrgent has provided the im-
petus for making public. broadcasting available to millions more
.Americans each year.' The commitinentsmst, and will, he continued,
although the jevel of funding is of cope open to question, and, in-
deed, is a-primary subject for these hearings. P

, (1)
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,
The educational broadcast 'facilities program must remain in place

until the job has. been completed, and the maximum number of Amer-
icans sire served by public broadcasting,
, I hope our first witness;tZlav can give the subconimittee some as-
surance as to how the Department sees the future of the progrum.

In addition. I hope the subcommittee will be provided with a more
detailed explanatirarr-of the portion-of the legislation dealing With
demonst ra t ion projects.

-I have been made inorOlian generally aypre of the .STS -6 satellite
a4d. the programs serving the lioeky Mountain and AppalaChian
StatOs and AlaslicTitit I-believe 'We shonld have mote specifics as to
the potential of these prognns and to IIEW's plans to develop other.,
technolog ws as well as satellites.

I Thetext 'of a IL -1564, together with departmental reports thereon,
follows:1 l

i .

[II.R1.4514, a-ith Coilg., 1st less., introduced by Mr. Staggers (for himself and Mr. Devine)
. on March 10, 1975.]

A BILL To extend the Educational Broadcasting Facilities Program and to provide
nutiv.rity for the

nod House of Representatives of the United States

pport of demonstrations in telecommunications technologies for the
distribution of hen th. educition, and social serviceinformation, and fbr other purposes
Be it enacted <by he Senate-

of America in Co
m

gress eisaembled, That this-Act may be cited as the "Tele-
comunicattins FacilitieS and Demonstration Act of 1975".

* [

i PURPOSE
, .

SF:c. 2. (a) Part IV of title HI of the Communications Act of 1934 is amended '
by striking out the heading of sueh_part and inserting in lien thereOf "ASSISTAIskli
FOR. N oN COM M Elt CIA EDUCATIONAL. BROADCASTING FACILITIES ; TELECOMMUNICA-
TIONS D6fON8TRATI INS. CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC BROADCASTING".

(bl Subpart A of such part is-amended by Striking out the heading of such,
. subpart and inserting in lieu thereof "Assts/rAscE FOR TELECOMMCNIWIONS FA-

CILITIES AND DEMON841LATIONS".
(c) Section 390 of such Act is ameirded to read as follows: *

,,,

I .
"DECLARATION OF PURPOSE

to

:'SEC. 390. The purposes of this subpar t' are' to assist (through matching
grants 1 in the construction of noncommercial educational television or radio u
broadcasting faeilitieS and to denionktrate (through grants or contracts) the use
of telecommunications technologies for the distribution and dissemination, of
health, education, and other social st,rvice information.".

APPROPRIATIONS

Si -.r. 3. Section 391 of suchlet is amended to read as follows :

"AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS

"SEC. 391. (aI There are authorized to be appropriated for carrying out the
purposes of this subpart $7,000,000 fo the fiscal year ending.June 30, 1976, pnd
fur each of the four succeeding fiscal years.

"(b) Sums appropriated pursuant to this section shall remain available for
pt(yment of grants or contracts for projects for which applications. approved
under sections 392 and 392,11, have been submitted prior to October 1, 1981, for
canstruction of noncommercial educational teleVision or radio broadcasting fa-
cilities or for telecommunications demonstrations.".
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CR ITER IA FOR BROADCAST FACILITIES CONSTRUCTION

SEc, 4. (a) Section 392(a) (1) of such Act is amended by striking out clause
(CI and inserting in Lieu thereof "(C) a public or private nonprofit college or
university,".

( II) Section 392( (1) of-such Act is amended to read as follows: /
-Id) The Secretary shall base his determinations of whether t6 approve apr

plications for grants under this section and the amount of such grants on criteria
.set forth in regulations and designed to achieve (1) a strengthening of the
capability of existing noncommercial educational broadcast stations to provide
local services.; (2) the adaptation of existing noncommercial educational broad-
cast facilities to broaden educational uses; and (3) extension of noncommercial
educational broadcast seirvices,. with due consideration to equitable.; geographie
coveragt; throughout the tinted States.".

TELECOM \t um(' .vr iox s maoNTRATioxs

SEc. :i. The Communications Act of 19 4 is amended by adding after section 1
392 the following new section :

"TELECOMMUNICATANS DEMONSTRATIONS

Si'. 392A. (a) It is the purpose of this section to promote the development
of nonbroadcast telecommunications facilities and services for the transmission,
distribution and delivery of health, education, and social service information.
The Secretary is authorized, upon receipt of an application in sueb form and
containing such information as he may by regulation require, to make grants
to, and enter into contracts with public and private non-profit agencies, organi-
zations. and institutions for the purpose of carrying out telecommunications
demonstrations. .. . .

.

"(b) The Secretary may apprOve an application snbmitted under subsection
(a) if he determines:

'(1) that the project' for which application is made will demonstrate
innovative methods or technique's of utilizing nonbroadeast telecomniunica-
tions equipment or facilities to satisfy the ptirpose of this section ;'

"(2) that demonstrations and related activities assisted under this section
will remain under the administration and control of the appli(ant;

"(3) that the applicant has the managerial and technical capability to
carry out the project for which the application is made; and

"(4) that the facilities and equipment acquired or developed pursuant t
the application will be used only for the transmission, distribution, and e-
livery of health, education, or social service information.

"(c) Upon approving any application under this section with respect to any
proje(_t. the Secretary shall- make a grant to or enter into a contract with the
applicant in an amount d ermined by the Secretary not to exceed the reasonable
and necessary cost of st project. The Secretary shall pay such amount from
the sum available theref r, in advance or by way of reimbursement, and in such
installthents consistent with established practice, as he may determine.

-(d) Minds made available pursuant to this section shall not be available
for the construction, remodeling, or repair of structures to house the facilities
or equipment acquired or developed with such .funds, except that such funds
may be used for minor remodeling which N necessary for and incident to the
installation of such facilities or equipment. '75'.

-4e) For purposes of this section, the term 'nonbroadeast telecommunications
facilities' ineludes,but is not limited to, cable television systems, communications
satellite systems and related terminal equipment, and other methods of trans-
Miffing, emitting. or receiving images and sounds In 'intelligence by means of.
wire. radio, optical, electromagnetic or other means.

"( f 1 The funding of any demonstration pursuant to tlfi4 section shall con-
tinue for not more than three years from the date .of.the original grant or
contract.

"(g) The Secretary shall reqnire thq the recipient of a grant or contract under
'this section submit a summary and evaluation of the results of the demonstration
at least annually for each year in which funds are received pursuant to this
section.". ..

b
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DEPARTMENT OF MATTI!, EDUCATION, AND N'VEr,rAto::
Nay 22. 1975.Hon. Ilearzy 0. STAGGERS,

Chairman, Committee on. Interstate and Foreign Commerrq
House. ,of Representatives, Waskington, D.C.

DES Ma. Oirmam.mv : This is in response to S'im request of April 25,.11101, for
a report oil H.R. 4564, a bill, To extend the Educationat liroad;isting Fa( iliticsProgram and to provide.autpority fer the support of demonstratiomt io telecom-
munieations technologies fOr the distribution of health, education, and sodal
service information, and for;other purposes.?

This ill embodies a legs lative proposal submitted by this.Department to Con-gress o March 3,'"1975. A etailed explanation..of and justification fur this pro-posal i containedAn the etter forwarding ou'r draft bill to the Speaker of the
House f Representatives. A copy, of that letter iS enclosed. for your convenience.

We urge that your Committee give; favbrable consideration to.this biltand thatit be promptly enacted by Congres

0

We are adVised bY the Office of Management and Budget-Ali:it there is no ob-
jectionto the presentation of this report and enactment of .R., 4504 would hein accord with the programy the President. -

Sincerely,
S ' CASPAR W. WEINIIETOWR,

Endlosure. Seen tarp.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE/
Mare!? P175.

Hon. CARL ALBERT,
of the House of Representatiffs,

Washington, D.C..
.

DEAR MR. SrEAmpit : Enc4sed for the consider:it-0,n of the Congress..is.a draft .bin "To extend the nincattual Broadcasting Facilities Program and to provideauthority for the support demonstrations-in telecommunications te.littologies
for the distribution of health, education. and social service information, and for
other purposes." This bin is similar to H.R. 17400 introduced for the Admitds-
tration during the second session of the ninety-third Congtress.
,,This bill has two basic purpoes. First, the Department's direet support for .

over-the-air educational radio and television broadcasting 4eilities would be
extended for, a five-year period. Television broadcast ebverag6 of these stations
now extends to almost 78 percent of the populatiOn. while radio coverage is
approxiinately 65 percent; extension of the facilities program for this additional
period would permit .the Department of Health, EdliCation, and Welfare es-
sentially to satisfy the original goals of thQ program while phasing down its
direct support for construction of broadcasting facilities. Moreover, bentiise the
number of public television stations in the country represents a nearly complete
,and mature system, and because increased broadcast covera)Nis achievable only.
at unacceptably. high per-viewer costs as the 100 percent coterage level is al-

_ Broached, the.fund.,.; _criteria for-the broadeasting-facilities program would -be
amended to empliaAW (1) the strengthening of the capability of existing facil-
Ries, (2) adaptfng existing facilities to additional educational uses, and 13) ex-
,tending 'educational broadcasting services, with due consideration to equitable
coverage of all areas of the country'.

Secondly, the legislation would provide authority for a telecommunications
program designed to demonstrate ways to meet the common needs of the health
and education community.

This legiSlation would provide a single broad authority in the Office of the
Secretary to, create the multi-user teleemmunnieations services and facilities
which will make it possible for health, education, and social service providers
jointly to- develop more efficient and economical means of meeting the nation's
needs.

In order to accomplish this objective( the legislation would authorize the Sec-
retary to carry out a program for thet4upportthrough grants or contractsof*
demonstrations in the use and application of nonbroadcast telecommunications
facilities and-equipment (such as cables and satellites). Moreover, the legislation
would provide 'the authority to assist in the initial application of communica-
tions facilities that are uniquely suited to the needs of the health and education

Or-9
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commimity, including the purchase_by grantees or coneractors of necessary tele-
cominunications services from commercial carriers.

The bill would authorize appropriations totaling $35 million over five years.
I am also enclosing for your convenience a brief summary and analysis of the,

proposed legislation.
I urge prompt and favorable consideration of this propaal.
The Office of Management and Bildget advises that enactment of this proposed

legislation would be in accord with the program of the President.
Sincerely,

CASPAR W. WEINBERGER,
Secretary.

Enclosures.

SUMMARY OP THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES AND DEMONSTRATION ACT OF
1975

The basic purpOses of the Telecorumunicar s Facilities and Demonstration
Act of 1975 are (1) to extend the educational- dcasting facilities program 'for
five years and (2) to provid6 authority for Ihe Secretary to support demonstra-
tions in modern telecommunications technologies for the distribution and dis-

c semination of health, education, and other social service information. The Act
would modify- the role of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
hi educational broadcasting to include not .only direct support for particular
facilities identified in the Communications Act of 1934 (hereinafter "the Act");
which are over the air radio and television broadcasting stations, but also more
indirect support, through demonstration grants and contracts, of a wide range of
modern telecommunication technologies. In many instances such technologies
may provide a more, efficient- and economical means of meeting some of the coun-
try's health, education, and social service needs.

The Act would have the short title of the "Telecommunications Facilities and
;Demonstration Act of 1975".

Section 2 of the bill would modify the headings of part IV of title III of the
Communications Act of 1934 and of subpart A thereof to reflect the amendments
made by this bill. The declaration of purpose contained in setion 390 of the Act
would also be amended to reflect the broadened purposes 'set 'forth in this bill.

Section 3would authorize the appropriation of $7,000,000 for fiscal year 1970
and for each of the four succeeding liscal years. Sums so appropriated would
remain available to fund applicationsXubmitted prior to October 1, 1981,

Section 4(a) would amend the eligibility requirethents for the educittional
broadcasting facilities program to include nonprofit colleges and-universities as
well as publically'supported institutions. Section 4(b) would amend the funding
criteria for the educational broadcasting facilities program to emphasize (A)
the strengthening of the Capability of existing noncommercial educational broad-
cast stations. (B) adapting existing noncommercial educational broadcast facil-
ities to additional educational uses, and (C) extending noncommercial educa-
tional luroadcastimg services with due consideration to equitable coverage of all
areas in the emmtry.

Section 5 adds to the Act a new section 392A which would authorize the Sec- ,

retary to make grants and contracts intorder to provide demonstration brojects
for the development of nonbroadcast coRimunications facilities and services for
the transmission, distribution. and delivery (); health, education, and social .serv-
ice information. Any public or nonprofit private agency, organization, or insti-
tution would be eligible to participate in the program. Subsection (b41 the new
stption sets-fbrth the requirements which applications for grants or rrontracts
for teleeonnunnications demonstrations must meet: Such must pro-
vide assurance:

(1) that the project offers reasonable -promise of demonstrating innova-
tire methods or techniques of utilizing nonbroadcast telecommunications

,equipment or facilities which relate to the purposes of this section ;
(2) that the applicant will retain administrative control of the project ;
(3) that the 'applicant has the management and technical capability to

carry out the project ; and
(4) that acquired facilities and equipment will be used only for health,

education, and social services purposes.
Subsection (6) of the, new section 392A would authorize the Secretary to pay

"up to 100percent of tittrapprovtd costs of any project. a
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Subsection ,(d) Would prohibit the' use of funds under the new section for con-
struction of structures, but, would perinit necessary minor remodeling which is
incident to the installation of equipment and facilities.

.Subsection (e) provides a definition of the term "nonbroadeast telecounnpnica-tions facilities ".
Subsection (f ) provides that demonstrathins funded pursuant to this section!

may-cOntinue.for a period of not more than three years.
.Subsection ( .g) requires grantees to submit annual summary and ev,aluation

reports.

OFFICE OF TELECOM MeNICATIONS POLICY,
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PitEsior.sT..

-Washington, D.C., May JO. 1975.
I fon: HARLEY 0. STAGOERS, 9
Chairman, Conimtttce on Interstate and Foreigh etluneree, House of Repre.qcnta-

tires, 'Washington, D7C
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : This is in response to your request of April *24. 1975,

for -the views of the Office of Telecommunications Policy on H.R. 4564: This
bill, proposed by .the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW).
would amendVart IV of Title III of the Communications Act of 1934 by extending
the Educational Broadcast Facilities Program and by providing authority forthe support of -demonstrations in non-broadcast telecommunications technolo-gies for the distribution of health, education, and social service information.

We have reviewed this proposed legislation, as well as the explanation of
Its purposes as set forth in Secretary Weinberger's letterqrf March 3, 1975,transmitting the bill to the Speaker of the House.

We concur in HMV's explanation of this proposal apt recommend that the
Committee act favorably on the hill. The Office of Management and Budget ad-
vise:4 that it has no objection -to the submission of this report for the considera-
tion of the-Committee and that enactment of the proposed legislation would:be in accord with the program of the Administration

Sincerely,
TitagAs J. KELLER.
Acting c ra ('ouescl.

Mr. MAcmo-N-Atn. Before we hear from the first. witness, Mr. Wil-
liam A. Morrill, who is Assistant Secretary for Planninc. and Eval-
uation of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfaro, I would
like to just make a couple of gratuitous, perhaps, but valid statements
of my own concerning Mr. Morrill's appearance here today. NU that
you are not very welcome, Mr. Morrill, bechuse indeed you are. We
are very happy to have you here with us, but for the life of me I can-
not understamt why we, don't have the benefitand' tTiht .distingniAed
presence of the titular head of 'FEW, Dr. Caspar'Weinberger.
.'The reason foi' my saying this is based on two or three rather key

reasons, one of which -deals with the past and one which deals, of

occasion
with the future, because is, -long itgp Octoltr 1973 I had

occasion to-come into possession -of 'a memorandum which later was
identified to me at the time as being fibril the- Secretary and later
this was confirmed, rtlinik, both*ythe 'Secretary and other people
at 1111 W, which niemoranduttijat leaSt in iiiy.,opinion and, I flunk, ini
the-opinionInf most of-the CotroesS and Certainly the members of this
subcommittee,. pretty, directly opposed What we, felt was cblitainel.
and indeed, -was cqntaineCin. the. Conimunications Act, which set up
that ,section jurisdictilifi.whidwas to be administered by the
Dena rtMontoOkalth XduCationorind Wdifare.

I wiA trieneraAnitun to you. I think you probably have .11

copy (f- it.1;krio7e-I disOssedifas.Matter by phone with Mr. Wein-
berger at the time -when :he'told me.he could not appear. I asked him
why. He pleaded .previous -cbmmitinents. I told lurn,, I was perfectly
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willinglo put off the hearings for a While, that only be at that time
conld identify wheth - ( not im astl. the memorandum was from
hiinself, although of course -1» tisinitials.

I told him tlurt I had been here some time and it was not one of my
chief functions or theams to-see what Secretaries of What departments
in Washington that I could call before 'us because I had seen many

Secretaries come and go and that I knew lie wanted. to answer some
questions that bore directly on the subject, that we were then discussing
and wl doh we will dikiiss this afternoon.

In that numorandum, I don't know its circulation, but I do know- the
memorandum and.it said: ."I don't want,' and this is initialed by
"C. W. W." so I take it 4 is the Secretary's remarks, but he said : -I
don't want regulations that give first priority to any stations. We have
enough new stationi. I want first priority to be on-more equipment,
existing stations." -

ObymuSly, that struck time as being rather extreme and rather. pe-
culiar, to say the least! I Wo ii t use any hars'her language, although
I both thought it and said it at the time. This is back in 1973 and other
things have happened since that-time. So it has paled in significance.
But it still is rather irritating to have. the clear intention of a bill
which has passed Congress frustrated' by a department head. who
disagrees with that intent, . .

,

So needless to say, I wanted to discuss it with him and at 'that time '' ' ....

a.,fter I told him that it was not my habit of going around just look-'
ing to see what Secretaries I mould get np before this stabcoMmittee
or any other committee on, which-I might bexhairman, he indicated he
would come. Then one thing led to ariother and there want° need for it.

But I now see that in tire bill that.yoltAd send up or that was sent up,
his unilateral action is now contain ecti.cin 'age 3 akid. would write. into
law that which he puts.olit by fiat 'V(-,)(iiilber 1, 1973. So, obviously,
with this in mind, I got in touch '*,e11, I didn't talk to him this
time, but I sent a personal invitatt i;Ve him testify.

a Ile said that he was busy, ank4:114,4v that lw, is leaving. I 'don't
knovemben exactly, I take it at ..th-cfiVitl of the fiscal year or some such
time, that I would like to digtFtlt ,,- matter with hial instead of
getting him, and I repeat that tiliVtirci -ety very welcome indeed, and.
this has nothing to do withl.y-liMiiely; alt ioueli obviously you aret-,- . .

involve4in it, since you aWsit "elle Xand n t he.-
So I was wondering it he gtake Y 1 any season as to why lie didn't

want, to collie up today. He dide-givt me to
.'''. V,:

STATEMENT OF WILLIAivi,,;1,-1ViORRILL, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR PLANNING AND EXAI,IJATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND W ARE-,ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD A.
HASTINGS, ACTING :PUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEG-
ISLATION (EDUCA I k) ';),40#17 . CAMERON, BRANCH CHIEF,

b, 'BUREAU OF SCHOOL SYSTEMS, OF-
ON D-- ALBERT HORLEY, DIRECTOR OF

POLICY

tihai tinan, I thank you forthe

BROADCASTING FirdILITI
FICE OF EDVCATrN:'
TELECOM1?1YNIC IONS

Mr. MoRmivt....11
As you perhaps:

ing with a Secr ry a
W

velemile.
ha)cpartment,at the present time is °potat-
o ,i10;:rndee Sec tetary. The load on him is
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therefore extremely heavy.-It is not I think, for lhck of any interest in
this matter. He was involved today with. a congressional briefing
that was held this Morning and later today will-be with the press on
some important regulations that are" to be published in the Federal
Register tomorrow on title IX with respect to sex discrimination. In
order to divide the load in some way, it was decided that I should
meet this responsibility and represent the Departrrient.

It certainly in n6 way,reflects on the Secretary's lack of inter& in
this subject. I am only gitnerally aware of the past events that yo'u
made reference to, but I understand that it was resolved. We are' here
with a proposal.

.

Mr. MACDONALD. Well, -what was resolved? I didn't lmow anything
was resolved. I know he didn't ever come and we. never heard from.
him. If you call that a resolution, I mean there was not any open wa -
fare. The program has been continuing, but I don't know what the
resolution was.

Mr. MORRILL. Yes, sir, it has been done, though.
1Mr. ,MACDONALD. What has'? Maybe you know something I don't

know. How has it been resolved ?
Mr. MORRILL. Well, think the. Secretary clearly would not go

against the w4ill of Congresg. As you kraw, the program has been
making grantS which we believe are in accordance with law and which
are an appropriate approach.

Mare here to express this afternoon to you some proposed changes
with respect to emphasis. We 'hope these changes will be seriously
considered., We think they come close to a set of proposals that are
not just the Department's view, but those of industry as a whole.

Mr. MACDONALD. That is of course why vok are here and I point nnf
to you that contained in the set of propotals, is what he pit out by fiat

19,73, contained on 'page 3 of the bill' you 'sent up and nitroduced by
request by the chairman of the full' committee, Mr. Staggers, and the
Republican ranking member, Mr. Devine. I don't intend to occupy
my entire time by going through past histoe,v. I just want to know
why, he is utt here. You said : Well, he had some otheecornmitment or
he wanted to talk to the press ?

Mr. MORRILL. Well, he had cOmmitments that he neededto fulfill.
Mr. MACDONALD. Well, he could have had this postponed for, a day or

'so. Does he 'have a commitment tomorrow or the neft day? The press
is always ready to hear from such an important man as the Secretary
of HEW.

Mr. HASTINGS. If I may shoulder some of the blame for it, Mr. Chair-
) man I recently. moved -info the Office, of the Deputy SeCretary for

Legislation (Education), and one of our responsibilities is scheduling
the depirtmental witnesses, I am afraid I was not aware of the chair-
man's obviously intense concern that the Secretary be 'present here
today. Had I known of that I certainly would have seen to it.

Mr. MACDONALD, I'don't know. I sent a personal note. Usually you
just send Urn) to the staff, but with that background I figured I would
send him a personal note. I told-him it was not my intention just to get
the Secretary up here to see 'what, he looked like. I had direct cwes-
tions for trim because this is obviously--,-the 'memorandum he put out
obviously is illegal. It is not up to him to determine communications
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policy. It is his to implement it but not to change it. He recOgnizes it
by sending up this bill.
Mr. HASTINGS. We certainly resp%t your viewsin that regard.
Mr. MACDONALD. I am glad, you do. But I happen' to be right.
Mr. HAsTiNok. I don't know that he thinks that the regulations were

illegal?
Mr. MACDONALD. I an more than happy you respect my views be-

cause I hope my views are acceptable to you because they are correct.
Mr. lasT.i. Nos. Well, I don't think that our general counsel would

have knowingly let us publish regulations which were inconsistent
with the statute as we interpreted it.

Mr. MAcnoNALe. Well, knoWingly, nonknowingly, all I know is the
second time around he is not he? ) today. I have not personally heard

r. back from his-whether he was coming or not.
Mr. HAsTricos. For that I can only apologize. I wasot aware.
Mr. MAcnoXALD: I repeat, you know; it IS like the minister always

telling the people listening to them, "Stop sinning." They wouldn't
be here if they weldn't sinners. He is talking about people jvho were
not there. I Ettri talking to him. I don't know how I. am going to reach
him. I tried the telephone. I have not tried the telegram, but from your.
response that is not too great either.

I am delighted he is now answerinc, questions about the Civil Rights
Act because I have some questions of my own. J-Siow what committee
is,he talking to today that has jurisdiction over that?

Mr. Momum.,. Those regulations.
Mr. MACDONALD, Yost calledjhat title VII?
Mr. MORRILL. Title IX.
Mr. MAcDONALD. Well, I am talking about title VI. I have spine_

questions for him and for yoti as well.
Mr. MORRILL. Au' right, sir. -

Mr. MAcnoxetua"...Which cominittne" is .he appearing before?
Mr.'MORRILL. The title IX regulations which are becoming; rather

are being published in final form, by the executive branch tomorrow.,
As I am sure you are aware, that is set of regulations that has drawn
a substantial interest.

As a matter of fact, during the public comment period well over
9,000 communications were received by the Department and we have
finally been through the process within the executive branch, and the
President, £1,S- required by law, has Approved them. They are becoming
public tomorrow andvare the subject of the briefings.

Mr. MACDONALD. You mean you are writing right up to the last
minute. Who is going to print it between now and tomorrow morning?

Mr. Mama.' The-Federal Register. They will appear in the.Federal
Register tomorrow.

Mr. MACDONALD. I am glad to, hear you work right up to the 11th
hour and 59th minute.

Mr. MomuLt... We try to.
Mr. MACDONALD. But in any event., I have gotten that off of my

Atest. I hope you relay it to him. It is not personal, but it is spoken on
behalf 'of the subcommittee who feel exactly the same way I do.

Mr. MORRILL. All right, sir.
Mr. MACDONALD. I WI11 be glad to hear you. -`-%

c
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Mr. Momuu.. I might at the beginning of my statement identify
the people at the gable.

To my far right Albert Iforley, Director of Telecoffimunications
Policy in my own office next tol him John Cameron, the Chief of the

Facilitiesacilities Branch of the Bureau of School Sykems, andem to my left is Dick I lastin(rs eting Deputy- Assistant secretary for
Legislation in the education field.

Mr. Chairman, I have a prepared statement and will proceed with it.
Mr. MActIoNAth. All right. Now I hope this will be the last quarrel

we have to(Aty.
Moitfam. I hole so, sir.

Mr. MArnos.u.n. But, once again, I think you will agree I am right.
We have a committee rule which says we are to have your statement
48 hours in advance. When I asked far your statement yesterday': I
was infiirmed, not by you, but I was informed that it was being cleared
flown at the Office of theiludget. Ain I correct in that ?

-Mr. IIAsmios. That is correct, sir.
.Mr. Mortarm.. Yes, sir.
Mr. .MAcnom.u.n.. So you pay no attention to the 48 -hour rule, I

, take it.
.Mr. ITAsmis. Again. I have to plead my office responsible for that.

We (I*) respect the rules. As I was explaining.to the counsel, we try
our (lamest to get these things up to give the Congress and staff with
plenty of time to review. .

Mr. MAinoxAho. I wrote the letter to Mr. Weinberger in May.
Mr. Ilmmxos. I realize that.
Mr. MAcnoNALD. Early May.
gr. II.tsyrxos. I realize,that.' but there is sort of an immutable law

that seems- tooperato in the field. the longer you give the Office of Man-
agenunt,a nd Budget to review your testimony, the longer it takes them
to review it. We had some 1pst minute hack and forth sessions with
them on that.

Mr. MAcooNALo. I am glad they were back and forth.
Mr. I hs-riNus They definitely were back and forth.
Mr. MAcnoN-At.o. Usually it is mostly they who are difficult and I

for one Nvei)t into that with the FCC and they said to the Office of
the Budget "We have been asked by thi' COngress, of whom we are an
arm. for this 'report, and unless you get it back to us by a certain (late
we are Sending it up- and that is exactly what they did. -

If yon follo)ved the same procedure, maybe we would have had the
advantage (if having hild a look at whate'yer statements you are going
to give to U.

IAsTlxess. Regulatory agencies have a 'hide more freedom or
disregard .for that rule, T think, than perhaps others pails of the
Government.

Mr. Minox.y.p. You know, thaLis debatable.. I don't know which
side I would come down on on that, oily. I will just let that .one go and
stick to win I know I am 100 percent right on. We will be delighted to

-hear from you, however, later.
Mr. \h Thank you. Mr. Chairman and members of the corn-.

mittee.
Mr. Chairman, distinguished members-of the subcommittee, T am

pleased to appear before you today in support of II.R. 4:44, the Tele-
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continunicattions Facilities and Demonstration Act of 1974. In my
testimony today. I wpuld like to summariy.0 how far we have come in
this program to date and what our objectives should be in the years
ahead. .)

The Congrjss placed HEW in the field of public broadcasting more
than a decade ago in order to assist in the. creation of broadcast facili-
ties capable of bringing the world of noncommercial television, and

°later radio, into homes across the land.
Our goal from the start was to establish an int ial capacity, a founda-

tion, upon which" stations could and would build au the 'future as
needs and technology chaliged. To this end, the Department supphrted
the Educational Television Facilities Act, atthosized by this sub-
committee in 1962, which provided for the first 'time Federal financial
assistance to stimulate the creation of noncommercial educational tele-
vision capabilities. FiVe years later this act wasi modified to authorize
support of noneommere,ial educational radio antf-Io create the Corpora-
tion for Public Ilaoadasting.

The 494 grants awarded by the educational broadcasting facilities
program to date ,have made.possible the creation of a systrin of local
stations which ,are able to provide local, regional, and national ETV /

, service to approximately 80 .percent of the population and educational/
radio service. to 65 percent of the population. Federal assistance 111
helped activate approximately 60 percent of The existing ETV statio/is
and played a major role in developing approximately 65 percent of the
public, radio stations on the air.

Since 196.2 the number of ETV stations4ins increased from 76 t 256,
located in 48 States, the District of Columbia; the Virgin L ands, .
Puerto 'Rico, American Samoa, and Guam. In addition, a nun )or of
eNiummities and several State telecommunications agent. es 'ire
actively planning to establish television stations.

More recently, we have seen considerable growth intlw area f public
radio. When_ Federal help first blwanie available to nemco unercial
radio in 1967. only 67 of the more than -100 noncommercial tub° sta-
tions on the air were capable of fullv serving tiro comunit v to which
the frequency was assigned. /TdclaY, 166 full-service radio st tions so-
called -that meet the standads recently developed by the Association of
Public Radio Stations, are located in 39 States, Puerto Rico, and the
District of Columbia.

For a variety of reasons, a portion of the covered population are
only potential viewers of educational television. S'ime, residents are
unable to receive a clear signal. For example, the District of Columbia
metropolitanarea is within the potential coverage area of three 'UHF
stations.

.Vet low power. elevation fferences, and interference by large build.-
lugs, result. in a signal that is of lesser quality than that offered by local
commercial 1 1IF and VIIF stations.

We are cogni.bint of the fact that improved t ransmission and recep-
tion facilities are needed to effectively reach many of the potential
viewers of public VHF stations. Another approach to this problem
which we feel deserves more attention is the improvement of VHF
receiver performance. al

Stations constructed with grants -from the Educational Boadcast-
Mg Facilities Act pmvide Americans with programing in their homes

td
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and schools. Noncommercial radio -and television broadcast facilities'
- are being used to focus on matters of local, State, and national concern

including nutrition, health, the environment, drug abuse, probleMs of .

,.the aged, and other areas where instructional or informational pro-
)a graming might prove beneficial. The facilities funded by DHEW have

also produced and disseminated programs dealing with local issues like
unemployment, welfare, and law enforcemerlt. Such cost effective and
educationally successful programs as Sesame Street, the Electric Com-
pany, Carrascolendas, Feeling Good, and others are available to large'
segments of our population only because the stations assisted by the
Educational Broadcasting Facilities Act are in place and serving *a
herge percentage of our citizens. . .

.

In achieving the results to date, Federal investinent in facilities
has been less than $100 million.in a total expenditure from public and
private sources exceeding $1 billion. Over the past quarter century
school systems, universities, corporations, foundations, and otheer public
and private organizations have cooperated to demonstrate and-utilize
the potential effectiveness of public broadcasting.

Their support has been indispensable to the, creation and develop-
ment of stations designed to serve local communities throughout the
Nation: Wherever public broadcasting.exists today, it does so because
such institutions and individual citizens have continued to provide'
support through dollar contributions, donations of goods and services,
and volunteer, performances. .
-nip Federal role' has, in summary, been a relatively small, but. I
believe, critical one in assisting in the development of current capabili-
ties.

With this summary of what the program has accomplished to date, I
would like to turn to the futurefirst witt respect to facilities and
then with, respect to our request for demonstralion authority. ..

In the facilities area, the first issue which I perceive is whether the
original concept of the HEW facilities program should_be altered. It
is our view that the basic purpose was, and is, sound and should not be

.altered. The implications of thisview are particulatly important with
respect to replacement .of existing facilities as they wear out.

It is our view that, the HEW facilities program is not the appro-
priate mechanism to provide support for what is clearly an ongoing
operational expense for public broadcasting. To the extent that Federal
support is warranted -at all, we believe that the° proposed community
grant provision of the administration's CPB authorization bill would
be the appropriate mechanism for such purposes..A.mong other things,
it gives maximum flexibility to local stations, permitting them to make
an optimal division of Federal funds between capital plant and other
operating expenses.

The remaining funds needed for depreciation should come from
other non-Federal sources. I would also note that the community grant
provision assures,every qualifying station funds each year, while the
HEW program involves Federal decisionmaking on individual station
applications. Thus, the community grant seems more appropriate for
handling financing for depreciation, and would provide needed encour-
agement for stations to maintain a capital nerve fund.

*s.
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The second ithportant issue involves what our objectives should be
in fulfilling.the original and continuing mission of providing a. basic
noncommercial.teleyision and radio capability.

' With only about' 65 percent of the population currently able to
receive public radio service, we are clearly short of adequate service.
Our major thrust for radio now and for the next several years, there-
fore, should be to activate new stations and eXpand and upgrade, low
powered, 10-watt stations. Our expectations are that over the next,
5 years' we should be able^to achieve radio 'coverage in the 'range of
80 percent of the population.

'With respect to television facilities, our calculations are that neatly
"SO.percent of the Natio%ow receives at least a minimally acceptable
noncommercial television-Tignal. It is our strong view, and I think it

fair to gay, that we are approaching the,_ practical limits of popula-
tion coverage by broadcast technology. Further coverage iniprove-
ments Are- becoming increasingly expensive to achieve. Additi6nal
funding, however, is necessary to provide qualitative improvem4s
in'suclicoverage. # e .

1t seems to me that there are inelitable uncertainties in projecting
total diiilivTequirernents in light or both practical problems and the
availability of improved technologies which offer alternative means
to achieving similar objectives. Given the overwhelming role of fund-
ing from non-Federal sources that has continual) / existed in this
programrit is even more uncertain as to the appropriate amounts of
Federal' funding needed. Clearly the HEW facilities program will
provide only a portion of the necessary resources. The prudent course,
Therefore; is to move through the 5-year period of these authorizations
with some sense of priorities and appraise our achievements as we
proceed.

In recent years, most eligible applications for educational troad-
casting facilities assistance have sought to update existing. educational

' facia* rather than activate new stations. We .believe that
local choice of imported programing and the ability to produce at a
level commensurate with local needskare important teatures deServing

-emphasis. We have tried to reflect these priorities in H.R. 4564 by giv-
, .int; precedence to the improvement of existing television facilities.

Thus, providing Color video recorders-and color production equipin'ent
to existing stations will figure importantly in our future TVrants.

In summary,.H.R. 4564 would' amend the existing facilitit0program
authorized by title III of the Communications Actof 1934, Wiruended,

0. to add "private nonprofit colleges or universities" as eligible applicants
and t6 reorder the criteria for making grant 'determinations. In addi-
tion, t extends the educational broadcasting facilities program through

.1980 with an authorization of $35 million over the 5 years. These funds
.1wod d allow us to preach our goal of providing adequate educational

and television coverage.
I would like to turn my attention to What we consider to b6

a iificant longlerm role gr DHEW 1n this area namely, support
nnovation in the use of telecommunications.,

success of public 'broadcasting has demonstrated tie value offot.1

usiti the telecommtmications as a vehicle for providing -,health and

57:927-75-1
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clitteational services to theNatidn. The Department- believes the time
has now conic to consider the NmAtrilptions that various more recently
developed communication technologies can make to public service.

We. are, therefore, recommending an extension of the 1962 and 1967
educational broadcasting grant authority to permit the Department
to fund demOnstiations of telecommunUations systems which we be-t lieve to have outstanding potential for the provision of health, educa-
tiTlal. and-social services, utilizing such facilities as community satel-
lite receivers, cable televisibn, instructional television fixed service,
and minitranslators. Also, we need to expand the variety and'number
of services beyond the present one-channel broadcast program to
achieve a multichannel servicecapable of adequately dealing with a
variety of activities such as open university programing, library shar-
ing, specialized medical uses, and distribution of school audiovisuals.

.

The demonstration authority is intended to permit the conceptualiza-
tion. development, experimentation. and demonstration of cost-effective.
applications of telecommunicati-ons to social service.

Rather than funding large new hardware systems. We seek to assist
the educational, health, and other service communities to test and
prove - applications of existing and potential-commercial telecommuni-
cations services. To the extent the users are satisfied with the benefits.
theft may integrate the appropriate technologies into the *livery of
their services.

Our demonstrationrstiategy would require a minimum of Federal
,expenditure to stimulate a rechanneling of large existing local; pri-
vate. and individual resources ,towart more- efrcient and effective
service de every. For example.:

High finality audiovisual productions delivered nationwide can re-
place trail .tional lectures, t hus\freeing teachers to offer more individual
attention to students.

Inexpensive :e16etronic telecom-munications can replace the expensive
slow and Sometimes difficult. process of prodUction knd use of large
numbers of copies of film and tape.
;Ile use of closed circuit, broadband. interactive communications

can make available all' or selected portions of national and interna-
tional conferences in education or t1T health sciences to interested per-,
lions throughout the country in either real time or at. their convenience
rather than limiting the participantS to those few who may travel
to the conference city.

The use of broadband, interactive communications net*orks Nth
equalize the acces.fi of isolated health practitioners and their patients
to specialty consultants for diagnosis and treatment, including emer-
gency medical psYchiiltry, orthopedic surgery, and. prenatal care.

Irtformation on social programs and eligibility can, lie disseminated
inekpensivetv Via Ian audio-visnal format rather than by repetitive
face-to-face lecttires by social workers.

Long-term benefits can, in many cases, be achieved by integrating
telecommunications into social service delivery systems since larger
populations can potentially be served at a lower per capita cost.

In addition, this strategy places selectionof apulications and pro
gram content firmly in the hands of the ultimate users themselves,
where I believe. it shduld be, rather flop' with a federally controlled
service. It does this by funding demonstrations, not operational serv-

10
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ices---leaving the creation of the operating services a Matter oflocal
user choice. This is vital in insuring the individual 'And local deter-
initiation of the nature of health, education, and other public services,
so that these services are responsive to the needs as they are perceived
locally. 1.' , . .The, demonstration authority is iattended to respond to local and
community initiative in generating proposals and to aggregate these
local efforts to achieve the economy of scale necessary for practical
implementation. Y

A fe* probable projefts are alieady.apparent. One possible use of
the demonStration authority would be in the field of satellite tech-
nology. The level of initiative and interest Atrn n by the health and
education communifies in this type of service. partly as a result of the
114\ently completed ATS-6 health and education technology experi-
nic(nts, has been very hir;h. Already, a user-based public service satel-
lite consortium of over 40 justitittiginS, hiss been f6rmed. It purpose
is to make possible- nationwide cooperative' effort for, the' design,
financing, and use of such a System, inchfding ontinuation of-the

. )A1'S-6 experimental services.,
A satellite system is particularly difficult to fu

it is by economic necessity a national system aggreg
the needs of a large number of users. Such a system, Ii
titular impact on rural isolated populations, who w
wise have access to, certain.valuable services It need
public satellite delivery system which would be 'very

d locally because
ting and serving
wever; has par-
ould not other-
ot be a wholly
ostly. Rather,

partial use of other domestic satellites would permit a . mall Federal
investment to aslist in developing a product which could have.high,
payoff in rural areas. 4

_

Cable also has great promise, particularly in majot -cities, 'for
delivery of a wide variety of .services. With proper tech licitl char-
acteristics suchAystems could provideit basis for new or be er service'
delivery. We are considering plIEW,participatioo in tit ongoing

SF cable. television -projects in order to encotna(rt-e the in usion of
\certain 'social service delivery demonstrations relevant to depart- '
mental i terests.

We -I ave received a iaimbell of small but potentially wor hwhile
propostits kit; the innovative use of telecomitunications in local service
delivery systems. In most cases. the bulk of the resources fo - such
projeCts are raised locally in kind., but some'cash is needed to purchase
hardware. such as cameras, recorders, and recei vets,. Ad. to otherwise
supplement ongoing projects.

We believe such Federal innovation funds would be a good national .
investment. The share of the total authorization we propose to devote.
to demonstrations will be small, but we believe that the impact of the
denionstration program will be substantial.

In conclusion, the Department.o Health, Education, had Welfare
suppoits the provisions of H.R. 1561 and urges your committee' and
the Congress to give them favorable consideration.

Mr. A r ACDON A 1.D. Thardsyou very much, Mr. Morrill.
Thank you very Much for coming. Mr. Wirth do you have any

_wiest ions 1
- Ili% Wirrrn. Yes...MT. Chairman.

Thank you-very much for coming.
.0 "

t.



As you know, I kavnbeen long an -a vocate of. public television and
public broadcasting and public lama casting facilities. Insofar as the
issues -with HEW in the sixties, I. very familiaf with them and it
seents.we are going around much of that same turf except there is
less money now than th rewas then.

I am concerned about your general approach to the 80-percentcover- ,

age figure. One gets the impression, I do anyway listening, to you
reading your testimony afid-readino- other material that has come to
me, you are sort of "ceilingooft"-at 80 percent. as if it is an atrea- that you
are stuck at, that getting the °dice. 20 percent is difficult?

Mr. MorRILL. It is often true in this field, as in others, that as ouk!
moves .closer to 100 percent of the objective, the cost of getting the
final few -percent tends td be high because of specialized'programs and
because of dispersed populations or other issues.

At sane point along.the line one makes a judgment that we have
probably done. as much as -we can practically do. think/ from our
standpoint we are getting close to that point on the television side.

_ We do' think, as suggested in my testimony, that there is more to
be -done, with particular emphasis Fm upgrading the-existing capacity
to provide coverage with services that are now not available!:

We believe we are going to, as we push beyond,80 percent, run into
higlicost.operations

Wurru. How cro you justify that in terms of ser,-ing all of the ,

people of the country ? Obviously, we arefin 'a situation where it is
pretty simple fecr youto serve New York City, say that is 4 or 5 percent
of the totail population Of-the coulitry and sky the Rocky Mountain-
region, in he 50 percent of the country that is rural, what is the
situation? (

Mr. iklomull,: Obviouslithere must be, a baltinc,e here. What we are
suggesting in the way of application of different kinds of technologies t
seems tohave s Ie promise, of an offering, if you will, a cost-effective
alternative to broadcasting. service in rural areas. We believe these
are the one we ought to begin to exploit.

The satellite, for example; is interesting. in that respect. We are
Isxplciring what one might (.1"o' with satellites in interrelation with cable
systems where they 'exist in certain areas of this country to provide
service. Perhaps other projects should be undertaken in terms of get-
ting educational broadcastintwervice out there.

As you mentioned, the rpril, areas are the tough ones to cover. I
think we need to look as much to teehrrology, if you will, as to a brute.

..force solution of -trying to get the.. service there because, oin the end,.
that is what we 5e --trying to do, get service to the people at' the least
cost.

Mr.,Wurrn. What kind of special effort are you making in the area.?
I nave been hearing about the satellite for i years, but beyond that
what other kinds of special efforts are being made in your office at
HEW to really pay attention to what I think are the very real needs
a people in that region who are not well-served and are ill need ?

Mr, Mortan,t. Well, we are just beginning, as you know,to explore
.

what can be done with a cable system in those areas, and f-nany rural
areas, by the way, have an existing cable television capacity and how
Can one inter-relate the-noncommercial -uses to that cabling system..I
don't think we know the answer to it, but it is one that clearly has
potential that we ought to look at.

./
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17 'i ,
I don't know -- Albert, do you want to add any more to that as to

other possibilities? .
',Y

Mr. HoRLFv. Yes, if I may. We hove been looitj ing at a number of
different technologies which might Lid potential here .

Of course, you have to recognize we have had to operate largely in ..
a theatrical environment as there are few futidewe,can,devote to
telecommunications..One of the technologies which seems .t hold con-
siderable promise is. the "mini" fepeater stations for kir*lcasting.
These have been tried by the Corporaribn for Public BrOatieitsting in
Alaska in situations where there are small communities; tWit is, 50
or 100, or 150, or 200 people, and .wherrthose community 'S!' so are

'quite removed from any neighboring community. It is, th.O.' Te, not.
appropriate to try to build a large transmitter, let alone a I ction

"facility in these communities. ..,, ":
,'

It is' possible to build very low cost, low power, in the neigacit ood... -_.-
of 10-watt, transmitters for use in these situations.

Mr. WIRTH. Cable does not cost usuch ?
Mr. MORRILL. In the case , of these facilities, certainly they-,.

as expensive as the conventional high-powered, over-the-air brow
ing facilities, but you have t1ie probleniof getting basic program.
rials to them for distribution. In other communities, cable'may:
the same role. : t

Mr. WIRT.e. You have to co kern yourself with serving in that rens
where you TgO with cable or other technology, you have to conce. ,
yourself with those geoaraphicalf ___areas?

Mr. MoRRILL. I don'ts deny:that the economic's ultimately is the fict40,
you deal with here.

What we try to do s find a Certain amount of leverage to the develop--
ment of technology-A° las to .bring those costs per capita served .tO 1343
more nearly in line with the genpral national average.

Of course, it will never be exactly the same,. There will have to 1*,,4,
national policy determinations on equalization of, opportimitY wit''
respect to resources, but I think one of the real opportunities that
program dealing with new technology through -a demonstration , ap
proaCh can Offer is in forms of finding solutions to provide service o
a nationally available basis, equalizing that access, if you will.

I think the -video record .technology, "mini" repeater technolOgyt.
and cable, the whole range of these things will- ultimately fit into a
large pattern of intercornmunications services.

Mr. MACDONALD. Will you yield? ,

Just to put this whole thing back into a proper perspective, it seems
to me that we ought to find out what range of money your are talking
about. I don't know who to address that to. I don't know bow new -

you are.
Mr. MORRILL. Well, I have been at HEW now about 2 years, Mr.

'Chairman.
, Mr. MACDONALD. That certainly ought to be long enough..

Mr. MoRRILL. Which I understand is pretty doge to the average
lifetime of an Assistant Secretary at the ,Department. I might say this
is not my personal subject.

Mr. MAcoo-NALD. Before you get into that, I would like to get into
the context, which I know is of interest to the subcommittee, which
has already been discussed by the gentleman from Colorado, Mr.
Wirth, who is very interested in this whole subject.
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.What I would. like to know i what kind of money a r u talking
abo4t when you say, "Well, we are going to put so much in this and
so much in that and this is a good idea and that is a good idea"? It
seems/4) me that you talk big, but you talk small money.

Mr. Morrill,. Well, in this demonstration area, that is indeed true.
We are talking small money. Let me/ suggest why I thi-nk that is
possible, to talk small money in this particular area.

Mr. MACDONALD. Well, I first ask you because time is flailing on
as I understand your entire bill, there is only $35 million?

Mr. Morrnm. $7 million a year over a 5.-year .period.
Mr. 3-1ACDONALD. Yes.; $7 million oV'er a 5-year period to make $35

million. Then, as I understand it., earlier, this year the President
attempted to cut $5 million out of` that rather infinitesimal. amount.

"What was HMV's position about that cutback?
Mr. MorrilL. Well, our view, I think, as reflected both in this bill

and what is printed in the budget estimate, that is, we thought that
$7 million a year wa8 adequate, as the chairman recognizes. .

Mr. MACDONALD. Well, what about the recommendation--Llet me put
it that waythe Congress refused to.-go along with it, I will relieve
your mind of it because*it didn't happen, and what position did the . 4
HEW 'People take as far as this money thing that Mr. Wirth and I
are both very interested in?

Mr. Morrill,. Well, I think it is our view, and necessarily as ex-
pressed in what we have before you; that we thing the $7 Million is
justifiable.

Mr. MACDONALD.- Thrt is now. What was it. like when the President
proppsed 'his cut? Ilid'you say, "Go ahead and cut it." or did you
ignore it?

Mr. WIRTII. If youovilyield. .

What was your recommendation to OMB last. year for your
.program? ,

Mit Morrill,. I think.,our recommendation last year, as I recall, was
at the $7 M illion-a-vear levid as it went to OMB..,

Mr. MACDONALD. When lie suggested this rescission, what was your
recommendation?

Mr. -Moriam. I think our -discussions are a,little theoretical in terms
of Nat proposed cutback. It didn't as you so- happen.

Mr. MACDONALD. It didn't happen, but he wanted tibhold- back the
$5 million.

Mr. WIRTH. Maybe it might he helpful if we Can get. what the Office's
request to the Office. of Education was and what their request to the
Secretary's Office, was and what the Secretary's Office's request was to
OMB and trace it. hack and see what the people working in the pro- _

gram thought would be desirable funding, for that. program. Then we
ca/hi watch step by step by step as it goes through.

Mr. MAcnox.mn. I can cut, through that, because these- are rather
leading qneAions I have ; whatever the answers are, T have here what
the official answers were, because'I sent a letter to the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget, and it was received by them on February 20, 1975,
in which they replied-to my letter of February 5 concerning the policy
toward Education's educational broadcasting facilities prokram, and
they said that the language of the rescission did not. reflect a change.
. Mr. Morrill,. That was my understanding also.

rg 1,1)
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Mr. MAcooNALp. And that both legislation and rescission ate in-
tended to reflect the same policy, so rescission and the policy that you
are saying yOu are advbcatiing are two different things-because theA
were withholding $5 million.

,. -.MrD MomuLL. a believe the rescission request was against au appro-
priation. that had run $i-..2 million. The DIIEW rescission request -was .

tii take it back to the'.$7million that the Department 'n(l administra-
tion had originally requested before the Congress acted,. The,rescission
was denied by Congress. .

Mr. MACDONALD. I will go back to this question : Matisy.our policy
about money ? Do you think that $35 million is going to do the job ;
over a 5-year period'? -

...
,- 4

.1.1r. MORRILL..Let me return to a cduplo of i;oin,ts I made in my
testimony.,

Mr. MAcpo-N-ALD. The hearingg have to be recessed for a vote. We will,
re-cesk for about 10 minutes and will resume on this subject, and,you
can get your heads together on it while we aregoine- about what yout,
think about money. .,

[Brief recess.] '.
1

Mr. MACDONALD. Back on the record;
Mr. MotRILL. One more word on that decision.

,

I think during the break, period I was confirmed iii,ts rms of what
had happened. I think it was a misunderstanding in terms of what
was being suggested-that resulted in that, letter from OMB to yourself,
that the rescisslou'itseltwas to take the money back down 'from a $12.
million apprOprilltion to the $7 million witch *as the original Depart-
Ant request. , . -

-In accordance with the Bildget Reform Act, that was put. before the
Con'gress as a proposal; turned down, and that was that.

Bat that was those particular sets of,- events. ,

Mr. MACDONALD. But that didn't have to dowell, your facts are
correct,2but it didn't have anything to do with. my attitude about your
attitude. toward the money tieCause we had appropriated $12 million.
and the President said he was going to keep the $5 million, taking it,
back down to $7 million, which iS now in this bill.

Mr. :NIontaLL. 'Yes, sir. .

Mr. MACDONALD. So it is really a cutwhich the President mild not
get away with. You are proposing that we' just accept that. I was won-
dering -what your theory behind that was. There is still a $5 -Million
rescission. .. .:

Mr. MORRILL. Well, let Ile say I think that the President was, first-of
/ :11111ot trying to get away with anything.

Mr. MAtuoNALD. I didn't accuse him with getting away with any-
thing. lie didn't get away with anything.

Mr. MointiLL. One conies before the Congress and in the overall fiscal .

situation in 1975 and 1976, there has been an effort across the board
in the Government to hold dollar expenditures down.

c),Ir.',11-ActiONALn. Yon know-. I have heard that morethan you have,
believe me, so I don't need a lecture about luIlding, down the budget
because we have our own budget. We got so tired of hearMg other peo-
ple talk about it we wanted to talk about holding down (Mr own budget
so_ww utssed a budget limit of our 'own. That is not the point.

My point is, what is your attitude about the $5 million?

0
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'Mr. Mosan.L. Our attitude about the $5 million was that we had
originally requested $7 million in 1975, and we thought that was an
adequate amount. That didn't come abolf, s9 we are going to spend
the additional dollars,. now that:Ulf, rescission ha5 been turned down.-

I would like to also answer your request about thq amounts in the
proposal of,,the authorization, And talk, I' belitve you-tver6;itt.the end
of the last, session, asking Ine to respond to "How is this $7 million
going to be used
, Mr. MAcpoNALD. I didn't get to it yet.

Ijr.-Monizn.L. I am sorry. - .

i.fr. MAcnoNALP.J wits saying you were saying a 14
.of things that

it can he used for, but you needed an aw,ful lotmore than that:
Whak I didn't understand. you talked throughout the statement, as

I read Tf,, and fft-t comlfined the facilities money together with:dation-
st ration money and I was wondering some place there, and*tever mind
the side things that were being dismissed, just in those two big items,:
hew you intended to distribute that amount .of Money ?

Mr. Moalimt,. ,Yes. Tltiitt was a question I witsgoing to speak to now,
also, harking back to some things I said'in my tii4imon3t-' ,z---- ..

.First of all. with respect to public radi .6 portion of the facilities
side. there is an ongoing job there to be dog e which we think is' within
the dollars that will be available in the authorization request. We can -,'
-make a: Meaningful ippfoVeinent in the -ctirrent 65'pereent'coverage,
aind-we .tink public radio catiget witbin the range, over 5 years, of
8.0 percent population coverage with the help of those dollars.

With respect to television facilities we think we. can make, as sug-
gested in the testimony, some real improvement in the capacity of
existing stations. .

We are uncertain as to how much we can practically do , bout ex- ,

We know there are qualitative improvements that we Ca nd should

do
panding the percentage coverage in pure 'quantitative tern...

make. T think that it is pretty hard to say, you get a Tot of numbers
in this business. "How much it takes to get up there."

Some figures I have seen would suggest we would have to invest, to
get from 80 to 90_percent, as much money as we have invested in the
whole history of this program. I think this projection underscores
my-response to Congressman Wirth;that at some pixint we will get to
it point where, from an economic standpoint, or ,a, cost effectiveness
standpoint, we are not obtaining, an adequate:return for investment.

Mr. Wrirrtr. What coverage are you at?
Mr. Meann.L. I think it is conceded now we are at a minimum cover-

age of SO percent. . ,

Mr. Wam. What kind of percentage figurcz'do you have, an .eco7
titanic percentage that 80 percent ought to-be the cutoff?

lf,r. Mottarm:. T am not sure it is. 9
.,

Mr. Wrirrri. Your assumptions. everything you have been saying
swr.c.est that SO percent is the cutoff point and not 90; 70 or 60.

Ifr. Mn nips.. I do not believe that anything we have said indicates
that we have adopted an 80 percent ficrure. I think we are getting close
to the point of diminishing return-. I am not, however, at thiS time
savimr n Particular percentage is the right number.

Mr. Wurrrr. What kind of analysis do you have that suggests we
are getting close or we didn't pass the economic point a long time ago?
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-Mr. Moiazira-.. I think some of the numbers now being used to say
how ming; funding is needed, to get from 80 to 90, which approach
the size of the entire Federal investment in public broadcasting
facilities toAlate suggests, at least by inference, that we are getting
close, to the point of diminishing return. .,

Mr. WliZTII. I heard fhe argutuelit made frankly by others if is
really at 90 percent you ,staa,.to get diminishing returns and you are ti

.ducking behind an 80-percent ligure in an unrealistic fashion. .

Mr. Chairman, "could Iv' leave the record open for-them to submit
whatever kind of analysis 'they have done? My .suspicion is your
analysisi.s not done. '

Mr. -..N. IcooNALD. That_is in suspicion, too. I think, while I agree
With you, Mr. Wi(11, and will certainly acquiesce ill yoqr statementl;
I think we might to spell out (A),,(B), (C), (D), (E), what we wa-
in an analysis or else we will just get a long work, with all due defer--
cute to-the Department, I don't see how you are going to expand, and
Mr. Wirth and , I talked to ybu about the same thing in diftVrent
liiiTtiage, I don't see how we can go along with your statement about
the, need to expand

to
variety and munher of services funks(' -forth.

t low are you gonna, to do it without money So do it with '!'

/ Mr. Moinimi, That brings me to the response .on. the adequacy and
. .- what the dbllars look like for the demonstration side. -., ..:.. ,

Mr vi vv'-is we are talking in the near teriii of less than $1 .inklion in
' .. ;

:.:1 any given year in terms of those demonstrations. 1 ,

Let Inestlya word as to why that small anionnt of money ends up
.. turning out to be meaningful and allow'ingus to do .a number of

worthwhile things. ....-4. .

As we tr3.- out new technologies, there ts.typically ii munher of, if
-von will, researchers or groups interested in trying something out,
often with mute Federal funds like in the health conimunity or within-

the National Institute of Education or sonic who have a sire die a ppli--
. .

cation they -would like to try. They 'will be putting their R. 8..: I). dol-
t' tars on the line with that in view, and.. what this authority permits i --,

to do is to take a number of such users -who are interested in a simill 1
type technology and allow. them to -asseinble. a shared teelmologica

;facility that is more effectivethan.the individual experimein 4:
It i,.: not a large set of dollars. lint it leverages a very- high munber

of dollars of both the Federal and non-Federal kind.
Mr. Alry'rioNALn.- Could I ask yon this question on that point ?. I

don't. know who yolp ,had in mind about people who fiddle around
with figures. I don't think you mean that people. fiddled around with
the figures in gie 11)7(1 budget, I don't think you would say that, would
you,-the administration budget or OMB budget?

Mr. MORRILL. I'am not sure of what von mean..
Mr. MAcuoNALn. Let me read you 'this. In the 1976 budget, it is

stated that, and I quote it directly :
Amounts requested will provide Mr activating three new educational TV and

six new educational radio stations and upgrading and expanding ten educational
TV and seven educational radio stations.

Now do you think that is all that .you can foresee in the fiscal year
1976 to help you do all of the. things you wanted to do? Do you think
there is enough money in that budget to be able to do all of the things
you want to do and still stick within this?
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Mr. MORRILL. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAcnoNALn. You do ?
Are you telling me that you think 3 new TV stations and 6 new

educational sections and to expand, whatever that means, if you mean
expand you can put iii a new mien's room, expand 10 educational TV
and 7 educational radio stations, and that is all you need in the year
1976 to expand your t4 rvices ?

Mr. MORR1LL. We think that that can be accomplished Within the
dollars.

Mr. MAcnoNALn.f.All right, in the number of dollars vtru. requ'ested,
which I think is a very stingy amount to do all of the things you say
in your statement that you want to do.

Mr. Altman:L. Well, I think, Mr. Charrnttuk'we are talking here about
not just a 1-year program but a 5-year prograln and what we are hoping
to accomplish with that level of dollars over that 5-year period.

Mr. MACDONALD. Well, in other words, you are satisfied with-what
t he 1976 budget gives you ?

Mr. Momtmi,. Yes, sir.
Mr. MACDONALD. How much money' do you spend on American

Samoa ? . .,

Mr. CAMERON. Mr. Chairman, we made a grant. to American Samoa
last year in the amount of $164,000.

Mr. MACDONALD. $164,000 ? .

Mr. CAMERON. The amount is not exact. That is only my recollection.
I will be glad to furnish the exact amount.

Mm. MACDONALD. And that is the entire amount of educational funds
spent in American Samoa? .

gr. CAucitox. Educational facilities money; yes, sir.
Mr. NIAenos,thn. That is how kids learn how to read and write and

add and subtract and do all of the things they are supposed to learn
in school ? .

Mr. CAMERON. America Samoa has a rather sophisticated televisic,h
education system.

Mt. MAcDoNALD. That is what I was told. Have you been there?
-Mr. CAmmatc. No, sir. a.

Mr. MACDONALD. 'Well, I would advise that it would do the Depart-
nent good and it would not be a waste of money, it is not the best

climate in the world or anything else, but you would save"the Depart-
ment money to go there, because whatyou are doing with the $164.000
seems to me is wasting it. I 'don't think that anyone is learning any-

T think the "way we treat Ii4L+ American. Samoan people .is a
disgrace, the children trying to get an education when they are de-
pending on an education that is really nonexistent.

Mr. CAMERON. I will make immediate plans to go, sir, in pursuance
of your suggestion. ,

Sir. MACDONALD. I understand there is t4p. opening coming up in the
governorship. Maybe' 'you can do Sometang about it there, I don't
know.

A ,Mr. CAMERON. 'I know the - Governor, sir.,
Mr. MAcnoNaLn. Well, then, you can either agree with me or dis-

agree with me. I went there at the belt4of. a. gentleman who used
to be very active there. Mr, II. Rex Lei,' ix'bo,later became a- w01-
known member of FCC, and he was just as aiwalled as I was at what
had happened. :

51.14
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But db you expect us to just take the bill that you have sent us
and say "That is enough for needs in fiscal year 1976" and
expect to do anything in particular wlth it'?

Mr. Momin.L. I think we can do a job with that $7 million and male;,,
it do a lot of good.

Mr. MAcnox.kin. How many facilities applied for grants in fiscal
1975 ?

Mr. MoRRu.L. In 1975. there were 79 new applications reeeived.
Mr. MAcnoNALD. And how many facility - grants were made in 1975?

(1.vmERox. The 1975 grants have,not been made yet.
Mr. MACDONALD. Then it is none?
Mr. CAMERON. None.
Mr. MAcnoN,u,n. How,much money would it take to fund the re-

quests for facilities grunts?
Mr. Momuu. We11, the amount on new applications, the amount re-.

quested was, .1 million and those that were already pending, which ..
were an additional 114-, the request was for $25.4 million, or a total of
$43 million c amounts to be considered.

Att lAcno-kALb. Yet none has been made for 1975 ?.

Mr. oilw,L. Yes, sir.
Mr. Mkc,DbNALV.. Are you moving along on the planning route?
Mr. MORRILL. Yes.
Mr. MACDONALD. How far along?
Mr. CAMERON. The grants are ready and as soon as the computer

can respond, they will be' ut.
Mr. WIRTH. These are new, 114 pending and '79, these are for new --

facilities; is that right'?
Mr. CAMERON. No. They are a combination of activation applications

with imprOvement applications and that is the total of the applica-
tions on hand

Mr. Mom*. The upgrading is more common in the applicants of
recent years.

Mr, Wurrn. Would you anticipate there would- be more recitests
coming in frOM other communities, 43.5 total application requests?

Mr. CAmEnox.,,There will be other requests coming in.
Mr. Wrimr. In fact, what would be your estimate of what other

requests would be coining in, norquite that high ?
Mr. CAMERON. I have made no estimate.
Mr. WIRTU. What is your bst guess, 43.5 twain ?
Mr. CAMERON. Are you talking for each year or fori..the 5-year

period? .

Mr. WIRTH. Over the next 5 years.
-Mr. CAMERON. Over the next 5 years, it probably would be double

that.
Mr. 1.Vurrn. On the basis of those figures alone, $35 million over 5

years does not even cover the kind of Abuests pendiltig and .new re-
quests in fiscal 1975, so it is difficult to say that you are honestly cover-
in°. the needs that are being determined by your own figures, Mr.
Morrill.

Mr. MACDONALD. Will you yield ?
As I understand the calendar, unless they have changed the calm.-

dar. how many more days do you have in fiscal 1975?
Mr. MORRILL. To the end of June, about another 28 more days..

-MAcboNiu,n. And you have not put out a single request in 1975?
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(..kmmox . fay I answer that ?
Mr. 1lAcooNALo. I hope someb.,,i'v can.
Mr. CAEnoN. The slate of awat.ili was ready from Our office, Ed

cational Broadcasting Facilities Program Office, abinit 2 months .ago.
The Office of Education, 1:3 we understand it. is going to a system or
computer printouts on all of its grants this year and oar program,
even though the grants ha t'e 'Well ready. helve to take their appropiiate
place with all of the others from the i)iliee of Education. We are told
110,W that it will probably be between the 15th and 20th of Julie when
the grants will be announced,

Mr. 711.icnux.u.n. When I say "Irow far are you down the road. I
have been told. iind maybe I ilidn't understand eorrely. but are you
almost there ?

Mr. MI maim.. Yrs. It is moatter of 10 to 15 days.
Mr. M.,..noN-Ar,n. And how many are you 1..oing to award 1
Mr. C.kurams-, Sixty-two.

M cow.: m.o. Ind how many were rNptest ?

Mr. Mie.ium.. 1,93 total including carryover applications.
Mr, 111.i.l.,iNA FAL 193, C2, as I make it oht, awl I am not good

at this. but .1 male it out that :here are 131 applicants that are not going
to get anything,

Mr. Milan y t.i.. 4Ics. sir.
Mr. iNlvrooN l-et you get all of the mopev you Reed to help all'

of the people that need help.
Mr. yi)IiI;11.1. Well, I would like to yoint out a response to that in

terms of this program's performance. that it is t ypieally earryover
things and ha.: been for several year-, vas yipg am,ount: :f* dollars.
and for one reason or another an application may not go through in it
ptuticnitu year, and that 'the deman.1 somewhat. outruns the total
available is a f;LIrlv eout.:isitent pattern going bark all 1.1te way to the
beginninn of the program.

So ave, v on knie,v, funding h.s.s, than the total., That is not new.
That has" been a continuing featufe of the program for some time.

Mr. 11.kenoN.mn. That is a point I have.hvon, trying: to make, that
you don't as!: for enough to take care oft he people whowell, I ant
sure you don't get frivolous requests, do you?

Mr. No.
Mr. M vuoNALn. Of this number. if I can bderrupt . you, of this

nuinhor Of 193, how many would you say are jt st irivOlous re-
gitests Would you say any are?

C lone were frivolous, sir. Soto vere not ready to
proceed for one reason or another. some of whieh ere technical. We
had some. for example, that applied for an incorret license from the
FCC and we were not, able to fund it. We had othe s that did not
clarify their eligibility when formirg, e. nonprofit corporation for the
sole purpose of owning and operating a station.

Mr. MArno-NALD. If they send you a letter and you have people
working on these papers. I assume?

Mr. CAmEnotc, YeS.
Mr. MkenoNALn. How long does it take to send back a faulty appli-

cation saving "You have not made, a proper application"?
Mr. CAMERON, We could, do that with expediency, sir. Our answer

to your question was the total number of applications we had re=
cei ved and that is reflected in the 193 figure.
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Mr. MAcnosAw. Well, do you have any figure, in your voluminous
notes there, about how many have been sent back for teelmical deficien-
cies in the requests ?

Mr. CANnutoN. . There have been approximately 30.
Mr. MAcnoNAtn. All right, lets say those 30, and / know an actuary

can give you those kinds of figures, but say 30 were defective, that
would leave 101 that just plain didn't, get anything.

Mr. CAMERON. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAcnoNAtn. Yet you say you are perfectly satisfied with the

amount of money you requested for the next fiscal year
Mr. Mottuitt. Yes.
Mr. NIAcnoNALn. What is the increase over the-next fiscal year front

1975 to 1976?
Mr. Momutr..In money terms?
Mr. MAtnoNAtn. Money, yes.
Mr. Mon1nL. The request for next year, for 1976, is $7 million. .
Mr. MACDONALD. Available,
Mr. Moamm,. We don't or we have' not had a congressional appro-

priation for that figure so we don't know yet what' the 1976 figure
will be.

Mr. MACDONALD. I know, they have to be authorized here. I know
that. Say you Hot what you asked for.

Mr. Moututt.. How many would be left at the end of 1-91'6?
Mr. Mm-noyAtn. How much would be increased over last year, if

you got everything you asked for ?
Is that any kind of an increase Over 1975 ?

Momum. No, ft is not.
Mr. MACDONALD. It is no increase?
Mr. MORRILL. That is right.
Mr. INIAcnoNAtn. So using ,those figures it would be roughly the

sane number of people, if the same number of people applied, it would.
be 10 people who still' might as well forget it, yet you bring all of
these new great things. to the United States. You are &rig up to the
maximmn figure and did you ever decide.-whether itwas 90 percent
or 80 percent, Mr. Wirth'? 4

Mr. WIR'ru. I think I was getting it from the witness at, I think, 80
percent.

Mr. MoiunLL. Eighty percent is now the current coverage. Some of
the applications this year and again next year will be moving to
upgrade the quality of the reception within those numbers and others
will be for new applications that will Move for extending coverage.

Mr. MACDONALD. I have two more questions and I have a lob of
other questions but I-don't have time to ask all of .these right now and
there are two other members I know have a lot of other queStions.

The fret I think you answered and if you did it slipped my, notes,
how much of the money have you allocated between the two large
segments of your appropriations, the facilities and the demonstration?

Mr. Moumm. The demonstration would be less than $1 million in
1976.

Mr. MACDONALD. $1 million in 1976.
Mr. Momatt. Less than th4f, sir. Probably more in the neighbor

hood, I can't, wit, :e dou't have a specific project against that. It is
not even yet authorized.
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Mr, MArDo Nm.D. Just pick a number out of that hat.
Me. MORRILL. It would be less than $1 million.
Mr. MArooNALD. Less than $1 million.
How much for facilities?
Mr. Moniut.L. Facilities would be the $6-plus million.
Mr. MArnoxm.o. Well, I have heard some reports concerning the,

inefficiency of your policing of the demonstration programs. IIave
you had any Complaints in this` area, the policing of the demonstra-
iion area ?

Mr. Momm.r.. The satellite demonstration?
Mr. MArDoNALn: Yes.
Mr. Monamt,. Yes, there was some concern about .that. The HEW

auditors have.been into that. Their report is not ffital. My understand-
in., is that nothing illegal was found. I have not seen the final report.
It has not been rendered. Those allegations were investigated.

Mr. MACDONALD. They were investigated?
Mr. Momnu.t.. They have been investigated.
.Ir. MArnox.u,n. 'whdni?
Mr. MORRILL. The IIEW audit alremy.
Mr. -AtAcnoNALn.Not by the National Institute of Education ?
.Mr. Mornlim. Well, the Nathmal Institute of Education was, of

course, Mr. Chairman. the oncerhed Agency, but the proper agency
for an investigation is our auditors and they.were the ones that looked
at it.

Mr. M.krnoNALD. Well, GAO is your natural auditor.
Mr. MORRILL. .We have an IIEWauilit agency also.
Mr. MAcnox.um. I would think GAO is a little more impersonal.
Mr. Moaana..'I would say our auditors are pretty tough independ-

ent Blinded folks, Mr. Niairman, and they are used to calling them
straight as they,sce it. They have an independent judgment.

Mr. MAcnos,w,D. You know I am not saying they don't but I just
know GA() does.

Mr. Moium.. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAcrxrcALD.,They have not een called in''- audit?
Mr. II.i.snxos. We Couldn't call them in, sir. They don't work for

us.
Mr. MAcntmii,D. They.work for the Government; they work for the

Congress.
I will make you an offer you can refuse. Would you like GAO to

investigate you ?
Mr. HAsTisos. I think it might be more fruitful perhaps if GAO

tact': a look at the lift audit agency report first.
Mr. MACDONALD: When is this report. going to be. ready?
Mr. MoRium,. I don't have a precise date. But I know it is in its

final stages. We can supply it to' you for the record, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAt'Dox.kw. Instead of doing it for the record, can you do it

either for me or for the committee staff so we have a quick date?
Mr. MORRILL. We will be glad to.

. Mr. MACDONALD. My last question, I promise, Mr. Frey and .Mr.
Wirth, will be just this: You are chttrged with the duties of oversee-
ing title VI of the Civil-Rights Act, right ? '

Mr. MORRILL. Yes, sir.
Mr. MACDONALD. And you do enforce title VI?

6.)
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Mr. MORRILL. "The ell forcement,prouTurn is our Office of Civi Rights
with respect. to HEW grantees aneticorit motors.

- Mr. MACDONALD.'. Right. And you do do it ?
Mr. Monium. yes, sir.
Mr.-MAcooNAnn. Ito you have a report
Mr. Momut.L. Well~, with respect to this area. I would like to.report

tO. the committee there have been, particularly over the last year or so,
an increasing number of complaints in the area of, the civil rights
enforcement.

There are the assurances provided at the time of the applications.
Those assurances are routinely reviewed. but the number of complaints
have indicated to,us that, something more is required and at the present
time, within the HEW staff, we are in the process of developing specific,
regulatiorui with respect to' title VI enforcement in this area. Those.
are now under development' in the HEW staff..

Mr. MAcnoNAno. I mean this in the kindest way posible, will you
pleaSe translate that for me ? What does that mean ?

111.. MORRILL. Pat means we have been doing a title VIoprogram
with respect. to applicapts. .

The amounts of complaints that have been received in increasing
numbers over recent years has indicated that we need to do more. What
we are doing in the way of more, is to develop it specific set of regula-
tions with respect to the educational broadcast facilities who are
grantees of IIEW.

Mr. MAcno.NtAno. If I understand you correctly, you are 4enforc-
ing it because you .don't have any standards to enforce?

Mr. 1.1toeptLL. Well, therehave been investigationS. First of all, there
is the process that the applicants take, that assurances are given, to
make sure that the prooTafp or activities of the applicant are in ac-
cordance with the-title VI requirements:

There' have been investigations from time to tinge under the basic
title VI. There have not beeno specific regulations applicable to the
educational broadcast facilities area.

We are now in the process of developing those specific regulations
to address the kinds of problems we have over the last year-begun to
have brought to our attentioin this area.

I might go on beyond that to say it seems I should say a few things
about that, problem.

.One, with respect to allegations /4-bout employment discrimination
and what have you. that is fairly straightforward and it is something.
that the Department is used to dealing with with its contractors and
grantees.

When you ,move over into the at)a of the program offerings at the
response to this or that or the other interested minority groups or
women in communities, it gets .115 into a very much tougher set of
issues about how it should be dealt with, both in terms of eficcti-,o
enforcement of title VI and the Federal Government's general poSture
of staying out of program content.

Mr..MACDONALD What is program content, what does program con-
tent have to do with hiring minorgeS, including women ?

Mr. MORRILL. The hiring thing: as I said, Mr. Chairman, is pretty,
-straightforward.
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MAcno>1.,1n. How many 'women here in Washington are em-
pl ,ived by you ?

M. Monait.L. By me personally, in my staff, or in the Department
as a whole ?

Ir. -MAcnoxAt.»: In the Department dealing, with facilities grants?
CANinnos. There are four women out of tt staff of 11, sir.

Ir...1IActxiNALn. You jiist hafe a total staff of 11 handlino- what?
Ir. Moinum.. The grants themselves. In addition to tli';ct, of course

tli re is the ()dice of Civil Rights which is concerned with this dimen-
.si n. They have., amongst their employees, both a substantial number
of women and minorities. I don't have the precise figures with me
to., sty. I, too, have women, -for example, working on my staff. The
IMpartmcnt. has liven trying to, within its own employment pr.,,Liees,
if von will, to do the best job it knows how with respect to those issues.

M.AclioNALn. If you (10 not have the figures, this is my last
reque4; if you do not have the figures with you, *could you furnish for
the stilicommittee the list and job classifications of how many people

, you have working full time in this enforcement of title VI?
Mr. Moaril,L. All right, sir.
(The following material was receivedTior the record:]

ENFORCEMENT OF TITLE VI

- The Office for Civil Rights is re!4onsible for the enforcement of Title VI of
the 1064 Civif Rights Act, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, and

.iu some instance. Executive Order 11246, with respect to noncommercial public
broadcasting radio and television licensees receiving federal assistance 'front the
°Department of Health, Education. and Welfare. Such funds are dispersed
through ``t e Educational Broadcasting Fac litieri Program. as well as, among ,

others. tht F.mergelill\School Aid Aet. As a ult, this complience responsibility
extends to approximately 146 television and radio stations. It should he noted,
however, that the Department has no autho ivy eminating from federal funds
distributed 1)y The etorporation for Public Bro dcasting.

During the past year find, a half. the Office for Civil Rights has made a con-
certed eiTort to establish en effective complian program in HEW assisted public
broadcasting. In order to develop sound policy in this complex field, it has been
necessary to undertake extensive legal resear h, prepare guidelines to amplify
existing regulations, and train personnel. Whi develbping policy, efforts have
been made to Inform the industry and the p blic of civil rights concerns in
public. broadcasting and to elicit comment and ()operative efforts. Regular con-
tact is made with minority and media groups si o tarty concerned, as well as with
federal ageneies and industry organizations, ir1c uding Federal Communtcations
Commission, Corporation for Public Broadcastin , Public Broadcasting 4ervice,
Associalion of Public Radio Stations, and Natio al Association of Educational
Broa dcasterS.

At present OCR cooperates,closely with the 0 iece of Education in preIfling
advice in civil rights matters and reviewing poten vial Evil applicant
for a facilities grant must provide basic ivil rights data to OCR, where it is
broadly refiewed and forwarded/to the appropriat regional specialist for desk
review or on-site visit if necessary . Approximately 2 on-site and 50 desk reviews
have been accomplished, However, no applicant wh ch has not previously been
found in noncompliance and placed in deferral stet s may he denied eligibility
by the 1/Me for Civil Rights under existing regulat ens; such denials can only
be made by the Office of Education on programMatic grounds.

in the matter of complaint initiated actions. OCR i currently investigating 3
individual employment cotnplaint.s, and is planning tv, o .majorion-site investiga-
tions of alleged discrimination charged by tommuni'v grouplorganizations. A
third community gronp-complairit has been resolved.

OCR expects to promulgate information guideline to the industry in the
near future and foresees an effective compliance pro ram resulting from its
preliminary measures to establish sound policy and co structive procedures.
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OFFICE F911 CIVIL RIGHTS

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFA

PUBLIC BROADCASTING STAFF

\ Name Title Series Grade

Headquarters

Boston
New York City
Philadelphia

Atlanta

Chicago-Cleveland

(Cleveland)

San Francisco

Denver

Seattle

Dallas
Kansas City

--P

Tully Special Assistant to the Director
Josephine Creighton Special Assistant for Special Groups
Kathy Smith Sacratary Steno
Barbara Williams Equal Opportunity Specialist
Hurry Wright__ Special Assistant to Regional Director .
Ron Gilliam Supervisory Equal Opportunity Specialist

(Deputy).
Archie Moyer Supervisory Equal Opportunity Specialist__

IBeverly Watts (I, timeX._ Equal Opportunity Specialist
1.1anct Sias (34 time) de ..

Leonard Hamilton, do
(John Palamino (3 timo)_ Supervisory Equal Opportunity Specialist __
1Poto Hill (4 time) do
Ramon Villarreal do

(Trish Eby time) -Equ 1 Opportunity Specialist
!Sally Fox 2 ime) o
Alicia Boettch do.
James Co Prgr,ram Analysis Officer

301
301
318
160
301
160

160
160
169
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
345

,P

15
11
6

12
14
14

14
11

11
,13

14
14
14
13
13
11
13

MAcnoxALD. Thank you.
Any questions?

I)Mr, Flaw. Thank ynt, Mr. Chairnian:' I have a few questions.,
First, going back and looking over some statements in 1973, I had

an' amendment which added $5 million to the program and it was
oriiinally. a 4-year bill that eventually ended as 2years. Because. of
the tremendous heed that existed then, we authorized $5 million for
1974 and $3O million for 1975_ ,

As I look back over the figures in the different statements, thre is
no question in niy mind the need is even greater now than it was in
1973. 4%

As a matter of fact, some of the things I !loped we were doing.in
public radio and in other areas would lead to more stations. We need
then' for diversity. We don't have enough.

Considering this tremendous need, I have been listening now%and
read the statements beforeWhy the gap?

Mr. Moizium,. Mr. Frey, let me agree in part with some things you
said on public radio.

Por instance, we agree-that we need more stations. We are supposed
to activate new. stations. With respect to the need itself, my own sense
of that is that that need is IA a fixed number in time but indeed
gets recalculated as we go along.

Indci.%1 time we go.along. Indeed each time we go around both
not only with respect to the intliTonary factor that is with us all of
the time but also with respect to what is perceived to be need gets
changed 811(1 it tends to get bigger as time goes by.

That is not because we am not getting things iwomplished, because
the record clearlx,shows oth6rwise.that those stations are getting into
place, and we are making progress on that.

Then I think the question is, having made that progress, hose far
does the Federal Government fro ? What should it tyy.to do?

We tried- in our statement to t 1 ne what Are think the objective
ought to be and what they ought perhaps not to

How far we go in the facilities program, particularly with respect
to the television side, as I noted earlier, I think we are getting to the

57-927-75-3
7
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point. where we are really beginning, without being able to say pre-
cisely what percentage, to push the practical limits of what we can do.
On the question of "how far," our view is that we should proceed over
die next 5 years doing the things in television, upgrading capacity,.
activating new stations in :Zmie cases NvIlel'e it is clearly warranted, and
as we go along to keep a close eye on expressed need to see how well
the program is doing. We are continually-evalaating "Where is that
outer limit ?"

Mr. Filmy. Well, I won't take a lot of time because I think the chair-
__ man has probably- covered many of these points, but you hit on two or

three- things : The, costs involved, the need tb get us to an $0-percent
level from where we are now, for exaityle_and the need for additional
radio stations. Fui.ther additional coverage in that area is certainly
needed. Another factor, which I think is an existing and good thing,
is the use of satellites, which,I think is great. But everything you are
talking about adds' to the basic cost.

You are looking at adtharizations that were just about in 1 year
what you are asking for in 5 years.

I usually don't .vote to give a.lot of money away but it looks to me as
if we are either going to have a public broadcasting network or we
are not.

AS we are wing to see. some people are talking about $355 million
needed over :;\Vears and sonic about $237 million. Whatever figlIreS you
talk about. there is a tremendous gap. I am trying to resolve in my
blind how this' all can be worked out.

Mot:RILL. Smite of those numbers are fairly recent and We have
not had a hance-to look at them. Othei.s we are aware of and wthildn't
argue with you about,

think in addition to the question of what that need is, you also
have a question of, given the experience of a match of Federal and
non-Federal sources, how much should the Federal Government put
into it ? That is also an issue. II* mtich Federal stimulation is
needed ? We know We have stinmlated With less than $1 million 10
times that much in other than Federal resources going in to ereatino-
th is service we-a-re anxious to liave.

Mr. FREY. Well, is that in essence the philosophy that you are op-
erating on ? The numbers hini sure-I would quarrel with because there
is t his tremendous need. Yon feel this small amount of Federal dollars
Will sat isft this need ?

Mr. :foRRIIA,. Yes, There is clear need and we have in the past leveled
a lot of Federal dollai's in terms of being, able to create a capacity,.but
we are clearly not and I don't think the legislation ever contemplated
we werq going to do it all with Federal funds.

So the question is how much can we' get done and can we get mean-
ingful progress and we think we can with the. authorization levels
we recommended to von..

Mr. FBEY. I would be interested in this too. Mr. Chairman, after
we hear the other testimony ,anwe have a chance to review the needs, 4
maybe we can go back over this.

Sri.. MACDONALD. That is fine: Don't let me embarrass you because
I know you serve the Space and Astonauties Committee, but would
you mind telling these gentlemen who are interested in satellites, espe-
cially domestic satellites, what it cost us last year in the satellite.field?
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Mr. FREY. 1.11e iota] spendin g in the unmanned satellite field was
probably somewhere close to half a billion dollars, depending,'on. the
number of launches.

You have to break them down. One thing we have going for us
down the line, Mr. Chairman, which I think is really going to change
this country around in the years, is the use of the, space shin e. Start-
ing in 1980, it will allow -us to put satellites up for peanu mpared
with the past.

Instead of building them: with the great deal of sophistication you
have to have how, we. will 0 back to building them, rn essence, as we
did in the. old horse. and. buggy days. If they don't work, well bring
them down and fix them; I think this is one thing down the line NIT
have to look forward to4

Arr. ALicooximi. I have no quarrel withlhe gentleman, but 1 NVAllt
you to point out the figures we have here, with a $5 million rescissitat.
here, which ends its up °ply at $7 million a year and this is an entire.
separate program that is involved.

Mr. FnEy.'-Yes, sir. Of course, there are different parts to look at. in-
luding the ATS-6 apd other satellites. I am talking about the entire

program we have; including sonic that go mitt° the plants.
Mr. AlAmoN.iir,n. I think the figures'speak for themselves.
Mr. I+'n Yes. sir. It a good investment, Mr. Chairnian..
Mr. Arcanum,. If I may Qld'a a brief comment, with respect to our

approach on this demonstration we are not talking about in this pro-
gram of buying, if you will, the hardware.

Clearly a .4,11-ellitc, of the kind that ATC-6 was, was in the neigh-
borhood of a $190 million investment. But what we are hilkin!r about
is making use of satellites that are launched either, as in this case, by
NASA or prospectively by domestic satellite licensees. We are suggest-

., ing buyim.t. a service and that comes at a quite different a/mind-price
than trying to buy the initial hardware investment. We can do it for
a rather low cost, particularly \Oren you add, in any given demonstra-
tion or recent. project, money that will come in from the technical ex-
periments that NASA does.

Mr. ICREY. I an't, agree with yotifiThre. Some day the youth in this
rountry will take a course in art in the Louvre or doctors will look at
some kind of new surgery, wherever it is performed, through closed -
circuit TV, It will be tremendous.

Mr. Ar.i.coox.ii,n. And I hope they learn how to read and write in
Guam and American Samoa before that time.

Mr. Arcanm,. So do we.
Mr. ArActiox.ito. Mr. Byron ?
Mr. livnox. I hope we can do something in Appalachia before we do

it in India. I don't know if you are involved in any of that kind of
program boo I get a little bit, upset when I see. a -1^:nustic satellite
program beaming progranis into the Appalachia area and then move it
over to the subcontinent. of India. I don't know if you get into it.

Mr. Monium.. I am aware alt., although there was a lot of work that
had been done, before ;that occulted. I think it was an experimeii
that had a planned exittence, including that trip to India.

W' made use of it Nvhile it was here. We think it was valuable, what
we did, and we froit the Department have indicated to the Adminis- ,
trator,of NASA we are anxious to have it come back at the end of its

f
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assigned tour there and we think that there are applications so we can
make use of it.

Mr. BYRON. Do you think you Will get it back?
Mr. MORRILL. We hope so, sir. That is our view of it. It is supposed

to spend as I understand it about a year providing service in that
area. It turned out, as clearly indicated by your comments to me, that
from the user's standpoint it was something they felt was valuable
and helped them.

Mr. BYRON. And insofar as Alleghanv Community College up in
Cumberland, Md., can I tell them they will get it back next year'-'?

Mr. MORRILL. You can tell them HEW is sure pushing in that direc-
tion, sir. We think there is a good. chance of it happening.

Mr. BYRON. One comment .I would like to make before Mr. Frey
leaves. It is possible today to watch operations and doctors are doing
it and we have in Maryland 'and I would like to invite the committee
sometime to come to look at a public broadcast over educational tele-
vision as it is working.

I don't know how much money you put into it. I lalow you have put
some. I should know, but I don't.

MoRruLL. We did put in quite a lot.
Mr. MACDONALD. How Much would you say is quite a lot?
Mr. CAMERON. If you give me a moment I will get that for you.
Mr. MACDONALD. I thought that was the gentleman from Annapolis

who pionered that.
Mr. CAMERON. In 1967 a grant of $653,000 to the Maryland Edu-

cational Cultural Television Commission in Baltimore to activate
channel 67.

In 1973 we made a grant of $429,000 to the Maryland Public Broad-
casting Conunission for 111Yerstown to activate Channel 31.:I believe
that is the one you have in mind.

W more,6cently in 1974 made a grant for activation of a station in
Annapolis.

Mr. BYRox. That was the one the chairman spoke of. I think it is
fair to say the State puts in a good bit of money as well as some sub-
scribers putting in money.

Mr. CAmERox. Yes., The matching on the Annapolis project was
significant, particularly from tip State's viewpoint and they put a
great deal of money in it.

Mr. Bynox. Are they on the air yet?
Mr. CAMERON. No. This fall.
Mr. ByRox. That will be the biggest?
Mr. CA3rEnox. It wi41 probably be the best ETV reception in the

Washington area.
'',Mr. Bynox. Thanityou, Mr. Chairman.

1Ir. MACDONALD. Mr. Wirth.
Mr. Wnrytr. Just a brief question for Mr. Horley.
Could you describe for is your sense of how HEW has evolved its

understanding telecommunications awl hardware ; you started there
in 1969? .

\[r. Houtz:v. Yes, sir.
You undoubtedly are aware of some of the original telecommuni-

cations activities at DREW. We were both in the Department at the
same time in the beginning of the program. I would say that the.
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evolution of Telecommuniiations lit DIIE %V has been rapid. There is
a growing realization, both of the rriagnitude of the total task of im-
plementing an operational system such as Public Broadcasting, Ad.
of developing new concepts which we heard of in the dethonstratiOn
testimony.

I think we should draW a distinction here in the sense that we are
not arguing with what one perceives to be the total magnitude of the
task of building the public broadcasting facilities. There is some Ties-
tion, I think, vis-a-vis the appropriate Federal contribution and within
that category what ought to be HE1Vs appropriate role.

in the testimony, pointed out the issue of capital plant depre-
ciation. I think it deserVes more consideration. There is a concern about
the Federal being able to devote large amounts cf dollars
to facilities that caused us to look at a different role that a Department
such as HEW could play. A role that would td a ffreater degree be
catalytic with respect to creating telecommunications facilities to serve
the public interest. We looked at the very, very large investment that
is annually made commercially in communication facilities in the cowl-
try. We looked at what the telepltone company invests in a given year,
$5 or $6 billion, and at what the commercial broadcasters and other

1elated industries invest and we begin to.ask questions "How can we
begin to -move this commercial capacity in the direction of serving
health and education ,needs?"

I think what we are frying to move in the direction of is a program
that allows us to get leverage vis-a-vis these large private investments
which are 'being made independent of any Federal Governmental ac-
tion, so that is one trend in our policy.

We are not, -however ignoring the real benefits that have been de-
rived by building a public broadcasting,system. I view that system as
having, first and foremost, the important capacity to create program
material, and that fact has some important implications wifh regard to
upgrading of facilities.

One wants to create very good studios, very good capacity to make
good programing. That is what people ultimately look at.

Second; there is a question of distribution. You asked about the need
that occurs tq provide rural coverage; whether we had an analysis.
We have anal!vses, but one of the problems with it is it is theoretical.

One draws circles on maps where there are stations proposed and
you have to ask if someone applied where you drew the- circle: This
theoretical study shows that costs climb very rapidly above.85 percent
coverage. It is based on the concept of serving the most (Oise poi;u1a-
tio'n centers first, which may not reflect the actual pattern of applica-
tions.

In actual fact, one has to look atthe actual applications when they
come in and Rxamine the economics of providing and sustaining a viable
service in the applicant's coverage area.

Mr. WIRTH. You remember how difftlit it was, when the Office of
Telecommunications whatever it was calledwhen it started, to get
people to understand, primarily in a software agency, the relationship
between software and hardware.

Maybe Mr. Morrill can comment on that, how the agency has grown
up to understand that. ,I think it goes very much to Federal regulation
in the satellite program,. which has the same kind of problem.
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Mr. Minim,. Let me take the first crack and -they may want to add.
In W68, in my

.4

own experience 'I was involved in a fairly large ex-
ecutive branch study of this whole field of telecommunications and
where we were going and what directions might be followed.

At that time, I can remember- HEW people coming up with that
sense of being unclear. They were not too.sure how they would inte-,
-grate telecommunications into their kinds-of activities. It tended to be
moire nearly a dialog that went something like this: "-What are you
going to do/with a thing when you get it ?" The answer was : "Well, give
t.to -me li,nd I will figure, it out later."

I think we are getting a good'deal more sophisticated thini that now.
It is slow and hard, but I think in part of your question. the recogni-
tion that. I feel strongly a bout, is until the users .perceive the real bene-
fits in their own terms, it is not really going to takeoff. ,

I think we are showing some signs, though, in a number of applica-
tions. that users aregetting together to get their needs in early.

. T think that is true. And indeed theyhave to make the choice within
their own program framework and their own dollars and saying: "By,
golly, here is a better way to go to do the job I am doing." ..,

Now, I think we have made progress over 5 or 6 years in thatskind
of perception. That. is not to say there. is not a lot; of no man's land where
people have not thought abent, it at all. I think in the social services
field, we have not even begun to scratch the surface. We are making
progress.

Mr. II,Turrtr. I can remember when the broadcast facilities request
would core iip to the Office of the Secretary in 1960, there. was a
tremend4us amount of suspicion and a tremendous amount of resist-
ance to that kind of hardware function belonging in the Office of
Education..Mr. Crneron, does that feeling still exist ? .

Mr, CAmnitox. We run across. oil fairly frequently.. We run across
that type of question, as to subtlety of a hardware program in the
Office of Education. -.

Mr: .WIRTII Pthought maybe we would do well to put it all into the
Defense Department because we do so well with AWACS, $150 mil-
lion a copy, and we could have educational television and public broad-
casting then for almost 100 percent of the population for the cost of
ong copy of an -AWACS floating radar platform.

Mr. CAMERON. Or move in the other direction and put, more hard-
ware p ograms in HEW. -

Mr. -Mimi. Tt might humanize part of that problem, too, but I had
the other thought.

Mr. Momum. I know that even if you could do it. and the user was
unclear as to what use he would make of it, you would still have a
problem. i,,,,

Out of my own personal experience, I have seew audio-visual equip-
ment where. the'schools got very enthused and subsequently you would
Ind the equipment. in closets all over the eountrybecau8e they didn't

know how to get. it used in the classrooms properly for quite a while.
The sense of how the user is going to fashion that capability and

ritag it inside of their environment Is a very important step and it
has to be taken if this thing is going-to succeed.

Mr. Warm. I have a summary point I would like to itnake, Mr.
Chairman. I think we have come a long way over the last 6 or 7. years,a-..
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hut that is certainly not reflected in the budgetary figures you are
suhmi{T.

You sound very much. like I-IEW of a decade ago with its failings
in view of that inadequate budget and yet the Department is ready to
tick of that the whole public' broadcasting notion is much, much bet-
ter accepted and much better understood than before, and ye4, we are
doing less about it here. So I find this a very frustrating kind of
dilemma to be discussing here.

Mr. MAcudN'ALD. I would just like to add to that, which I thik is a
very thoughtful statement, if you listened to it, that peithaps imcon-
sciously you are so embarrassed by how much money you spend in
other fields, that when it conies to this particular area you feel like an
uninvited: guest or somehow you overstayed your welcome, because I
don't know what your budget ith-,

Does anyone at the table kii6w what theHEW budget is?
Mr. Moilum.. Yes. The request, for 1976 T think totaled for the. whole

Depa'rtment about. $118 billion.
Mr. MACDONALD. $118 billion and .you are up here fOr $35 million?
Mr. Moaarr.r.. Yes, sir. I might say in my particular job I have the

somewhat thankless task of saying, within any given number, "How
do you balance out what it. is'?" "What. are you going to do about social
security recipients and welfare recipients and the education needs"
and this goes on and on and there are a great many demands..

Mr. MACDONALD. They are very happy to watch public television.
Mr. MORRILL. I am sure they are, 'hut they are also interested in suf-

ficient resources so that maybe they can have a -Set in their house.
Mr. MACDONALD. The struggling public broadcasting, people in thy

beginning in their infancy, many of the people who get their HEW
checks are also beneficiaries of your, shall we say largesse, in giving
these facilities a long time ago. Your largesse has been very one-sided,
of course.

My last, inquirythis is n_ ot a question but an inquiry..You, too have
come up here asking for a 5-,year authorization. What are you going to
do to help this subcommittee, get one.?

Mr. Moitam.. Well, I guess what we usually do; that is, recommend
and urge as b-est we can.

Mr: MiACDONALD. 3/17110f11 are you going to urge, and recommend ? You
will pr(lbably get a 5-year recommendation that -win be taken seriously
here, but are you going to go. any place else to see if you can be of .

assistance in getting a 5-year period for us?
Mr. HASTINGS. We certainly intend to support. H.. 4564 ac 'fively

with anyone on both sides of the. aisle.
Mr. MACDONALD. That is very good news and we thank you all very

much.
Afr. WIRTH. Mr. Chairman, one final point.
Mr, Byron. has pointed out quite properly the concern of the tax-

payers of this country for how their money is spent and.I think that
again raises the issue of priorities and so this is what it is all about.

We save a great deal of technology running amuck at the discretion
of the Pentagon. If these people could only understand we can do a
much better Job in terms of et uration, social service § and so on with
just the Cost of one of- those fl ting radar platform(called.AWACS,
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and if it is just a terrible waste of money in the technolog,y area where
the need here is so very well demonstrated.

Thi simply the matter of where we spend our public rripney and
the.c6nc6rns of the taxpayers as to what priorities We have for it.

I realize you are all behind a different, set of priorities as fhey come
down from the White.House and OMB and I am sympathetic to that.
Maybe you all ought to come to work for this side and push it there.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAcDONALD. Thank you all very much.
Our next witness is I)r. Gordon A. Law, project director of thesatellite technology demonstration of the Federation of RockyMountain States.
Welcome, Doctor Law. Inasmuch as the time is growing short andI and others were a- little longer with the panel than perhaps wethought we would be, is there some way you can condense your state-

ment and have it inserted in the record as if read and then open your-
self to questions from the subcommittee ?

STATEMENT OF GORDON A. LAW,- PH. D., PROJECT DIRECTOR, SAT-
ELLITE TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION, FEDERATION OF
ROCKY MOUNTAIN STATES

Mr. LAW. If you so wish, Mr. Chairman.
Mr.. MACDONALD. Well, I won't insist, but if it meets with yourapproval?
Mr. LAW. It certainly does.
Mr. MACDONALD. I4think that would be a useful and good move.
Mr.LAw. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Inasmuch as the Chair has entered into the record already the HEWaudit, and so forth, I am glad that you took the position that you didto waive the written testimony because I assume that I should be in

a position to answer your questions and I will be glad to because I
have borne the brunt of three audits in terms of the company I repre-sent and also a personal HEW audit, so I am willing and glad and
able to answer any and all questions, so I will briefly introduce in
capsule form what we have been about.

My name is' I)r. Gordon Law, project director of the satellite tech-
nology demonstration, managed by the Federation of Rocky Mountain
States in Denver, Colo.

I have prepared and submitted a written statement in support of
H.R. 45(34 and in dedication to the written statement, I would like tomale a brief comment, then respond to your quest ions.

The bill as we mulerstand extends for 5 years the EI1FP. We
support that extension in time. The bill authorizes an appropriaton of$7 million for each ,fiscal year through 1980.

We belieVe these amounts are inadequate and should be increasedin the bill to provide broadcast facilities grant eligibility to include
private, nonprofit colleges and universities, as well as tax supported
institutions which were previously eligible.

We believe the private, nonprofit institutions for higher education
should be included in the legrShition. ThiS bill revises the criteria
placed in the original legislation approved in 1962 and the language,
proposed in section, 292(d) proposes or emphasizes inclusion of lan:
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guage emphasizing improvement and expansion of public broadcast-
ing stations to allow for broader educational use of the stations.

We support that revision in the language.
Finally, H.R. 4564 authorizes support of demonstrations in

telecommunications technology., The federation's position is, it is
important and desirable that telecommunications technology demon-
strations should be promOted, authorized and funded. My statement
goes into detail on this section of the bill. i

Since 1972, the Federation of Rocky Mountain States has been
actively engaged in the management and operation of a demonstration
in satellite technology, utilizing NASA application technology satel-
lite 6, as well as ATS-3 and ATS-1:.

Our experience in the use of satellites for commit' ations to im-
prove the delivery of public services to the people of the

N
cky Moun-

tain States qualifies us to testify in support of this section of
I f.R. 4564.

Our written statement, which has been submitted, reflects our posi-
tion aml the rationale for that position on the legislation which the
committee is considering today*

That, is the end'of the statement, M\fr. Chaitman. I am willing to field
any and all questions.

[Mr. Law's prepared statement follows :]

STATEMENT OF DR. QORDON A. LAW, PROJECT DIRECTOR, SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY
DEMONSTRATION, FEDERATION OF ROCKY MOUNTAIN STATES

My name is Dr. Gordon A. Law. -I am the Project Director of the Satellite
Technology Demonstration, managed by the Federation of Rocky Mountain
States in Denver, Colorado.

The STD is one of six Health-Education Telecommunications Experiments
just concluded on Applications Technotogy Satellite Six, launcned by NASA on
May 30, 1t 74. -

-.,

At present, ATS-6 is.in transit to a new location a-bove the equator over East
Africa where it will be used in the Indian Sat Mite Experiment.

In the Rocky 'Mountain States, as well as ino Alaska and the Appalachian
region, the health -1 ductition Telecommunications Experiments concluded on
May 20.

We bave not drawn the final project cOnclusions but our preliminary research
indicates that project goals have been achieved.

We have demonstrated the feasibility of a satellite-based media distribution
System for isolated. rural populations.

We have tested and evaluated tisestIptance. The data clearly demonstrates
the -acceptance of the materials tfansmitted and the technology by students,
teachers, school administrators and the general public.

We have not yet concluded our study of the cost of various delivery modes
using a variety of materials. Preliminary indications are that cost effective dis-
tribution of health and education services is possible when an entire region is
involved in teaching and learning by satellite.

My statement Will confine itself to the accomplishments of the Satellite Tech-
nology Demonstration in eight western states and to the need for the legislation
authorizing demonstrations in telecommunications technology. The committee
may want to place in the record comments of the other five HET experimenters.
The data should be of interest to the committee in its deliberations on H.R. 4564.

The Indian Health Service in. Alaska used two-way video for medical diagnosis.
The University of Washington School of Medicine project brought the teaching
faculty in Seattle into visual and verbal contact with pre-medic-al students at the
University of Alaska at Fairbanks. The Veterans Administration experiment
provided for programming origination in Denver to be seen and heard at ten
remote, rural isolated VA hospitals in the Appalachian Region.

In the education experiments the Appalachian Regional' Commission used
ATS-6 and ATS -1 and 3 to improve and enhance the teaching of reading tech-
niques to teachers of reading. .
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The State Department of Education in Alaska entered the ATS-8 demonstra-
tion to determine how well an experimental system would lay the ground work
for an operational system.

These experiments I have mentioned only briefly, but they represent the first
widespread use of a communication satellite in the delivery of social, educational
and health services.

We believe' it would be helpful to the con pittee in its deliberation otAILR. 4514
to know what has been acetanplished by 'the demonstration and what we have
learned as well as a projection of future activities.

The Federation of Rocky Mountain States, Inc., headquartered in Denver. was
established in 1908 as a partnership of six mountain states -, Idaho, Montana,
Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, and New Mexico. (Nevada and Arizona, while not
members of the Federation, are also participating in the STD.) 104 aim is to
involve state governments and private sectors, as well as their resources, in a
cooperative effort to solve regional problems and to promote amd plan for the
orderly development of the region. Its councils and committees are involved in
numerous studies and activities nnging from transportation to natural resources,
from market development to human resources, frau arts and humanities to tele-
communications. It is a unique regional association involving gov nunental
agencies and private industry, business, and institutions of higher le cling.

FEDERATION OF 120CKY MOUNTAIN STATES HISTORY AND SATELLITE PLAN$

As early as 198N. the Federation began exploring the possibilities of obtaining a
satellite-based education project for the Rocky Mountain States, and in 1969 had
submitted a proposal do HEW for a project to improve instruction' in small,
isolated schools in the regtom thrungit educational televilton broadcasting via
satellite. At about the same time, HEW started investigating the potential educa-
tional uses of NASA satellites. In 1971. NASA accepted an IIEW request to make
$2.5 million in alteraffons in its planned Applications Technology Satellite ( ATS)
to keep the satellite open for use with a possible low-cost ground receiver system.
assuming that such a Qystem eould be developed. During the same year, NASA.
HEW (throuh its office of Teleeononnulcntions), and the Federal Communit'a-
dons Commission sent through to the Wttrld Administrative Radio Conference
requesting a 2.5 Gigahertz (2.5 MU) frequency allocation for direct broadcast
via satellite. Such frequencies were available far educational broadcasting and
would require relatively Inexpensive sending and receiving equipment ; highe
frequencies are much harder to control, thus necessitating costlier equipment.

Shortly after this request, IIEW's Office of Education awarded the Federation
a contract "to develop and articulate the organizational structure and planning"
in preparation for tr satellite experiment for the Rocky Mountain Region, A month
later the World Administrative Radio ('onferene in Geneva agreed to accept the

proposal and allocated tlie 2.5 Gigahertz frequencies. The Federation of
Rocky Mountain States stepped up its planning efforts, working out what would
he needed to plan and implement a satellite-assisted demonstration for the deliv-
ery of social and educational services within the region. such services to be based
on the real needs and wants of the potential system users. HMV also stressed
that the emphasis of the experiment be placed on the development of the delivery
system tehonolgy and not broad educational eontent areas.

In January, 1972, a planning grant %vas awarded to the Federation. That same
month the staff of the Satellite Technology Demonstration began meeting with
representatives of NASA, the Goddard Space Flight Center, and Fairchild Indus-
tries 1 whirl' was constructing the ATS-F) to begin desig-ning the ground system
equipment for all IIET experimenters.

THE SATELLITE Tr.. fiSOLOGT DEMONSTRATION

The STD mission, which is scheduled through June 30, 1975. has involved an
extensive application of science and technology to problem-solving in a real
world, social environment. It has called for the development of new structures,
both public and private, which permit regional, state and local resourtes to merge
in fruitful ways, It has fostered new approaches to the use and coordination of
private and public communication mechanisms.

The STD has used the ATS-6 in conjunction with the ATS--3, which has been
in orbit and operational since 1987, to explore new modes of audience involve-
ment. Since the ATS satellites offer the capability of two-way audio. the STD
implemented this capability by expanding services beyond those available through
ordinary one-way television, ystems. By taking advantage of the ATS-3's built-in
audio feedback systems, tad by involving the audience in planning and pro-
gramming, the STD avoided the lack of responsiveness to human needs and lack
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of participation tfiat characterized smile previous attempts to apply technology
to the solution ofhuman problems. Further, it is a unique telecommunications
system in that it is eompatible with existing terrestrial distribution systems, but
Is also calm hie of. reaching beyond their capabilities and coverage areas to the
most remote communities of the United States to equalize their educational
opportunities.

'1'he STD directly affected hundreds of communities in an eight-state region
which includes Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah,
and Wyoming, in addition to the 01 terminals serving other IIET experimenters
in Alaska, the Pacific Northwest, and Appalachia. Products and services resulted
from cooperative efforts involving broadcast recipients, colleges and universities,
state departments of education, and other government agencies; local advisory
boards, consultants, and STD persottnei. These products and services were pri-
marily focused around 'a new Nation& public school priority--Career Education.
The project was designed to supplement existing eduationsal programs with a
careful blending of hardware, software and personnel.

To promote audience use of the demonstration's products and services, a field
support network was developed which made the project an integral part of each
state and each participating community. Each state has au operating, state-revel
coordinator cyrsvp efforts Working on concert with local part-time coordinators
in each of tIrtrIti school sites. The programs these communities receive are pro-
duced by the STD at its television studio located in Denver.

The programming of the STI) is categorized as follows :
"Time Out.----a 35-minute program broadcaikt Monday through Friday which

atillzes pfelatied segments of dramatization to present career education informa-
tion to junior high students. In additionNve segments of this program allow the
students at the 2.1 sites with two-way voice capability to ask questions of the
STI) staff educators and receive immediate responses via the satellite.

"Careers and the Classroom : A New Perspective for 'resent-1y." A one-hour live
program broadcast every of Week providing career educatMn in-service train-
ing for teachers, including a wo-way voice segment.

"Footprints." A one-hour evening "special" broadcast every third week which
is a series_ of topical programs designed for the total coununity, including two-

. way- voice.
"Materials Distribution Service." A central library of -12ft educational films

covering subjects for grade levels K-12, wicieh can be requested by tlitt'56 sites
and are broadcast via the satellite for videotapipg, by the schools for play-hack at
a later time.

"Hinergency Medical TraininU Refresher Course." This is a joint project of the
Federation of Rocky Mountains States, the Mountain States Health Corlloration,
and the Rocky Mountain Corporation for Public Broadcasting to develop a series
of 8 programs to serve as a refresher course for eertiticated emergency mealiest
technicians. The STD, working through its field structure, arranged for the use
of local site facilities and equipment to implement this program.

The STD is a "user-based" system in that the programs are the result of a
needs assessment which was conducted in the region and which allowed the users
to define their educational needs. Once the broadcasts began, weekly evaluation'
reports from both teachers and students provided an tmgoing critique of each
program and suggested improvements which form theGbasis' of modification of
future programs. This -close rapport with the "field" is mandolin:0 by a field
service staff which includes a state coordinator in each of the eight states, The
field structure is completed with site coordinators in each site who implement
the STI) in their community by localizing the STI) Progranns to meet the needs
of their unique populations.

The WE'D, if continued, could lead t,, a series of vxperiments in using a wide
variety of communication systems to deliver diverse and expanded social services
to areas which presently have limited resource and limited communications capa-
bilities. Since the STI) is a demonstration, its present goals are directed toward
gaining informaifion about feasibility, effectiveness, and cost that can guide
futaire efforts. Naturally, the ultimate goal for this and future efforts will be to
pra Rine(' substautia1, long-term, educational, and human benefits.

The STD has brought a vast, rugged land (loser together. Because of its
geography, demography, ethsoloky, economy, and educational systems, the Rocky
Mountain Region was selected as one of the places where the knowledge of space
telecommunication accumulated during the past two decades -would be brought
to earth to support the activities of human beings. ca,
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The Federation's experience as one of the six Health- Education Telecommuni-
cations experiments shows that there is a time delay between the development
of any new communications. technology and its acceptance and application for
public benefit.

This lack of understanding sometimes almost a fear, of ne% technology when
coupled with thkanormal resistance Jo change is often costly. The time lag
between our technological capability and the willingness to accept and utilize
what scientists and engineers have made fiossible is a 'matter that concerns
agencies and organizations engaged in delivery and dissemination of health,
education and related social services.

The Satellite Technology Demonstration, during its operational period from
September 9, 1974, to May 16, 1975, illustrated clearly that user acceptance of
new technology can be established, maintained and verified.

H.R. 4564, by authorizing support for demonstrations in the communications
technologies, will make possible an extension of our preliminary efforts. The
same extension. of course, would apply to the other five Health-Education Tele-
communications experimenters.

As we at the Federation look at satellite alternatives for the future, we realize
we have only begun to tap the tremendous potential of this type delivery system
in serving people.

As a result of the Satellite Technology Demonstration, it is well accepted in
'the eight-state region that -communication satellites will play a major role in
the delivery of social services in the future.

But, despite the successes gained with'ATS-6 'during the past year, we need
now to identify, select and contract current and new sites and audiences for
effective participation in forthcoming satellite techiltlogy demonstrations planned
When ATS-6 has completed its year of service for India.

We need to continue to utilize ATS-1 and AT§-3 in support of selected on-
"going activities to maximize previous investments by providing limited audio
interaction to sites with appropriate equipment.

We need to identify and select other subject matter areas that can be addressed
by communications satellites in the fitlAre.

We need to Work with the public television station. in the Rocky Mountain
states to develop %pilot project to determine the fees ility and practicality of
delivering via satllite .regular dai rogramminv to PTV stations. from the
Rocky Mountain Regional Distribution nter In Denver.

It is interesting to note, in this regard, that two stations in New Mexicoone
in Las Cruces. the ether in Portales are not yet interconnected to the national
public television terrestrial distribution system? Yet during our recent demon-
stration. satellite servkce was provided to the Portales PTV stations and could
have been made available to tip Las Cruces station by respositioning the satel-
lite beam.

Before major funds are committed to modify the present public television
distribution system, a regiorial pilot project utilizing ground equipment currently
in place along with ATS-6, could provide data that might result in major econo-
mies of scale %len impacted on the national system.

We need to work with the owners and operators of cable antenna tervision
systems and translators. Our experience over the past year demonstrated the
need for additional experimentation interfacing our new technology (satellite)
with others (CATV and Translators) to determine the most effective system.

We need to demonstrate the emerging role of video cassettes for recording and
playback. This new medium will eventually replace film in the American class-
room. We need to demonstrate the easewith which this new storage and retrieval
mode can be used and the economies that will accrue.

We need to explore further use of two-way audio and video transmissions via
dtellite and cable. The technology exists. Potential users must be shown and

rsuaded that the new technology has advantages for them.
,IVe need to encourage_the development of the Public Service Satellite Con-

sortitiln, a new organiza`tion that can provide every community with a satellite
port of entry. A demonstration should he arranged by the Public Service Satel-

Consortimn to show the anywhere to everywhere enpacity,,of today's com-
munications satellites.

These are a few of the uses to which Puna authorized for demonstrations in
telecommunications technologies might be applied. There are many others.

We believe that the authorization level proposed by H.R. 4564 is inadequate. It
will not meet the current backlog or anticipated new filings. The inclusion of
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private institutions in the legislation will result in grant requests. Considerablt
interest will be generated if telecomniunicatlons technology demonstrations are
u part of the bill.

Therefore, it is our recommendation that the funds authorized for the support
of demonstrations in telecomrfamications. technology be limited to a fixed dollar
amount.

The technology demonstration ("Mars will he a catalyst for funding from other
sources. Additional support could come from regional, state or 102m1 organizations
uhd the private sector might contribute.

If the "seed" money 'concept is valid for. technology"demonstratio'n purposes
and we believe it iswe urge that one million of the seven million 1)roposeil for
authorization be identified for demonStrations leaving six million for .facilities.
'If the authbrization is increasedand we believe it 9ould bethe new technology
demonstration share should be increased modestly. It is our position that, in
any event, the dollar amount identified for new technology should not exceed
$2.5 million. Therefore, we urge authorization for new technology at a minimum
level of $1 million and a maximum of $2.5 million. Meaningful, significant demon-
stratious of the utilization of new technology can be carried out with these dollar
amounts.

There Wive been suggestions that the language proposing new technology
demonstrations he separated from H.R. 4564. We are opposed to that because it
is cumbersome and could be ineffective. .

For the committee to consider separate authorization for new technology and
edhCational broadcasting fadlities implies that the activities are not compatible.
To the contrary, the Corporation for Public Broadensting is mandqted to develop
both broadcast and nun- broadcast Potentials. By creation of the Satellite- Working
Group along with the Public Broadcasting Service, National Public Radio .aird
the Ford Foundation, CPB has indicated its interest in new technology.

Separating new technology from activation, expansion and improvement of
public broadcasting stations would create 'unnecessary administrative bprdens
for the Corporation in its efforts to provide fuiserviee to all Americans!

We understand that the Public Broadcasting Service prefers that the.languak2e
on new technology demonstrations be separated from II.R. 4564.

In view of PBS efforts -utilizing new technology in captioning for the deaf,
improved audio transmission, improved UHF' tuning as well as its participation
and leadership in the Satellite Working Group along with PBS membership in the
Public Service Satellite Consortium, we see a close relationship between PBS
and the facilities-new technology legislation.

PBS has initiated an extensive review of the public television terrestrial dis-
tribution system looking to a satellite system.'

These changes can be most effective and best coordinated by legislation that
supports both the state of the art as well as emerging technology requiring
tenting and demonstration.

To separate the new technology demonstrations from the act would be non-
productive. It would fragment activities now Underway. Separation would put
the public broadcasting community in an adversary role with agbncies and organi-
zations concerned with new technology.
' The Federation believes that the -national PTV distribution system should be
designed to serve all Americans including the 25 percent of our nation that lives
in rural areas. Based on the 1970 census, the 53.586.996 citizens who live in rural
areas are a group lima too large to ignore in our planning, development and
delivery of.healy, social and educational services.

cpB, PBS and National Public Radio must address. this difficult issue, i.e.,
public broadcasting signals for residents-of rural America.

The cost of providing conurtifnications services to rural popolations by eon
ventional terrestrial systems is too expenkive.

Alternate means must be found if the isolated rural segment. of Our society is
to receive adequate education, health and other social services as well as public
broadcasting programming. et"

H.R. 4564 establishes a partnership for success that Can not be assured if the
new technology demonstrations are isolated from the faeilities hgislation.

In sumnmry. on the matter of incln4ion of new technology .dononstrations
in H.R.4564, the Federation Of Rocky Mountain States position is butt stated by
Dr. William Rapp, Vice President of FRMS, in his April 16,-1975, letter to Chair-
man Macdonald. ,

is
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Dr. Rapp's letter concluded, "We therefore recommend that the su a ommittee
review needs for both broadcast facilities and technological demonst tion and
adopt dollar levels commensurate with expressed congressional intent. e further
recommend establishment of congressional guidelines for allocation ?f appro-
priated funds for each purpose indicated. We would then endorse the tension
of both the Educational Facilities Program and the Technological De imistra-
tion, authorization as proposed and reqnest your favorable consideratio ." (See
Attachment)

SUMMARY

The Federation of Rocky Mountain States endorses and recommends :
Extension of the EtiFP for the 5-year period.
Inclusion of Private, non-profit institutions of higher education I the

legislation.
Inclusion of language emphasizing improvement and expansion of ublic,

broadcasting stations to allow for broader educational use of the station
Realistic authorization for appropriations based on established need and f ture

demand.
Specific allocation of appropriation by functional purpose but not to exceed

2.5 million dolla-rs for demonstrations in telecommunications technology.
We request your favorable consideration and action.

ti
NIEDERATION OF ROCKY MOUNTAIN STATES, INC.,

Denver, Colo., Apr. 16, 1975.
Hon. TORBERT II. MACDONALD, ,,

Chairman, Committee on Communications, House Interstate and Foreign CoM-
merce Committee, Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C:
DEAR CONGRESSMAN MACDONALD : As the subcommittee considers the "Tele-

communications Facilities and Demonstration Act of 1975," H.R. 4564, I wish
to reflect the deep and continuing concern of the Federation of Rocky Mountain
States in respect to effective and productive development'of public broadcasting
on our states and regidn.

If this end is to be achieved, improvement,expansion, and activation of public
broadcasting facilities is a necessity and the extension o the Educational Broad-
casting Facilities Program through the next live year prithe priority.

The Micky Mountain Corporation for Public Broa asting will have supplied
a detailed listing of facilities applications pending fr the reilon. The sub-
committee is also well aware of the existing back-log of qualifieeapplications
/wilding and the obvious critical short full of funding requirements Vis-atvis funds
requested. For a quick regional overview,: there have been filed from our states
if) applications totaling $3.65 million. Of this amount $1.94 million is in appli-
cations carried over from prior, }cars and $1.58 million in 1975 filings. We
anticipate at least as great a carry-over into next year and also an increase in
new applications.

None' of our public television stations meet state of the art standards. All
should ! To do this, the present grant rate will require at least five more years of
Facilities Program availability with an appropriation at least equal to the 1974
level. In spite of one and one quarter million dollars of local funds committed
for matching, the federal match is imposSible at the level of authorization the
bill proposes. National figures would indicdte that $24 million is necessary for,
FY 1976 merely to meet the hack log.

Obviously then. the proposed $7 million per yearis grossly inadequate to meet
existing broadcast facilities needs. It is equally inadequate to support additional
demonstrations in telecommunications technologies to any meaningful degree. It
is impossible to broaden the program as proposed with dollars that are already
tight.

We therefore recommend that the subcommittee review needs for both broad-
cast, facilities and technologist delnonstration and adopt dollar levels commen-
surate' with expressed congreAsional intent. We further recommend establish-
ment of congressional guidelines for allocation of apprOpirated funds f ch
purpose indicated. We would then endorse the extension of both the Educat nal
Facilities Program and the Technological Demonstration alhorization as ro-
posed and request your favorable consideration.

Sincerely yours,
WILLIAM E. RAPP. Ed.D.,

Vice President.
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VITAL:

Name: Dr. Gordon A. Law.
nate of birth: January 26, 1928.
Present Position: Project Director, Satellite Technology Demonstration, Fed-

eration of Rocky Mountain States, Denver, Colorado.
Present position (on leave) : Professor/Head of Department of Communica-

tions, General Manager KeID-FM-TV University of Idaho.
Former position: Director, Broadcast and Engineering Component, Satellite

Technology Demonstration, Federation of Rocky Mountain States.
Summary of education beyond high school:
B.A.Denver University...
M.K.Syracuse UniversitYTIr
Ed.1).Washington State University.
Summary of other experience:
Special assignment reporterDenver Post and Rocky Mountain News.
Munuger KV DU , Denver, ('olorado,
ManagerWAER-VM, Syracuse; New York.
Operations Manager and SalesmanKwry, 1)enver, ('olorado.
Owner of TV Research,- Inc.Denvqr Advertising Agency.
Total Media Experience-20+ years.
Summary of research activities:
Just completed two state-wide comprehensive studies on total communications

network in the State of Idaho.
Pilot study The effects of varying class sizes and teaching procedures on cer-

tain levels of student learning (W5I').
'I'V Teaching in a New Prospective (WSU ).
Rescareh projects completed:
Complete demographic research on Idaho voting populace for Senator Church's

and (;ovornorplect Andrus' campaign. This bad a dual significance in that not
only was the research valid (both won), but it provided me with an entry to the
medial in the State on a professional basis and not as a member of the Univer-
sity. It. therefore. has provided classroom material and experience not enjoyed
by many people %vim have similar responsibilities at an institution of higher
learning. In a nutshell, the above research pinpoints audiences and readers, by

religion, education. age and soeio-pcomanic backgrounds and based upon time
and place predicates type of material written, spoken and pictorial, which tells
a story. Demographics has become one of the few exact sciences in the world of

advertising.
Publications:
."releVi Alm Operations and Policy Ilandl.00k," co-author, Summer, 1964.
"Social Amenities"film.iiroduced of I., Spring 19(4 (script writer and

producer).
"Keystone to the Future " film produced (co-author and producer).
Produced and directed, National FPAC kick-off dinner television sho from

SUB Ballroom.
Produced Borah FoundationViet-Nam Symposium for SI'B Ballroom.
Wrote, directed and produced, "This is Frank Church's Idaho," and "This is

Frank Church's America. -2 fifteen minute specials for Senator Frank Church.
Produced and directed -90% of political TV spots for the Church campaign.
Co-produced "Ca rimaign Countdown Idaho's first state-wide political debates

by television. .

Wrote and directed University's new PR movie --- "University of Idaho Pa-
k, perience."

Numerous (100) film clips for University.
Numerous radio shows.
Special awards or honors: .

Winner of fcrst prize in TV Film Commercials BILLBOARD magazine con-
test-1959.

Since coming to the University of Idaho, I have been
following

.

HEW grant of $97,000 for Communications Dept. (qui
HEW grant $42,000.
Operate Title XI Summer Institute in Media-1965..
HEW grant to run Title XI InstituteSumnier 1967
Singlehandedly got State Legislature to 'appropriate

tional TV-1969 session.

responsible for the

pment.

$53,000.
$226,000 for educa-
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Singlehandedly got State Legislature to appropriate $85,000 for opera-
tions of ETV network-1970 session. '

Applied aod have received Public Corporation Grant of 517,500 with Which
to Implement community, affairs programming at Channel 12-1970-71 fiscal
year and 12-72 fiscal year.

Honored by the Boise Statesman in a Sunday edition with a portrait and
biography as an outstanding citizen.

Persuaded the State Department of Education to fund the University in
the amount of $15,000 to underwrite elementary and secondary instructional
programming for TV 1970-71, $39,200 for 1971 -72.

Chosen as one of the 30 people from 450 applicants to attend seven-daypost doctoral conference on media held by the Behavioral Science institute,Oregon State Systems of Higher EducationMarch 1968.
Awards:. Following masters and doctoral committees: Roger BelAir, Ronald

Sluslarkeno, Bob Van Osdol, George Mills, Patricia Aichele, Roy Aichele, Law-rence O'Hara
37/Prof essiT)nal Societies and Professional Offices:

Western States Radio-TV Conference.
Alpha Epsilon Rho, National Radio-TV Honorary.
Phi Delta Kappa, National Education Honorary.
WSETV Commission.
Idaho Educational Radio-Television Commission ChairmanFederal and StateGrants Committee: 4

Ida ho Andio-Visual Association.
Idaho Broadcasters Association.
Idaho Press Association.
Boise Ad Club.
National Assoeiation'of Educational Broadcasters.
Federation of Rocky Mountain States.
Council of State Educational TelecOmmunicatiOus Authorities (board mem-ber ).
State Telecommunications Commission (board member)
Committees and miscellaneous:
Improvementof Teaching Committee.
Public Relations Connell.
Communication,130ard Doctoral Committee (George Barr) Eduction.
Commander, American Legion Dudley Lootni. Post #6.
Chairman, La tali County Democratic Party.
MemberImage Makers. Latch County media organization.
MemberArea Sports Writers and Broadcasters Association.
University's Representative on the Idaho-Washington Rkource Conservationand Development Project Council.
Moscow Chamber of Commerce (board member).
Moscow Elks Club.

/ Moscow Chamber of Commerce Legislative Committee.
Consultant, NtIC Enterprises, Foreign Advisor.
Consultant, Anchorage Burrough School Districts, Alaska.
Consultant, Mountain Bell.
Consultant, Idaho Consortium for Bditeation.
Consultant, Idaho Multi-Media Founslation.
Academic activities: (Book Reviews, Showings, Papers, Recitals, Editing,Proof-readingl.
Speeches: Boise Ad Club, Idaho Trustees. July and November. Ag. Conference,November. District 1, School Superintendents' Meeting ITV, District 2, SchoolSuperintendents' Meeting ITV.
Adult Education Conference: Kootenai County High Sehool (CommencementAddress), Elk River High Sehool (Commencement Address), Natio I Conferenceof University and College Alumni Directors.
Mr. MACDONALD. I have just a couple Of questions. I k ow that youhave been the subject of some controversy, and I don't k ow whether

that -would be_helpful or not, certainly not as far as you a .e concerned,
but merely as far as experience that this committee might have in thefuture, because until these hearings were scheduled, even tkoug a.
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very valued member from your State has-mentioned the system but
there, rdidn't know very much about it.

I have' &seen it in operation. The underlying question I think
that I have is,-according to your self-interest,.self-serving description,
is a user-based system and thereby of course, user sup-
ported, why does it need large funding from the Federal Government
to keep it in operation ?

Mr. LAW. Mr. Chairmax, I have for some period of time proposed
a number of criteria which would take it out of the Federal Govern-
ment's funding restrictions and move it to the private-,public sector.

One of the positions I haVe taken is that it would take less than one-
thousandth of 1 percent of the Federal revenue-sharing money that
goes to States over a period of time to implement a system that would
provide the types of services with this type of technology to the 25
percent of this Nation who live in rural isolated areas.

When I talked to the Governors of our eight member States and
talked about $100,000 out of' a' intltimillion dollar Federal appropria-
tion, Federal revenue-sharing money, and the 25 percent of the .monev,,
whichcis discretionary in terms of how theythe Governorsuse it,
as long as it is within some broad categories, they agree thtA'this would
be a very, very expedient. investment a that type of money, and at the

'same time, some df the Governors have indicated they would be willing
to carry the legislation in their own States to supplement at whatever
level needed to niaplethent the technology at an operational level.

Mr. MA-cnoNATA4Vell, are you telling ine if the Federal Government
should cut you off, and I don't, say they will or have even thought, of
it, because I know I have not, but if the Federal Government would
cut. you off from any -funds, that then the State areaswhat is it, a

) six-State area?
Mr. LAw. Six plus 'two, two that are not membersof the federation

, but participate in the technology.
Mr. MAcno*ALD. And help support you. What are the States ?
Mr. LAW. From the 6lanadian border they are Wyoniing, Montana,

Utah, Idaho, Colortido, New Mexico, Arizona, and Nevada:
Mr. MAcnoNALD. And how much does'this break down per year?
Mr. LAW. The requested budget for fiscal year 1976 from NIE was

$1.8 million.
Mr. MACDONALD. Yon, are asking each Sate basically for a quarter

of a million dollars. .

What would they get in wturn for their money ?
Mr. LAW. What we have produced this year so far is a series of pro-

grams designed to offset the need for career development education' at
the junior high schootlevel, a series of inservice programs for teachers
teaching the youngsters and for other teachers within the school
districts and another series of what- we called community based pro-
grams which answer the needs of rural isolated communities which
seem to have the same problems. It does not matters whether they live,
in Colorado, Montana,.or Arizona, EMT, emergency medical training
program, where we recertified 800 paramedics in the region by using
this satellite technology whith delivers instructions to them in Iplaces
where, feiv physicians have been able to get.

Mr. MACDONALD. You teach the paramedics over the air is that right?
Mr. LAW. Yes, sir.

57-927-75-4
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Mr. MAcnosAt.p. And there is supervision ?
Mr. LAw. Supervision by physicians. They donate their time. The

physicians come to our studios and donate .their time to teach the
paramedics. We use the satellite signal to spread this throughout the
Rock Mountain region.

Mr. MAcooNALo.,ITow many terminals?
Mr. LAW. One uplink transmitter.
Mr. MACDONALD. Where ?
Mr. LAW. In Denver, Colo.
Mr. MAC)DosALD. In Deriver. Do they take an examination ?
Mr. LAW. Yes, they have a 2-hour course taught by the physicians

in the morning from 9 :30 to 11:30 and take a half-hour break and have
a 1-h6yr examination and repeat the same process in the afternoon.

Mr.lfAcomilap. You give them an examination eve,ry 'day.?
Mr. LAw. Every Saturday. These people volunteer their time to come

in each Saturday to the Denver studio and 58 rural communities.
Mr. MAcooNALD. They go to school once a week and get examined

once a week?
Mr. LAW. Yes.

MAcnox.u.n..What dki they do the other 6 days?
Mr. LAw. They are usually the only .medical care people in rural

isolated conummities, we don't have doctors, dentists, and veterinarians
because theypatients and parademicsmay be 200 or 300 miles from
the closest hospital.

Mr. MAcrox.m.p. What is the most elaborate type of medical ielp
they have ever given ?

Mr. LAW. Extraction from automobile wrecks. Because we. live in a
rural isolated- area, auto accidents are our primary killer, and extrac-
tion from automobile accidents is a thing they learn most from.

Mr. MAcpoNALo. They go through the operations?
LAw. `No, just to ge'l, them out alive and to get them to a medical

care center or a physician.
Mr. MAcnoicAtm..This may sound far-fetched to you, but is this tlle,

same sort, of thing they have in the TV program called "Emergency"?
Mr. LAw. Yrs. As a matter of fact "Emergency" is doing a half hour

on our project at the moment utiljZing the satellite, technology.
Mr. MAcooxAt,o. What do you mean "utilizing it"?

' Mr. LAw, Their whOle idea. is that, the very thing they do in Los
Angeles is needed all throughout the State of California and where
you run into the problem is in mountainous countryVHF, which is
the communication link that they have for getting back and forth from
.ccident to hospital is basically line-of-sight technology.

If they are out. in the hinterland behind a mountain, there is no way
uonunication with a lictpital or clinic, so theyemergencyde-

cidec one easy way was to use the 'VHF capability on the satellite. The
satellite does do one thing, it makes the Earth flat, so that no matter
where they arethe paramedicsthe satellite is accessible, and they
can see it electronically, so they- can go up and down without any
problem whatsoever.

Mr. MACpONALD. I don't quite understand what you mean by going
up and down.

Mr. LAW. Well, VHF normally follows.a straight line.
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Mr. MAcnosALD. I understand that. But when you say they can go
up and down, you mean ?

Mr. LAW. From point. (A) up to the satellite and down to a hospital.
Mr. MAcnoalm.o. You mean they can be seen anyplace up and.down.

When you say they go up and down, they don't go up and down?
Mr. LAW. The signal.
Mr. MAcnoNALD. Yes, the signal goes up and down. Have there been

occasions where in. an emergency they will give instructions, a doctor
say located 50 or 100 miles away from an accident, can see the patient
by cameras or something?

Mr.-LAW. This has happened in Alaska. As a matter of fact., it hap-
pened before. ATS-6 became totally operational.. We do have two-way
television medical 'diagnosis capability.

Mr. MAnoNALo. has it happened in Europe?
Mr. LAW. No, because we don't have two-way .Video capability nor

have we tried to implement hospitalization or diagnosis by satellite. It
is one of those funding level things that we .get oaught np,in, so we
did the best thing we know how, that is, upgrade the level of medicine
practiced by paraMedics in the region.

Mr. MAcnoxAiA). And the accreditatio that they 4.0. tly local
accreditation ?

Mr. LA w. No, it is State awl AMA. '
Mr. MAcnoNALD. The AMA will accredit then'"?
Mr. L.kw. There are a series of texts theythe paramedialsmust

master and take examinations on before they are permitted. to provide a
o level of physician extended care or permitted to practice in the com-

munities. They are required to be recertified each year.
Our concern was not so much recertification but expanding the

breadth of 1?nowledge they had. That has been tough to do over a
period of years because the States have been unable to bring these
people into medical centers.

Mr. MAcoms-ALD. This is sort of like a better organized ski patrol ?
Mr. LAW. Well, that is a good analogy.
One of the problems; the State of New Mexico has a State statute

which requires every physician to upgrade his level of competence by
taking the 30 semester refresher hours every 5 years, many physicians
are so. far remote from the teaching hospital in Albuquerque to make
it impossible to comply. If the State carries through with the statute,
it would have to remove the doctor's license because he does, not. meet
that criteria, it is an attempt to upgrade the level of medicine that the

_..p.LuMsion is responsible for.
We have communities wherea ddrtor is responsible for 4,000 square

miles of territory.
In cominunities in New Mexico, for example, a nurse conies in every

Thursday afternoon and, if you make it, you are in good shape and if
you don't you, 'sweat it out until the next Thursday afternoon. This
satellite technology, used correctly would let people Tome to the center
at any time. The center would be. staffed with a paramedic who could
interact with the hospital in Albuquerque, so.that a doctor couldjul--,.
vise the paramedic what treatment to initiate or what to do until a
professional 'gets to the area.

It is a function of power and terrain.
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In the State I am him, Idaho, the State police are out of touch with
their base stations for hours sometimes because the transmission powerof the car radio does not radiate far enough to be picked up on re-
peaters. The. number to provide for an adequate system is too costly.

It is astronomical. We have had cases of missing a Slate policejiian
and when they found him he was dead beside his ear. If he could have
called in with information about who or what he was stopping they
the base stationwould geta reading on his_ position and the license
number of the automobile. -

Mr. MAnoNALD. This is also turning into education, you say ?
Mr. LAW. Yes, sir.
Mr. AlAcuosALD.How does it work in education?
Mr. LAW. We used the ATS-6, bisically one ways video, then wtt

added to that capability two-old satellites.
Mr. MAcnoNALn. What is wrong with one-way video?
Mr. LAw. Well, it has its pluses.
Mr. MAcuoNALn. What is.wrong with that ?
Mr. LAW. It had its pluses andminuses. The spacecraftATS-6

was able to provide two-way video but lye in. the United States had
trouble in frequency allocations and were not permitted. two-way use..
Two-way video was impipmented in .Alaska where remote medical
diagnosis was"done by TV and is done by radio every day,J Mr. AficooNALD. You keep talking about hospitals. I was thinking,
when I first knew you were going to be a witness. I was thinking of
teaching classrooms.

. Mr. LAw. We do that every day or did do it every day through
May 20. The way we svplement it and complement it, the one-way
video, is by using ATS -1 and ATS-3 which are basically voice or

-narrow band satellites and We use them as communication links.
Mr. M.lcuoNALD. And you have a teacher in the room? c'
Mr. LAw. Yes, and they can interact with other students from bor-

der to border or with leachers in Denver or with professionals who
specialize in -Various careers.

Mr. MAcnoNALn. And take examinations?
Mr. LAW. Yes.
Mr. MAcnoNALD.-Would the local school give them credits, give them

a high school dipkimit?
Mr. LAw. We didn't get 001 far, but there is no reason why we can't.
Mr. MAcooNALn. How far did you get ?
Mr. LAW. Just to 7th, 8th, and 9th grade.
Mr. MAcnoxALD. Would they 'give them a junior high school

diplopia ?
Mr. LAw. We gave written testimony which shows we have partially

completed the research and evaluation of the project ; the competence
of the kids who had the two-way capability, against those at receive-
only terminals, where they couldn't interact with other-students or
Denver, was Measurably better than the passive mode. The partici.-
patory mode really sold th'e program and motivated the kids to learn.

Mr. MAcuoNAA. That is sort of a word of art, "participatory mode."'
What does it mean.?

Mr. LAW. It means the youngster could pick up a microphone and
if'he disagreed with the teacher or specialist at the other end or if,

33
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what, a to or yigingster -at another site said, in real time becould
do battle:

Mr. MAcdyNALD. You mean "argue back and forfh"?,
Mr. 1...Aw. We prefer the word "discuss." The teachers are hot given

to .permitting. argumentation.
Mr. MAcooi6r.a. The good ones are. That is the whole point of ,lo-

cation, isn't it'?
DO you have any questions, Mr. Bryon ?
Mr. BYRON. The reflection that that same program is operating over

the .Appalachia ,area in vocational colleges based on the 'University-
of Kentucky program and unfortrtftately *e don't have it today be-
cause the satellite was moved over to the subcontinent of India. That's
Appalachia as well as the Rockyll4fountains.

Mr. Law. Sure. The majority of this program, Mr. Chairrhan, has
been the fact that three tegional entities, and the Federal agencies
bIlve had to agree, on one program which had national benefits.

Mr. MAchortAm. I would think, culturally speaking, what would be
beneficial to somebody. in Ntw Mexico -is- not going'.to be too much
benefit, I Wouldn't think, and I don't know mach about Alaska; but I
wouldn't think it would :be of the same factual value to Alaska.

Mr. Tow. We find that the kid's' in Alaska are jhst as interested in
knowing, what the Navajos are doing in the Four Corner area; the
Navajos in the Four Corner area want to know what the Aleuts are
doing.

Mr. MAchoirm,h. 1-Tow to identify ,a copperhead say versus
Mr. LAW. A rattlesnake.
Mr. MAcooNALD. I don't know what they have in Alaska outside of

whales, seals I think. wouldn't seem to me to be the same thing.
Mr. Ltw. We find out that kids have much more discerning- and

probing minds than we as adults or teachers give them credit for.
Mr. BvitoN. Could I add a point ? .

The cost apparently is negligible when you look at the disc that can
be put: anywhere, even next to a mobile van in the middle of a field,
1 day a week to offer a program.

Air. TJAw. Among other things we did. Mr. ()AM irman, and the rea
SQ11 that I am supportive of the demonstration money, looking at the
total technical picture, we involved 12 public television stations with
terminals, we involved two cable systems and two translator systems
all because we felt strongly from the beginning that if the-technology
was going to have any viability at all for the remote isolated areas of
the country we had to prove that all of those other technologies could
interface with a satellite and that really today you can provide com-
munication satellite services to commnnities, which, if supplied by
tert&Arial systems in economic terms, would never be able to afford
a clIhmunitv television or translator system. They are so far removed
from the beaten path, a transmitter or translator wouldn't do them
good because there are no off -air signals to be picked up in the first
place. We have proven a satellite can provide these signals Mid services
at little cost.

Mr. MAcho-N-At.h.Do you put entertainment on at all
,Mr. Law. We think our format for our kids is somewhientertain-

ment.
Mr. MAcho-N-Am. I mean like Sesahae:Street ?.

-7(
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Mr. LAW. No. Simply because of the number of hours we had avail-
able. WeFRMShad 14 hours a week, the Appalachia Regional
Commission had 9 hours a week.

Mr. MACDONALD. We had a member of the subcommittee interested
in Purdue University thatused to have planes and that is based on the
same system.

Mr. LAw. Wetl, I prefer not to agree with that. statement.
Mr. MAODONALD. Well, it is not a statement. It is a question.
Mr. Law. Okay. Both of our systems are totally user based, however,

we (To not tell our constituents what -they need or what to use or tell
them, "Here it is, you have.to use it," they tell us. MPATI imposed its
will on the users. We did not.

Mr. Wurrn. I.don't know if you have seen the articles in the Rocky
Mountain News in March by Peter Metzger, whiclb, were, to under-
state it, somewhat critical of satellite projects.

There were headlines to the effect that educational satellite project
costs are an extravagant, vest, elaborate., charade, running amuck with
public moneys, and have you had any kind of formal response to the al-
legations made by Mr, Metzger in the news?

-.Mr. LAw. Congressman Wirth, I find myself in an untenable posi-
tion because, as you know, I work for a politically Viable organization,
whose board of directors is .made up of six Governors and I answer to
those six Governors, and Governors are no different from Congressmen
or Senators, and are somewhat loathe to take on a newspaper.

I have; for the funding agencies and Secretary Weinberger, an
swered the allegations in detail. I have been investigated and reinvest i.-
gated. The project- has undergone three. audits and I was personally au-
dited by the ITEW Regional Audit office and by NIE for 11 weeks. I
can say, for my own salvation and. I think, credibility and whatever
visibility I have left, I resigned my own position 2 weeks ago because
T. felt I was not getting a fair shake. The audits are in a rough. draft
form, and I am as clean as a whistle and so is the federation as clean as
a whistle and if the chairman wishes to get another audit in, I would
welcome it.

My problem is a formn to offset Mr. Metzger's own credibility.
Mr. MAcrioxAm Have you publicly been advised?
Mr. LAw. I have been advised by counsel that until the audit be-

conies one of public knowledge, I should not respond. I felt I couldn't
wait any longer nwl that is why I instigated the proceedings. I did 2
weeks ago with my own companyFRMS. I don'i, i<lam if those
audits will ever be made public..

Mr. MActioN.u,n. I think basic issue is where you get the most re-
turn for the extra dollar spent. The question is whether a multimillion
dollar expenditure on a satellite, with all of the software and trans-
mission problems you have, are worth it.

You listened to the testimony in the earlier discussion talking about
$7 billion a year over a 5-year period of time, you all can gobble that
up at high speed. What we are trying to talk about here is how do you 17>

get more people to have access to various communications with soft-
ware packages?
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Mr. LAW. If I am to take the dollar figures that von heard about and
which will be attested to tomorrow, that would bringand I would
quibble with the figures 80 percent, because I think it is closed to 65
percent and in our region, close to 50 percent of the school districts
would be serviced by public televisionand if I were to take the figures
to be attested to tomorrow, $189 million to get that other 10 permit up
from 80 to 90, with that $190 million I could fly you all of the satellites
you would need for the next 20 years and provide all of the service to
the havenots, the 50 million people living in remote, isolated commun-
ities) or more important those 10 percent which will never fret any-
thing, which is in effect being proposal. If you agree to 90P'percent
you don't do anything ever for the remaining 10 percent. That is the
reason you are using existing cables and soon, it is more inexpensive
to go that way.

I think if you take a look at the cable business and see where it has
gone in the last 2 years, it is not only that the money is not there, foi-
Airing the communities, but you also have to invest in a muftimicro-
wave system, more money than the cost of putting the cable system in;
it becomes economically impracticable ,because the operator cannot
charge the $15 to $20 a month necessary to get a fair return on his in-
vestment.

I think the biggest hurdle we have to overcome in the Rocky Moun-
tain area in terms of economic gmvtrth, where 6 or 70 percent of this
country's natural resources are at the moment, is the dearth of com-
municationsMr. Bell, A.T. R T. I.TT. and G.T. & E. will never
invest money for terrestrial communications which will let us develop
our strip mines, waterways. forest products. and so forth.

At our last FRETS annual meeting. we were talking about hauling
coal out of Wyoming and the one railroad line projected $1 million a
mile to put a rail spur itiand that is a lot of money.

r. WIRTH. Just in summary. on behalf of the federation, they
ha a very very complicated political agency, as was pointed out in
att iptinfr to band together in mutual interests of that region. which
are considerable, particularly in area of energy, great attempts there
to develop a common agenda, great attempts, and I must say I am
aware of the tremendous problems you have had attempting to put
together that kind of coalition. I don't envy you at all in that task.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAcnoNALD. Thank you; sir.
I was about to say that anybody that says they don't care whether

the Federal Government funds them or not can't be ripping the Fed-
eral Governinent off too much.

Mr. LAW. 'llavina tried to gets at this for 2 years and having served
in the public sector for 25 years, I have learned by experience the Fed-
eral Government is not the way to survive.

Mr. MArboNALD. I think you won't get any arguments from this
panel. Thank you very much.

The hearings are adjourned until tomorrow at 2 o'clock in this room.
[Whereupon, at 4:35 p,m.. the subcommittee adjourned, to reconvene

at 2-p.m., Wednesday, June 4, 1975]
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES AND
DEMONSTRATION ACT OF 1975

WEDNESDAY, JUDI:. 4, 1975

I LOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMM NICATIONS,

COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE,
WaShington, D.C.

The subeon llllll flee met at 2 p.m., pursuant to notice, in room 2,322,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Torbert H. Macdonald, chair-
man, presiding.

Mr. MACDONALD. The subcommittee will come to order.
We will have as our witness today, an unexpected pleasure, Con-

gressman Brown of Ohio, a former member of our subcom it tee and a
very valued one.

STATEMENT OF HON. CLARENCE J. BROWN, A RAPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Mr, BROWN. Mr.-Chairman, distinguiAled members of the subcom-
mittee, colleatrues:

I am please71 to appear before you today and testify on a topic that
occupied much of my time and interest during my tenure on your com-
mittee, namely, public broadcasting facilities. Specifically, I am here
to support I IR. 4564, the DREW "Telecommunications Facilities and '-
Demonstration Act of 1975."

I am sure that the majority of you believe as I do that the program
of Federal grant assistance for educational broadcasting facilities,
which Congress first enacted in 1962, has made an import lint contrtim-
tion to the enterpl:ise of public broadcasting. However, after 1 years
of Federal grants in this area it seems appropriate to assess: Ifow far
we have come in meeting the origi:ml goals of the program; how much
the technical. iiThtitdtional, and social environment in which the pro-,
gram operiites has chaiged; ,and what existing- and emerging needs
can be met through a continthiti. ;Ittl., modification of this grant
program. r- 4

You have already recei 7 onsiderable detailed testimony which
should help you formulate prolse answers to questions about the state
of development in educational broadcasting, so I will confine myself to
some brief general Oziserv4tions on that topic.

it For discussion pihtposes, I think it is useful divide the facilities
supported by this program into two categories: Those used to produce
program materialstudio, remote pickup and editing equipmentand
those facilities used to disseminate the program material to ,the in-
tended audiencetransmitters and interconnection systems like micro-
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ware. You may reach different c6nclusions about the state Of develoii-
mem in each oi these two categories and ttuere fore the appropriate pat-
tern for future Federal aid to these facilities.

It seems obvious to me that at some point we will reach the limit of
economic. practicality in terms of the original legislative goal of reach-
ing all of the people of the United' States with a single broadcast pro-
gram channel in both television and radio. This is because both the local
base of support for program generation will be inadequate to support
a production facility, and because the population density will be so low
that over-the-air broadcasting will not be a cost effective dissemination
mechanism.

When that point is reached, some may question the usefulness of a
Federal grant program for broadcast ing.facilit ies. I do not believe this
will be the case. Some of the arguments which supportsmy point of
view are :,first, the increasing availability of new alternative dissem-
ination iechnologies like low-power broadcast repeaters, cable TV, light
pipes. satellites, et cetera, which may make it more economically prac-
tical to reach all the people in the country with at least one bask service.
Second. filen; is an emerging heed for muttichannel dissemination cap:'
ability to support a wide range of educational services which cannot be
cost effectively provided without some kind of technological multiplier
like !lobo or television ; and, third, there will be an increased demand
for quality productiOn capability (Tented by new audiovisual-based
educationion services.

I believe that MR. 4564 defines some desirable new directions for a
Federal support program in this area while not ignoring the very real
problem of satisfactorily completing the task we started in 1962. It
will put the Federal Government_in the position of being able to adapt
to both changing technology and developing applications based on
changing needs.

In s,,,,unary, the major issues, as I see them, presented by II.R. 4564
are as follows: The (list issue is wnhat resources will be required to
bring the existing capital plant of pablic broadcasting up to standaxds
and the corollary questions of what standards are appropriate ? In spite
of the complexity of this question, I find surprising agreement among
the various estimates of overall costabout $150 million ill TV and
S21) million in radio. The magnitude of this upgrading task does not
seem to be a major issue. What does seem to be an issue is the appro-

. prime Federal contribution to the undertaking. The admMistration
believe., that it is reasonable to expect a substantial local contribution to
this upgrading effort, while public broadcasting feels that the majority
of the support should come flour Federal sources. While I won't at-
tempt to resolve this dispute, I will offer two observations. First, you
may want to consider adjusting, the matching formula, currently 75
percent Federal-25 percent non-Federal, so that more applicants can
be helped with a given amount of Pederal funds. Perhaps even tar in-
Centive ill terms of funding priority should be given applicants who
propose a project with a larger proportion of local funds. Second, a
more specific understanding:needs to be reached concerning the time
period over which this facilities improvement program will be ac-
complished.

The second issue, is how ,should the problem of capital plant depre-
ciation for public broadcasting be handled ? I believe this is a serious
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and not well-explored issue. '11w existing capital plant of pfiblic broad-
casting is already so large that its normal annual depreciatibn exceeds
the currentyearly;.level of IHIEW grants. DREW has suggested that
Federal support in this area ought. to be the responsibility of (TB
and handled through its Community grant program. I believe it will
take mune time to work out a suitable solution to this problem, but that
both DIIKW and (TB should be asked to jointly develop a plan and
work for its .implementation over the next 5 years..

The third issue is how close to the practical limit of coverage are
we in both radio and TV? There appears to be greater disagreement
between the administrationand the industry on the television side than
on the radio side. In any event, there is an agreement that more needs
to be done in extending broadcast coverage. I believe that the limit
question can be approached on a pragmatic basis through case by
case decisions on individual station activation applicAtiOns, and that
it is not, necessary to arbitrarily pursue an abstracr Fercentage goal.

The fourth issue is what long-term role is-most appropriate for the
Federal.Governinent, with respect to the development of telecortununi-
cations acilities to support education and other public services? As
new se ice-concepts' involving telecomMunications emerge, I think
it is cl r that additional production arid disseminatio capacity will
be deeded. There is some question as to whether they should be pub-, licly owned and .financed.. I .do not believe it would one wise to try to
federally fund and implement a program to build a vast array of pub-
lic telecommunications facilities wnen the possibility of using pri-
vately financed system exists. I t'he.refore believe that the type of pro-
gram proposed by IHIEW under the demonstration portion of H.R.
4.164 provides the needed incentives and developmentlil activity to in-
sure that the expanding needs of education for modern r telecommunica-
t ions will be met.

. In conclusion, I support the main conceptual thrust of H.R. 4564
though I differ with its estimate of the appropriate level of Federal
and DIIEW funding to the total effort. I am particularly supportive
of its demonstration provisions as I feel they open the way to address
significant future needs before they become crises.

Let -me saV' further in conclusion, Mr. Chair! Ian, I 'think we need
this particular piece of legislation and the demo stration grants in-
volveil in it, so that we ran go ahead with develo sent of the tech-
nology in this field and see that it is made applicable to public broad-
casting and particularly applicable to the developing needs in educa-
tion that public broadcasting serves.

As you know, I it'll a supporter of more. television usage by the school
sysfems and by the nonsehool-systems that, serve to educate our public
in ti needs they have for the kind of programing that can help them
in self-improvement and in the facilities area, we need exploration in
that field.

I think we are likely.to develop thingsthere that probably will not
be developed in commercial television for private markets,' but if we
can develop them in the iniblic sector here through private interests,
they then will have a transfer application into the private markets.

MAcnoNAr.n. We all thank you very much, Congressman Brown,
for your statement, and I note you say you have been a long-time friend
of public broadcasting, and I know that is absolutely accurate.

.e.
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I just have two very small questions of you, Congressman, and one
is : Yesterday we hack testimony from two segments, one from the
JEW people, a panel, and once again, Mr. Weinberger saw fit not to
appear, but Mr. Morrill, Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evalua-7
tion, took his place.

I, for one, was so terribly amazed and very disappointed in the
amount of money sought and their general attitude, at least publicly
expressed,- and what their private thoughts are I have no way of
knowing, although I can't conceive that they wouldn't have different
private thoughts than they expressed publicly. But I was disappointed
in the amount of funds requested for facilities and,the demonstration
grants that you spoke so highly abOut.

We also had testimony on it from a gentleman who is rather con-
troversial in Colorado, but who gave some interesting testimony
concerning his operations.

The entire amount the, they requested to do all of the things that
they said they needed to do, new programs and so forth, as 'well
as .continuing with the facilities, amounted, believe it or not, to a
total of $35 million over a period of 5 years.

Knowing of your interest, I was just wondering if you cared to
comment.

Now, I am not pressing you for any comments. You can certainly
save the comments that you might have for a later time on the floor,
hopefully, or some other time. But, perfectly frankly, I think it is a
very, very inadequate amount.

Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman. I would tend to share that view were
it not for the circumstances in Which we find ourselves in the economy
at the moment.

I think all of us would like to see, some more funding in this area,
so that these demonstration grants might be moved ahead somewhat
more briskly.

It is my hope with that -amount however, they can bring in some
private funds to do some of the work on an experimental basis, and
perhaps supplement some of those. funds that might come in otherwise
by entrepreneurs in the hopes of prospective gains for themselves.

Mr. MAcnoNALn. If they hadany such plans, they didn't identi-ky
them yesterday, I can assure you of that.

Mr. BROWN. I shouldn't say private only, but perhaps even can
supplement local community efforts in this regard.

We have one such effort being conducted in my area now that comes
to t :1:1. .-1ml of course, I think in the Congress generally, we tend
to encourage local demonstrations with the Federal funds and hope,
that the local community can pick up the Federal funds, part of it
over a period of years or a periTY4 of time, and then 7c r..vvitys get dis-
appointed that the local community does not quite do it as rapidly or
the extent that we hoped.

Maybe the local community is disappointed, too. But T guess that in
summary. one has to soy that: and you metaioned.their private opinions
might be somewhat different than their testimony, and I would assume
if they weren't under restraints from the Office, of Management and
Budget-, because of the general condition, of the Federal budget, they
might come in and ask for more money also.
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Mr. MACDONALD. DO. you think they might have testified a little dif-
ferently at 2:45 today than they did yesterday, finding $5.3 billion, as
I recall it, more money than was anticipated they would have yester-
day ?" -

Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, that $5.3Thillion,agood part of that was
not budgeted, and I guess that is the problem.

Mr. MACDONALD. Well, we could go into it, and I apologize for get-
ting into a matter that was extraneous, but you did bring it in.

I still think,sand I think you would have enjoyed very much Dr.
Law, even though he had been under some attack from some news-
papers out in the Rocky Mountain area States, as I recall, for doing
what I heard von discuss many titnes,'and you indicated your great
interest in coeducational, as well as other practical aspects, medicine,
and all of the rest.

Mr. linowN. ',guess it is too simple a statement for me to make, Mr.
Chairman, and then to have to try to defend sometime, but I would
almost support anything that develops rapidly the technology in this
field so that it can reduce the economic costs of bringing education to
more people.

Now, among the attigs you 'suggested areand this has to be a
function both of hardware and-software, but amoqg the things sug-
gested, of course, ae satellite storage of programing so that schools
could call up through the night and have the progratn.projected
that they could then show in their schools in room television sets and'
record on their own cassettes, and so forth.

We may be a long way from that, but if we don't undertake some
Nts of these demonstration programs to get there, it, sems to me that the

ultimate advantage of educational television will not be realized as
early as we might otherwise realize it in the advantage of education to
a lot of other people.

Mr. M.konoNALD. We are pot going to realize it at a pace of $35
mill ion in 5 years.

Mr. BuowN. Mr\Chairman, that is, however, more than I mac all
last week, so it sounds like a lot of money.

Mr. MActioxAm. You don't have to confess this to nee. Are theret.any
further questions?

Mr.FREY. There is one thing, I want to also add the thanks of this
committee to the public' broadcast people and their work over the
years.

I had the pleasure of serving with this gentleman on the subcom-
mittee and saw the leadership he provided and his help in writing a
lot of the kev legislation, and we are delighted with his interest and
look forward to working with him on this area, because it sure needs
sonic work.

Mr. MAcnox.kr,n. And on the floor.
Mr. FREr. And on the floor.
Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. F .rey and thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. M.konox.kt,n. The next witnesses scheduled and, inasmuch as we

are a little late, I was hopeful to obtain your thoughts concerning this,
the witnesses to present their various points of view, most of whom
I am familiar with, both as people and as to their points of view, with
very good reason, and they are Mr. Henry Loomis, president of the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, and Mr. Hartford Gunn, presi-

al
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dent of Public Broadcasting Se-vice, and Matthew Coffey, president
of the Association of Public Radio Stations.

We have also a fourth witness. I (I() not know if he would tit into
a panel or not : Mr. George Bair. member of the National Association
of 14;dncational Broadcasters board of directors of the University of
North Carolina. the TV network, and T mean. this is not a mailed
fist in It velvet glove. but I am serious about what you think of getting
together in It joint presentation.

Mr. Loomis. It is fine with
Mr. MAnox.w). T know it is difficult.to say no in an open room.imt

T am serious. We rt ainly welcome all of you, and for the edifica-
tion of the stenographor, I wish yon would identify yourselves. right
to left.

Mr. CorrEv. Matthew Coffey.
Mr. BAut. George Bair.
Mr. Loomis. Henry Loomis.
Mr. GUNN. Hartford Gunn.
Mr. AfAcoo-gAi.n. Proceed, whoever wants to go first.

STATEMENTS OF A PANEL CONSISTING OF HENRY LOOMIS, PRESI-
DENT, CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC BROADCASTING; HARTFORD
N. GUNN, JR., PRESIDENT, PUBLIC BROADCASTING SERVICE:
AND MATTHEW B. COFFEY, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF PUB-
LIC . RADIO STATIONS: ACCOMPANIED BY GEORGE E. BAIR,
PH. D., MEMBER, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL
BROADCASTERS BOARD OF DIRECTORS, AND DIRECTOR, UNIVER-.
SITY OF NORTH CAROLINA TELEVISION NETWORK

Loomis. Mr. Chairman. I know yon have my prepak.d state-
ment. nand I thought perhaps I- could start by reading the last page. the
conclusion of lily statement.

Mr. AfActiNALli. Fine. T appreciate your reminding me that. with-
out exception. the statements will be included in the record as if read.
and von may interpolate in any way you see fit.

Mr. L(x)mis. I wanted to say that the Corporation supports many
of the sections of I T.R. 4564.

This is particularly true of the 5-yelir funding matching provisions.
features which the Corporation endorses. Tt extends the educational
broadcasting facilities program. whose authorization expires on
.Tiline 30. Tt initiates a future-oriented demoustAtion program. which
holds great promise Mr public -broadcasting. Tt offers the predict-

Itability of 5-year authorizations for fiscal year 1976-80. which pr,
V1(10 predictability of funding- and opportunity for systems nlannino%

Nevertheless. as justified in the 'requirements sections of this tate-
ment. MTh" 4564 establishes funding levels which are insufficient for
the achievement of the,- bill's purposes. As delineated, upgrading of
public television statilms alonewith the development of new
stationsreouires. at miniminn standards, $135 million. And the im-
provement of -existing- public radio stations and the development of
new ones reouire $40 million. The development of new television
stations required to attain 90-percent coverage would raise the-total
requirement to $355 million.
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At the $35 million level $7 million Per yea r---revonnuended by t he
administration, tho faCilities needs alone of public broaticastino- would
be largely unmet. It, is for this .reason that (TB urges the subcom-
mittee to authorize at least. $35 million per year for fiscal years 197t3-
80, for a total of $175 million, which is still well below public broad-
casting's requiTements. -

The Task Force on the Long-Range Financing of Public Broad-
% casting stated, in its -ItYT3 report,. that Congress. in passing the Edu-

cational Television ..Facilit Ws At of PJ6. "enacted a legislative
milestone in the history of public broadcasting." CPB urges this
subcommittee to approve allot her milestone. ITT. 4501. with adequate
funding levels. Its passage is (Intend if public broadeas'ing is to
develop What the task. for called "tlw rich potential for service
[which] -remains unfulfilled."

I may say, Mr. Chairman, having listened to you and (longressman
Brown on the subject of amount. the thing that bothers me most about
this act is the rhetoric *outing all of the ambitious things that will
1,e done, fitising hopes and aspirations without supplying the resources
necessary to follow through.

Either cut back what you plan to accomplish or appropriate the
money needed to meet the objectives you endorse.

I w(fuld hope very much it. would be the_latter because I think the
statignent of purpose.is excellent.

I Mr. Loamiis' prepared statement follows :1

SAEMENT OF HENRY LOOMIS. PREIDENT, CoRPORATION FOR PUBLIC BROADCASTING

INTRODUCTION

Tile corporation for Public Broadcasting (('PR) urges the passage. of
4564. the Telecommunications Facilities and Demonstration Aet of 1975. with
adoluate funding levels. The Corporation recognizes that the provisions Of this
act are to be administeled by and budgeted to the I)epartment of Health,
Education. and 1'1'0f:ie (1)1rEW 1----not the corporation. Nonetheless. the Co-
poration is vitally concerned about these provisions. bevatise. Of its (wend'
responsibility for rjroping the 'midi(' broadcasting system of this nation and
for supporting pro..rainining' services which meet the needs and interests of the
people of the r.S. with both aesthetic and technical excellence.

As suell, the /Corporation has a (dose relationship with DIIEW----a relationship
which has existed since the inception of (ff'11. For the Public Broadcasting Act
of 1967. which authorized the establishment of CPB. amended the Educational
Television Facilities Act of 1962 to include public radio and set the basis for
cottinutine cooperation between the-Corporation and DIIEW.

rue Publie Broadcasting Act of 1967. with its expansion of the facilities act,
reflects Congresss commitment to help establish a strong. effective. and inde-
pendent, public, broadcasting system in the United States. lilt. Wail. the Public.
.ftronelcasfing Financing Act of 1975. unanimously approved by this sttlicIon-
mittee and reported out of the full Comutittee on Interstate and Foreign Com-
'nerve in May. indicates renewed commitment to this goal. As a companion
piece Of legislation. 11.R. 4564. tht. TeiecomintinicationN Facilities and Denton-
stration _let. off ers further evidence of the congressional commitment. in that
it provides for the continued development of the technical capacity which is
essential to priblie.broadcasting.

FEATURES OF II.R. 4561

11.R. 4564 would extend the''Educational Broadcasting Facilities Program for
five years. fiscal 1976-19SO. and give new authority to the Office of the Secretary
of DlIEW "for the support of demonstrations' in telecOmmunivations technologies
fur the distributtion of health, education, and social service, in/formation, and for
other purposes.
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Similar to II.R. 17406, Introduced in the 93rd Congress, the bill would expand
DIIEW's role in public broadcasting. It would not only extend an existing
programdirect facilities support of public television and radio stationsbut
.also would add a new dimensionindirect support of various telecommunications
technologies, through demonstration grants and contracts. These. support func-
tions would be authorized for the indicated five -year period at $7 million per
year, for a total amount of $35 million.

It is CPB's belief that the aims of the legislation cannot be achieved at the
administration-supported funding levels. At least $35 million is required per year
to meet the facilities and equipment needs of public broadcasting stations and to
allow for demonstrations in modern telecommunications technologies, as indicated
in the following descriptions of facilities and demonstration requirements.

FACILITIES REQUIREMENTS

BackgroundFacilities Development
When Congress passed amid the President signed the Educational Broadcasting

Facilities Act. in 1962. they not only set a precedent for federal involvement. in
pitblic broadcasting but also laid the foundation for a national publie broad-
casting. service. This action, with the inclusion of radio in the facilities program
in 1967, was a tangible sign of the growing national awareness of the potential
for public service through the electronic media and of the need to help public
broadcasters develop this potential.

Passage of the facilities act and its subsequent amendment meant that public
broadcasters were, for the first time, able to acquire technical facilities and
eOuipment for the provision of adequate services to their communities. Prior
to the inauguration of the facilities program, the growth of "educational broad-
casting" was slow and difficult, largely because of the enormous costs of facilities
and equipment and the scarcity of funds to pay these costs. Most public broad-
casters operated in make-do quarters with hand-nie-down equipment from com-
mercial stations. It wits their ingenuity, ratherthan the quality of their Moilities
and equipment, that made "educational broadcasting" viable in a number of
individual locations.
State of the System,

Since the Creation of CPB in 1965, public broadcasting has grown to include
259 television and 170 radio stations, each of which is licensed by the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) and operates under FCC rules and regula-
tions. These stations are directed, by professional managers and support staff
and operated by trained engineering personnel, who are united in the cause of
public broadcasting.

These facilities reflect a federal investment of $100 million. However, many
stations use outdated equipment, operate from short towers, and broadcast at
low radiated power. It can be Said,- not even with tongue in cheek, that public
broadcasting stations: in their use of old equipment, are major contributors to
environmentalists' recycling efforts. However, the environmental 'aspect notWith-
standing, recycled equipthent wears out qukkly, performs inefficiently, and gen-
erally provides lower quality transmission. This in turn affects the quality of
Ow services which television viewers and radio listeners receive.

For public television, CPB has conducted an extensive ,study to assess the
minimum needs and costs to upgrade the facilities of public television stations
in the United States and its territuries. The results of this study show that more
than $10() million is required merely to upgrade the facilities of existing public
television stations in three categories: transmitter plants, color record and
playback, and live color production cameras.

To single out one area of equipmentcolor videotape recordersa substan-
tial number of machines need to be purchased to briag public television stations
up to minimum standards. Hetalls on the number of machines required and their
cost are included in the appended CPB study.

At the station level, color videotape recorders allow local stations to adapt
resources provided by the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) to the needs and
interests of persons in their communities. The recorders permit them to rebroad-
cast live color programs aired by PBS, to record and delay national programs

.

1 A copy 19 appended.
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to originate programs in their own studios, and to record community events
outside their studios by the use of recorders in remote or mobile television vans.

By giving stations' flexibility in their use of national programs and capability
for responsiveness in their coverage of local events. videotape recorders are
crucial to public broadcasting's position as an unique and alternative program
service in which local station independence is a paramount goal. Mandated by
the'Public Broadcasting Act of 1967 to provide diversity and excellence in its
programs, public broadcasting requires the technical means to realize its
potential.

In including just he three categoriestransmitter plants, Color record and
playback, and live for production cameras, at $100 millionthe CPB study
omits mobile units, ctronic journalism equipment, support facilities, studio -
to-transmitter links, test equipment, and some studio modification These addi-
tional items, again figured at minimum levels, would require anotherV5 milliori.
Even then, there are additional capital costs for buildings, roads, lights, and
similar items also noecovered by the facilities act.

For public radio, CPB is now in the process of refining new survey data,
according to established radio station specifications, so that realistic totals for
facilities needs can be stated for this medium. However. a rough estimate
accepted by National Public Radio (NPR). Association of.,Public Radio Stations
(APRS), DHEW, and CPBis that $19 million would be required to bring
existing stations up to the state-of-the-art.

For example, public radio has the unrealized' potential to'provide subsidiary
communications authdrizatiOn (SCA) service to the print-handicapped. SCA is
the placing of two or more separate signals onto the single channel assigned to
an FM station so that several audiencesincluding the print - handicapped cane
be served simultaneously.

SCA is ideally suited to public radio. due to the medium's experience th
public service broadcasting and its orientation to various target audiences. o
date, SCA's potential has been demonstrated by "talking book" and other info' r-
matiopal projects in approximately 30 areas of the country. But the service is
provided by fewer than 10 percent "of the public radio stations in the nation.
The request for funds for radio could provide this capability at all interested
stations.

Finally, it is worth noting that since the initial funding of the facilities program
in 1963, Congress's intent in authorizing the legislation has far outstripped the
actual funds appropriated.'Although a total of $180 million wa§ authorized
from fiscal years 1963 through 1975. only a total of slightly more than $106
million was actually appropriated, representing a shortfall of $74 million.
Extent of Coverage

According to the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967, public broadcast program-
ming should "be responsive to the interests of people both in particular localities
and throughout the United States -* s." It has the responsibility of providing
full public broadcast services to all of the people. whatever their makeups,
wherever their regions.

Nonetheless, recent eRtimates indicate that only 80 percent of the American
people are within the grade A signal areas of priblic television stations and
only 62 percent titre within the grade A contour of public radio stations. These fig-
ures show that significant portions of the American people. "both in particular
localities and throughout the United States." are not reached by public
broadcasting.

For public television, CPB has calculated that upgrading the 80-percent cover-
age figure to 90 percent would require an additional 82 stations (for a total
of 341 stations). These additional stations would cost approximately $180 million,
funded through the facilities program, plus a substantial amount raised from
outside sources.

It should be noted that tlw present 80-percent coverage figure is an idealistic
one, because 61 percent of the public television stations operate in the UHF
band. As stated by Richard Block of the Council for VHF Broadcasting, "Many
people who tune into to VHF broadcast, or try to, continue to be frustrated by
a poor signal due in large part to correctable technical deficiencies."

s A table giving the authorization-appropriation history is appended./

57-927 0 - 75 - 5
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These deficiencies include the mechanical and electronic inferiority of UHF,compared with VHF, tuners; the inadequacy of VHF outdoor antennas andlack of use and difficulty of adjustment of CHF indoor antennas; the draw-backs of, unshielded UHF lead-in lines, which are easily affected by weatherconditions, and of VHF /UHF splitters, which change impedance at antennaconnection, causing signal losS ; and the absence of consumer education to ex-plain to viewers how to tune in 171IF channels.
While the improvements required stretch from the home receiver to therooftop antenna and lead-in, back to the station's transmitter, it is clear thatH.R. 4564 can assist in the latter area. As part of the extensive study whichCPB conducted earlier this year, it identified improvements which could bemade in transmitter facilities which would greatly increase a station's coverage. These improvements were:

Antenna relocation.
Antenna height increase.
Transmitter power increase.
Various..combinations of the above.

CPB's cost estimate for the upgrading required for transmitter facilities is ap-proximately $29 million.
CPB, in conjunction with PBS and with commercial organizations, is strivingto improve the technical status of the other elements of the UHF system, butthere remains much to do in these areas. Until some of the technical deficiencies

are overcome, UHF stations will continue to operate at considerable disadvan-tage,14 their VHF counterparts.
Thus, CPB believes that the upgrading of existing UHF facilities warrantsa priority equal to the presently accorded conversion to color videotape recorder

capability. Improved UHF transmission and reception will enhance the avail-ability of public broadcasting's services to greater numbers of peciple. Color video-
tape recorder capability remains essential to proViding local station autonomyin program scheduling.

For public radio, an even more substantial development effort is required thanfor public television. Based upOn the 62-percent coverage figure, 125 stationsin major markets would have to he added in order to increase public radio'scoverage to 90 percent. At present, CPB is conducting an in-depth assessment ofthe needs of public radio and will present its analyses to Congress when they are
'Complete. Until that time, CPlF1 estimates that the development of public radio
stations in areas presently unserved would require approximately $21 million.CPB, NPR, and APRS expressed their concern to DHEW about the develop.
ment of new public radio stations in public hearings held last October on DREWregulations. In March of this year, they were pleased to see their concern rec-
ognized, when DREW set as first priority "projects to establish, either through
the activation of new stations or the acquisition, expansion, and improvement of
existing stations, public radio stations meeting accepted industry-wide standards
in presently unserved areas with populations of 500,000 or more." DIIEW also
gav,e priority to the creation of stations in presently unserved areas with popula-
tions of between 250.000 and 500,000 and in those with less than 250,000.

DEMONSTRATION REQUIREMENTS

H.R. 4564 gives 'new authority to the Office of the Secretary of DHF:W to in-
stitute demonstration progrti'ms in new and innovative areas, such as satellites,
cable television, and video cassettes. The Corporation endorses this concept fora number of reasons.

First, although public television theoretically reaches 80 percent of the popula-
tion of the United States, it broadcasts to the portion of the population which
occupies less than 50 percent of the land mass of the country, with Alaska ex-
cluded. Hence, to reach 90 percent of the population would require a heavy invest-
ment, about equal to the cost of reaching the first 80 percent,

DHEW's research into improved distribution technology can, through a com-
bination of satellites, cable television, optical communications, and other ad-vanced forms of broadband distribution, .open new avenues for reaching the
remainder of the nation unserved after the 90 percent point is reached.

Second, unless some teqhnological strides are made in the technology of broad-
casting, there is no alterAative to the continual replacement of equipment nowin use: The technology of broadcasting has not kept pace with the tremendous
technical advanees of the last two ,decadesan important reason why impetus
should be given to its development.

+.?
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For tke%spective linkages of ,public television and radio stations, terrestrial
interconnection is very costly, even at reduced rates. It provides an acceptable,
but not exceptional, signal quality in television, but no stereo high fidelity
capability for radio. It is a relatively inflexible way of linking independent sta-
tions with varying needs. The interconnection of new points is expensive,
especially when they are in remote areas not already served by common carrier
lines. Rates for the occasional service used for special-events coverage and pro-
gram asembly are very high:

All of these factors, along with the potential of satellite technology, are.caus-
ing,public broadcasters to look skyward for the interconnection systems of tomor-
row. GPB was an early sponsor of the ATS-6 salVlite experiMent tlfat brought
experimental programs in education and other social communications services
to Appalachia and the Rockies, and is a founding .member of the Public Service
Satellite Consortium which is exploring new ways to make satellite technology
serve communications. needs in the health, education and social services
disciplines.

Together with the Ford Foundation and PBS. and more recently, NPR, CPB is
also engaged in extensive preliminary research into the costs and benefits of
utilizing commercial satellite systems for interconnection. It is feasible that
satellite service, superior to terrestrial interconnection in -flexibility, signal
quality, reliability, and long-range costs can he available to public broadcasting
within the next two to five years.

Third, as indicated in the Public Broadcasting Act and in the amended ver-
sion of the Public Broadcasting Financing Act, instructional programming is a
major focus of public broadcasting. Since television is a one-way medium and
effective learning is the result of interaction between student and teacher, two-
way capability is necessary. When the medium acquires this capability, it will
increase the effectiverw4s of its educational and instructional programs. It is
CPB's hope that the new authority which DHEW seeks will lead to such tech-
nical advances as two-way television, be it cable or other, to provide this
capability.

However, due to. CPB's concerns that the facilities requirements of public
broadcasting be met and that the funding levels for these requirements be ade-
quate, it has reservations about the allocation of funds between the facilities
and demonstration Programs. CPB, while in complete support of the demonstra-
tion concept in the ill, believes that assurances regarding the level of fund-
ing for the demons ation program should be made clear to the subcommittee
and public broaden ing. CPB bases its support for the demonstration section
upon a reasonable io which would take into account the extensive requirements
of the facilities pro am.

CONCLUSION

H.R. 4564, with its facilities and demonstration sections and its five-year fund-
ing and matching provisions, has features which the Corporation strongly en-
dorses. It extends life Educational Broadcasting Facilities I'rograpi. whose au-
thorization expires on Tune 30. It initiates a future-oriented demonstration
program, which holds great promise for public broadcasting. It offers the
predictability of five-year authorizations for fiscal years 1976-1980, which pro-
vide predictability of funding and opportunity for systems planning.

Nevertheless, as justified in the reouirements sections of this statement, H.R.
4564 establishes funding levels which are insufficient for the achievement of
the bill's purpo,-,. As delineated, uogrndim,,- of public television stations alone
without the development of new stationsrequires, at minimum standards, $135
million. And the improvement of existing public radio stations and the develop-
ment of new ones require $40 million. The development of new television sta-
tions required to attain 90 percent coverage would raise the total requirement
to $355 millfl n.

At the $35-million level--:..$7 million per yearrecommended by the administra-
tion, the facilities needs alone of public broadcasting would he largely unmet..
It is for this reason that CPB urges the subcommittee to authorize at least $35
million per year for fiscal years 19764980, for a total of $175 million, whiCh is
still well below public broadcasting's requirements.

The Task Force on the Long-Range Financing of Public .Broadcasting stated,
in its 1973 report, that Congress, in passing the Educational Television Facilities
Act of 1962, "enacted a legislative milest6ne in the history of public broadcast-
ing." CPB urges this subcommittee to approve another milestone, H.R. 4564, with
adequate funding levels. Its passage is crucial if public broadcasting is to develop
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what the task farce called "the rich potential for service [ which] remains
unfulfilled."

- APPENDIX.-EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION FACILITIES ACT APPROPRIATIONS, 1963-75

Fiscal year Authorization Appropriation

1963-67 I $32, 000, 000' $32, 000, 000
1968 10, 500, 000
1969 12, 500, 000 4, 375, 0001970 15, 000, 000 5, 083, 000
1971 15, 000, 000 11, 000, 000
1972 15, 000, 000 13, 000, 000
1973 25, 000, 000 13, 000, 000
1974

25,000,000 15, 675, 000
1975_ 30, 000, 000 12, 000, 000

Total 180, 000, 000 106, 133, 000

I Aggregate.

Mr. MACDONALD. I coulel.notagree with you more....
I have tried to make that point. think I did Make the point ad

nauseam yesterday. I got sick of saying it myself, but it didn't seem
to register, so I had to keepaying it.

You know, I told you people once, "promises, promises,.promises,"
but to hold out this disillusioning Utopia of how all of these things
are going to happen, and then have a pittance of money to do it with
is a hoax, and to us, a clich, a cruel hoax, because I went througb, with

0.them yesterday, and I am not going to go through ancient
through

because this goes to exactly the point. And in my notes, which have
been so adequately cared for that I now,. can't find them, it turns out
that the amount of applicants, to the best of my recollection, was with
25-days to go, they had not given any filing, I mean they had not been
completed, and there had been no money given to them, and that many,
many, many of them were going to the well and going to come back
under their own figures with empty buckets, not even a bucket with a
hole in it. I mean no bucket.

Mr:, Loomis. Well, I think you will also find the history had been
so'discouraging that many w'ho ought to be considering going to the
well, who ought to be considering increasing their physical plants have
given up even trying because it seemed that it was so hopeless.

I think one of the things that bothers us very much is the fact that
while in theory public television covers 80 percent with their grade
A coverage, in fact it is something closer to 60 percent. That is because
the existing stations have second-class facilities.

Mr. _MACDONALD. Right.
Mr. Loomis. Facilities are either too low power or not lqcated prop-

erly. That is the scandal and nothing but inoney can remedy that It
does not require FCC clearance ot anything like it; it is just a matter
of doing it.

. You have the licenses, you have an audience, you have a board of
directors, you have the whole thing,-but it takes a sizable amount of
money to get that 20-percent ihcrease from 60- to 80-percent coverage.
. Mr. AfActxwALo. How much do you figure in hard dollars, not
mum, but hard dollars, that you could reasonably expect to get to fix
this?

Mr. Loostts. Well, we figure that fur-NI:Ale television just the trans-
mitters themselves will cost on the ordei. of $30 Million. That isn't
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counting needed VTR's or telecameras not counting studios, etcetera.
That is just the cost of transmitters and antennas needed to extend the
listenership to all of those who should be able to see and hear in theory,
but do not in practice ; .is on the order of $30 million. I am now talking
only of existing stations, not talking about requirements of additional
stations.

Mr. MAcnoNALD:' That, of course,. $30 would be in one area?
Mr. Loomis. 'Yes, that is in just the basic transmittal equipment.
M. MACDONALD. r have a memo. I ought to take care of my own

things, I get called out for a vote and I am sloppy, but I know what
I do with my own things, I had a memo of October 10, 1973, from
Caspar -Weinberffer, what its circulation was I don't know, which
saidand this is Caspar Weinberger talkingSecretary of HEW, "I
don't want regulations to give first priority to new statiofis. We have
new stations. I want first the priority to be on more equipment for
existing stations:"

Now I am not trying to, you know, cause any international problem,
because there is nothing international about this. We are both doing
the public's business. This should be external.

What do you think'?
I won't go into the mentality that would put out something like that.

I thought we had (Totten rid of that California-type thinking quite a
while ago, hopefully, and I don't have any apologies to Mr. Weinberger
about that on second or third thought because I mean it. He was just
flying in the face of what it said in the Communication Act. and what
he thinks does not really have too much to do with it when he is faced
with an act of Congress.

Obviously, new s't'ations are a priority; and who is any Secretary
I am not going to pick on him, I don't know himbut who is any Sec-
retary. Elliot Richardson, whom I do know, or another Secretary that
I knew, Abe Ribicoff, but who are they to say, "Never mind what the
Congress or the law says. I don't want. it. "?

Now, do you have any interplay between the agencies so you could
stop that:and say : "Well, I am sorry. Mr. Secretary, I don't care what
you think. I don't think, and my position is just as important as yours,
I, too, am a Presidential appointee" ?.

Mr. Loomis. Of course, I am not a Presidential appointee. I am a
private, citizen reporting to the Board of the Corporation.

Mr. MAcnoNALD. That is right, sure. but, you were nominated by the
president.

Mr, Loomis. "Well, I don't have that shield. My job is to provide the
shield to others. T guess. But this is a difficult issue because we have
discussed this with HEW, and we do have a variety of different
Priorities.

In the case of radio, I think the priority is clear because there are
huge areas a third of the top markets in this country have no public
radio stations. The top priority is getting into -these markets while
frequencies are available.

In the case of television, our action, as you are well aware, requires
diversity and independence for the licensees. In order to be diverse
and to have independence, you have to have equipment such as color

.

tape recorders and those are very expensive.
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We were.shocked to find there would be some 27 million if I remem-
ber right required to equip existing stations with the minimum tape
recorders required to permit, them to record the PBS programs rather
than playing it immediately as it. came down the line, to record it for
use at some later time if they wished to use it.

So there we were caught in a dilemma. one equirement of one law
was to reach all of the population, and one rNuirement of the other
law, our law was to encourage ,diversity and independence tO the
1 icensee.

Both require capital. So we diseussed it with HEW and said, and
this was a couple. of years ago, that at that time we thought greater
priority should be given to enhancing the capability of existing sta-
tions to have diversity and indrpendence. This was with respect to tele-
vision, all of the latter pertains to television.

We now feel there have been good additions to VTR's.
Mr. MAcnoxAr.n. What. are VTR's?
Mr. Loomis. Video tape recorders, and these are things that. cost

on the order of $80,000 or $100,000.
Mr. NImposo. Why are these necessary ? I heard the emphasis,

and I and pleading ignoranee, not my case, but I just don't understandwhy they arMiportant.
Mr. Loomis. Let us say the PBS feature at 7 o'clock in the evening

is programed A, which you are very anxious to have, but unfortu-
nately, at i'o'clock you are already committed.to cover the local city
council.

If. you don't have a tape recorder with which you can tape program
A. if ,you have to cover the city eouncil, you. cover it, and then you can-
not get A because by 8 o'clock when you are ready, program B is on the
line.

If you had the tape recorder, you could choose whether you want
pro'gram A or 13, or you could tape program A and keep it for' broad-
cast the following Saturday.

Without the tape recorder. yon (in't, do this. It, is a vital part of
the independence and freedom of choice of the individual licensee,
and it requires an expensive piece of equipment. which is the -basis of
the discussion.

That is why we felt, at that time that insufficient priority had been
given to it. It does not show up in statistical breakdowns of coverage.
It does not show up in dots On the map.

Mr. FREI% May I ask this. Is there any way you can do it areawide?
For instance, one station recording in one area. and then using it ?

Mr. Loomis. I think in theory, you could. I think the communica-
tions problem between stations and B and C would be complex
because it would not he a (fonstant pattern. The whole point is on
Tuesdays. you have a different desire than on Wednesday. and I think
the problem of coordinating the stations wouldbe the difficulty.

M.woox.u.o. On the same points. in the old (lays, its I recall it,
in the entertainment field. motion picture people used to call that
bicycling, and that, seemed to work pretty well. Thesre were law suits
about who was bicycling and under what circumstances.

Mr. GUNN. We do some of that, PBS does some of that right now.
that. is terribly expensive, again, when you get coloctape, and the
amount of just- the physi('al cost of the tape and duplication of it, is
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very expensive as compared to being able to record it, use it and then
wipe the tape and Ilse the same tape again.

The bicycling, the mathematics of it is not as favorable as one would
think

Mr. lima. You still would have to have a machine to play it back
when von wanted to use it.

Mr. GsN. Many of your problems are timely in nature and there
wouldn't be the time to get it to the next town. Nobody wants "Wash-
ington Week in Review" the following week. They understandably
want it in the week it happened.

Jr.I Warm. I am curious. Bicycling means sending it out. how ?
Mr. Gt-NN. By mail.
Mr. Wurrn. City of Denver ?
Mr. GUNN. Denver would use it on Monday and e would put, it in

the mail, and it would go somewhere-on Tuesday, and so forth, down
the line.

Mr. WIRTH. Why isn't it possible for von in a situation like that
to make lots of copies on tape ? Once you buy the tape, can't you make
them send them out ?

Mr. GE-Ns. You would miss the time frame. If the timing is that
important, it might arrive 3 days later. This is the kind of things PBS
has done a lot of work on. And. as I said, the tape itself is so expensive.

Mr. Wurrn. Once von get the tape. it can be used over and over
again

Mr. Gt-NN. You cnn only use it so long; it is used up after so long on
bicycling.

Mr. WIRTII. I was thinking of developing the kind of program
where you can mail it to Denver, then Colorado Springs, and probably
on to Grand Junction,. assuming we got appropriations from the
administration to make sure we are able to put broadcasting facilities
there, why couldn't you mail it out to all of those stations, and then
have the kind of trade arrangements going back and forth via mail.
so they wouldn't have to buy that ?

Mr. Gtxx. You could. In fact, it was the original system we had,
but it was so inefficient and so costly and it rendered special events and
timely programs unusuablp for the people on the far end of the bicycle.

Mr. FREY. Will you yield on the point you are talking about.?
Mr. Guss". And you still have to play it back, even when you

bicycle the tape.
Mr. FREY. If they have to be so timely and so urgent to get them on,.

I don't think I would cover the city council. If it is such a tremendous
thing that it is a "now" thing, and it couldn't wait a day or so, I
would let the city council'go and maybe do that. The city counCiPwould
be back. I guarantee, and you would get a rerun of that whether you
want, it. or not.

Mr. Wnrru. It is like the veto.
Mr. BAIR. You don't save all f the money. You have to have a

video tape- machine to play even th- bicycle tapes,,and therefore- all
you are saving is the ditTereuce etween the on -e.,4"hat can play only
'and.the one that, can record.

Mr. Wilrrir. A color machine costs $100,000.
Mr.-Bma. With playback and record qapacity.
'4r. WIRTH. What does black and white cost ?

V
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Mr. GUNN. It does not matter what it costs: it does not count any
more in modern television.

MActioNALD. What ? What doesn't matter ?
Mr. GUNN. -Black and white television.
Mr. Loomis. In black and white television you lose your audience

rapidly.
Mr. MXcnoNm,n.,It came out a little differently there.
Mr. lima Yes, black and white does not count.
Mr. MAceoNAi.o. In other words, black and white does not count.

How do you explain the tremendous audience, and maybe this is just
in my generation. I don't know, but the-audience that was engendered
by World War II. that movie, the English actor. I think it was a high
ranking officer, the invasion, the rise of Hitler and invasion of Europe ?

Mr. GtNN. "The World At Mir."
Mr. MACDONALD. That is all in black and white.
Mr. Guss. Content has something to do with it, I admit.
Mr. MAcoosm.o. Yes, I would just as soon see. a good black and

white as a poor color one.
Mr. GUNN. I thinks ne of'the unique things we do is to program

information for children. It is hard today to bring a youngster into
a program in black and white. when he can watch cartoons in color.

Mr. lkfArooNALD.. That. is pretty well doeuThented. Who wants to
get back to the bill before you ?

STATEMENT OF HARTFORD N. GUNN, IR.

Mr. GuNs. I just have a two-page summary of what. I said in my
written statement. and as I understand it, the basic statements are
going in the record with appendices, including the engineering
statements.

The objective of the public television system is to give a quality
program service to all of the American people and make that service
responsive to the particular needs of each community served.

The 5-year. facilities program we recommend today will, in our
judgment, meet that objective. With local support. up front, this pro-
gram will provide the delivery capabilities public.television must have
to fill the mandates laid down in the 1967 act, and there are several key
elements, as we see it, to undertaking the.completion of this facilities
program.

The first element of the program is to reach in fact with a depend-
able signal the 80 percent of the population that. our 254 existing
stations reach in theory. This gap, as we mentioned a moment ago,
between fact. and theory, results from the inadequacies of the applica-
tion.of VHF technology.

That. situation is especially critical to public feTel'ision and also criti-
cal to commercial television, but especially to us because 61 percent
of our stations are in the UHF band, so there are some 30 million
people that theoretically are within reach of our present transmitters
and our present stations and their staffs and their programing, but in
fact are not reachable because of the weak or ,poor. signal of those
stations. We think to bring that up to date would cost something on
the order of $31 million.

The second element in the program, as we see it, is to create a system
in which there are genuine local service options so that each station

-T4
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can use national resources according to its own priorities and it can
A: Also produce programs to meted the special needs of that c mmunity.

This is the, part where we think our best estimate is someth' g on the
order of $100 to $105 million for color cameras, video tape recorders,
projectors, and so forth.

The third element of the program is establishment of new stations
wherever there is a population to support, them to reach an additional
10 percent of the population. Let us assume we have .now spent the
necessary money to make our present stations effeletiye, we will have
covered about 80 percent of the public. To reach the next 10 pereertt
of the American population, that is abort half of those remaining that
we do not serve, will require some 82 new stations at a cost of about
$80 million.

Thirty-four communities have already raised the necessary non-
Federal matching funds, and the, point you were making is that there
are a lot of people, on the promise of li'ecteral money, that have gone
to work, and they raised local money and are ready to go.

Thirty-four of the 82 new stations that are needed are standing by
waiting for funding. There are another 48 communities which repre-
sent potential service areas, and the cost of that would be an additional
$112 million over the $68 million necessary to put in the 34 commu-
nities. This still leaves 10 percent of the population unserved by pub-
lic television froth over-the-air facilities.

It is our view that these people should be served and that this re-
quires a long-term creative approach and creative research. To develop
the new technology to serve that group, it may very well be our present
high-powered transmitting stations such? we have covering the other
population areas are not going to be effective in covering the last 10
percent of those areas in this country, and that is 10 percent of the
population which does not now have access to the programs of public
broadcasting.

however,owever, strongly disagree that it is now the moment to shift
the focus of the Facilities Act away from public broadcasting facilities
per se.

The immediate needs are great and the immediate benefits can be
achieved by application of available or near-term technology.

The future communications research should be considered on its own
merits separate and apart from a facilities program.

In other words, I am a great believer in demonstration projects, but
I think to mix it in with this program, it is going to be deceptive or
it may not be effective in getting the quality demonstration projects
you need. I am sure it will make the program to reach the majority
of the population ineffective or less effective to the extent that we put
the two items in competition with one another in the same bill.

[Mr. Clunn's prepared statement, with attachments, follows :]

STATEMENT OF HARTFORD N. GUNN, JR., PRESIDENT, PUBLIC BROADCASTING SERVICE

The legislation before this Subcommittee would continue the Federal matching
grant program that, since 1962, has enabled great progress to be made in ex-
panding the reach and flexibility of the public broadcasting system. We would
like today to outline for you the costs and planning that, will be involved in carry-
ing this program forward to fulfillment.

4
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I. PURPOSE OF TILE FACILITIES ACT

The stated purpose of the Facilities Act is to "assist (through matching
grants) the 'construction of noncommercial educational television or radio broad-casting facilities." This broad purpose was somewhat sharpened by the PublicBroadcasting Act of 1967, which provides :

that it is necessary and appropriate for the Federal Government to comple-
ment, assist, and support a- natioual policy that will most effectively make
noncommercial educational radio and television service available to all thecitizens of the United States (emphallis added).

The Facilities Act is an essential eomplemen to the Public Broadcasting Act.Together, they provide the framework and som f the means for the developmentof a public broadcasting system-that is acCessil and responsive to all the Amer-ican people.
As Congress moves toward the concept of long-range Federal funding for theCorporation for Public Broadcasting and, through it, for the individual stationsin the system, it is particularly appropriate to establish a companion long-range

facilities program to upgrade the technical capabilities of public television andradio. Without such technical capabilities, the 'stations. would be unable toachieve the potential that general long-range assistance will otherwise afford.
Thus, we strongly support five-year funding for facilities, at substantial levelsthat reflect real needs. This statement will be limited, of course, to the needs and
recommended funding levels of public television only:

II. PRIORITIES AND FUNDING LEVELS

To determine the appropriate Level for authorizations and appropriations under
the Facilities Act, it is necessary first to define the objectivesand to rank themin some order of prioritythat must be accomplished if public television is to
serve the American people as envisioned by the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967.
We suggest three primary objeltives, all of them directly related to the purposeof the Facilities Act: (1) to make a public' television signal available to all
Americans; (2) to give each station true options as to how best it can serve the
needs of its community: and (3) to enable each station to take full advantage of
these options by strengthening its production capabilities.

These objectives can best be reached in two stages. The first is the developTilent
and improvement of existing stations to maximize the efficiency, flexibility, and
responsiveness of their service to the people within their theoretical viewing
area. The second stage is to make it possible for communities not now served bY
public television to have access to such service, if they want to have It.

The methods by which each station, with its particular local needs, will cho
to meet these. objectives will, of course, vary. This statement sets out patterns
for meeting these objectives which are not intended to constrain the stations in
their applications, but rather to .provide D/HEW with a framework from which
to respond flexibly to a myriad of specialized needs., ,t; ".1

A. Increasing the efficiency, flexibility, and respoktvert ss of existing station
services.

1. Improvements in UHF Technology.---A major prioritjiobjective that can be
advanced by the Facilities Act is the availability of a public television signal to
every household in a station's service area. In estimates based on theoretical
projections of signal coverage and the 1970 census, public 'television gig-nab; cur-
rently reach, over 80 percent of the population, or about 162 million people. In
fact, however, we estimate that of that number, at least 13 million television
homes (or about 30 million people) are not effectiVely served, due largely to the
current inferiority of applied Tiip technologyand about 61 Percent of our mem-
ber stations are UtIlF. Thus, we estimate that an acceptable public television
signal reaches only approximately 65 percent of the population, or about 132
million- Americans.

Although the technology exists for better UHF transmission and reception, this
technology has not yet been applied. As a result, while millions of dollars are
invested by the public in home receivers and by television stations in transmit-
ters, UHF signals are not reaching large segments of both inner cities and rural
areas theoretically served by,public television.

PBS is now working with other broadcasting entities to advance the develop-
ment of improved UHF transmitters. Once this development phrase is completed,

r^-.; Z1 O
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which should be by the end of 1977, most existing public television stations will
have to upgrade their facilities.,The total cost of this upgrading, adjusted fortes
inflation, is expected to be $31 millionor abont one dollar for each of the 30.
million people to whom effectiVe Obyerage will thus be extended. This will bring
our total coverage in fact up to the 80 percent of the population now served in
theory. (Details of costs are contained in tiot Appendix to this statement.)

Other crucial aspedts of UHF improvement, in home antennas and receivers
for example, are not directly related to the Facilities Act. But PBS As. making
a inallor effort in these areas as well, through regulatory and other 'processes,
lo give viewers the UM' service they have every right to expect.

2. Local Option (Videotape Recorders).Another aspect of increasing the
efficiency, flexibility, and -responsiveness of public television service which can
be furthered by the Facilities At is to ensure that every station in our develop-
ing system has real look options as to how best to put the resources offered by
the national system to local use. The concept of a public television system based
on local autonomy and strength, as developed through the Carnegie Commission
and enacted by the Congress in 1967, has been a paramount concern to all pro-
ponents of public broadcastingboth in government and outand has been a
major factor in many of the structural adjustments the system has undergone.
Indeed, it is in large part this local character which has earned public broad-
casting recognition as a unique and ekssential service.

The concept of effective local options is fostered when a licensee has high-
quality programming available from diverge sources so that each station, having
ascertained the particular needs of its community, can program accordingly.
The concept is not complete, however, unless a station is able to choose not only
which programs to broadcast but also the times to broadcast them.

In order to have true local options, stations must have the capacity to record
the programs they receive on the ,national interconnection for airing according
to local rather than national scheduling requirements, while maintaining such
other normal Station activities as at least minimum local production origination.

For this kind of flexibility, a station requires at least four color videotape
recorders'and two color film islands (film projection systems). That means that
the system at its present size requires an additional 263 videotape recorders,
which will cost $28.4 million for purchase, installation, and spare parts. The
system also requires 114 film islands which will cost $10.2 million for purchase,
installation and spare parts. (For detailed cost breakdowns, see The PBS Fa-
cilities Guidelines Report in the Appendix.)

The purpose of establishing local option as a major objective of the facilities
program is to ensure that the system is in fact marked by diversity, responsive
to the needs of local communities, and not a single, centralized entity capable
only of serving majority wishes.

3. Increased Capacity for Community Programming (Production Equip-
ment).As we work toward improving the quality and extending the effective
range of our signals, and increasing a station's capacity for local scheduling
options, we cannot lose sight of the ultimate objective of the Public Broadcast-
ing Actwhich is, of course, to provide diverse and responsive programming to
the people served by public television. This ultimate objective involves the local
stations' 41bacity to product programs on a regular basis, both programs of
strictly local interest and programs suitable for regional or nation& distribution.

While national programming naturally has the highest visibility in any over-
view of public television, the crucial element of each station's program service
is the development of the capability to produce local programs to meet the
special needs of the diverse members of its community. In many communities,
indeed, a public television station provides the only local television service avail-
able in that community. In others, the only substantial local program'services
cones from the public television station.

With the assistance of the Facilities Program since 1962, most public television
stations now have at least minimal capability to produce local programs in
color. But licensees in 40 communities are still without color origination capa-
bility of any kind. In order to produce its own programs, a station needs a mini-
mum of three color cameras. To achieve this minimum level of service, the sys-
stem requires 132 additional cameras, at a total cost of $14.1 million including
spare parts and installation. (For cost breakdown, see Appendix.)

In order to provide the most meaningful local programming, it is necessary
that each public television station be able to extend itself out into the commu-
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nity, beyond the bounds of the studio, and to portray community events and
reactions as they occur. Without this capacity, a station is unable to provide
its viewers with instant coverade of fast-moving community affairs.. Being
confined to studio production tends to create an "ivory tower" ambience; the
artificiality and relative inacessibility of the studio setting makes it very dif-
ficult, if not itapossible to involve community groupsand minority groups in
particularin l&al programming.

Recent technical advances have dramatically increased the flexibility of broad-
cast television cameras, and decreased their cost. For the first time it is prac-
tical to provide even the smallest Ntatiton with the capability to originate in
color, and to do so from the community itself. Production need not be confined
to the studio, nor is bulky, expensive equipment necessary to achieve broadcast
technical quality.

A handful of stations have' equipped themselves with this new lightweight
equipment ; the response from their viewers to the resulting community pro-
gramming has been enthusiastic. If all. stations that now fall short of the
facilities guidelines of the PBS Engineering Connnittre Were to be equipped
with compact, flexible origination facilities, public television's service to local
audiences would improve dramatically. The cost to the system would be approxi-
mately $24.8 million. (Again, cost breakdowns are included in the Appendix.)

The twenty or so stations in the system who produce progtams for the national
or for regional systems, have greater minimum needs to sustain simultaneously
their local and non-local production efforts. In order to assure their capability
for this dual effort, these stations require an additional twenty-six color cameras,
at a cost of $2.2 million twenty-one videotape recorders at $2.27 million; nines
color film islands at $.8 million and 16 videotape cartridge machines at $4
million.

Finally, in order for stations to make use of this production equipment, they
will have to acquire considerable support facilities, such as monitors, studio
switching and signal distribution systems. The systemwide Yost for these support
facilities is $18 million.

The total cost of all these factors, which in 1,ombination assure at least a
minimum capability for community Pmgraminin at all existing stations, is
$66.2 million.

B. Initiating full service for people outside even t e theoretical reach of existing
public television. stations.

1. Initiating New Service.-1f it is' possible to accomplish in major degree the
initial objective of bringing those people theoretically within reach of public
television stations the full range of service which public television can and
should provide, the next step would be obvious: namely, to attempt to bring full
public television services to communities which do not currentlyLreceive any pub-
lic television signal at all. Our analyses show that by expand fig into some 82
communities and areas of 180.000 or more people, public television could increase
its cqverage to roughly 90 percent of the American population, or an additional
23 million people. This would mean a grand total of 185 millio6 Americans served
by public television.

Of the 82 communities and areas, some 34 have already determined that
they need and want a public television outlet, for funding under the five -year
program being considered. Of these planned stations, 12 are originating stations
and 22 are repeaters. The msts of these stations, fully equipped, will be $67.9
million. Community support for these new stations has already been proven
because for every Federal dollar requested, non-Federal funds have already been
raised.

To achieve the goal of 90 percent coverage. public television stations will have
to be established in au additional 48 communities and areas of 180,000 or more
people. To reach the 90 percent goals, 17 of these will be originating stations
and 31 will be repeaters. The costs of setting up these yet unplanned stations
will be $112.4 million. The total cost of serving tbese additional 23 million peo-
ple, which must be anticipated in the five-year continuation, will be $180.3-mil-
lion.

In considering expansion of the existing system, we take as our guiding
principle that public television should be available to everyone in the United
States who wants it. Once members of a community determine that the general
community population is genuinely interested in bringing in public television,
the benefits of the facilities program should be available to that community.
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However, because the number of people who would be reached by new stations
is substantially smaller than the number to be reached by upgrading existing
stations, because creating new stations is substantially more expensive than up-
grading existing ones, and because of the imbedded investment in staff and
facilities at existing stations, we would accord the higher priority to making
existing signals more available to more people--according to the steps outlined
above.

2. ereatire Research. Even with the creation of these new stations, there
will remain roughly 10 percent of the population whobecause of population
patternssimply cannot be served cost effectively by traditional over-the-air fa-
cilities. These people should be served if they wish to be served, and k is our
collective obligation to eonduct the creative research necessary to determine how
best this can be done. Public broadcasting is currently researching new
technologies for serving sparsely-populated areas. Similar research is going
forward by others in the communications field.

Serving these scattered populations is an obligation that cannot be ignored.
In terms of cost-effective, achievable objectives for the next five years, however,
we must recommend that this aspect of the overall program be accorded a less
urgent priority.

III. DE Nt 0 NSTRATION PROJECTS

The/fast section of H.R. 4564 provides an authorization for the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare to dedicate an unspecified portion of the facili-
ties funds for the development of new technologies. Clearly, public televiVon
has an obligation to determine how it can reach all Americans with grginrest
effectiv6ness. Insofar as that obligation relates to the rural populations that
comprise the unserved 10 percent, people that should one day be served, new
technologies may be the crucial link. But these same new technologies, in all
likelihood, will be important for services other than public television. To cite
but one example, they may increase the effectiveness of the delivery of health
services to remote and dispersed populations.

Thus, we wholeheartedly support a federally-financed program for communica-
tions demonstration projects. At the same time, and particularly in the first
phase of long-range funding, we.believe that the Facilities Act should remain
exclusively a facilities actthat Is, a companion to the Public Broadcasting
Act which provides an incentive through matching grants for the purchase
of the facilities needed to fulfill the objectives of a nationwide public broad-
casting system. We dolni)t believe that the Facilities Act should now shift its
focus to R&D for general communications resources, as advocated by D/HEW.
The first-priority objective of developing adequate public broadcasting facili-
ties to serve the substantial majority of Americans is by no means complete.
Thus we recommend that the demonstrations section be deleted from this Act.

This is,,not to say that it is inappropriate for D/HEW, or any other agency
of the Federal Government. to fund research and demonstration projects in the
communications area. Quite the contrary, we support such efforts. And we
believe that it is a continuing responsibility of public broadcasting as well.
We have made and are making significant progress in several developmental areas,
such as captioning for the deaf, improved television sound, and satellite dis-
tribution. However, in view of public broadcasting's unmet needsand thus
also its unfulfilled service objectives we believe that the Facilities Act should
continue to be focused on the particular responsibilities and service capabilities.
of public broadcasting.

Furthermore, there is a question about the wisdom of now shifting the priori-
ties of the Facilities Act to areas that promise little short- or medium-range
benefit to the greater nuinber of currently unserved people. Our objective is to
serve ax-effectively as possible and as quickly as possible as much of the popula-
tion as possible with facilities requiring no extensive R&D that can be put
to effective and immediate use. We believe the priorities we have recommended
will bring us closer to these objectives. In sum, notwithstanding the long term
benefits and the clear appropriateness of exploring new communications technol-
ogies to ensure wider and more effective public service in the future, we believe
it is inappropriate to tie into public broadcasting legislation this section on
research. development, and demonstration projects. These should stand on their
own and be separately and adequately funded.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The total projected cost to meet our facilities objectives is $316.1
with 75 percent, or $237 million, to be funded through the Facilities Act over
the next five years. Presently there are one-hundred and four television facili-
ties applications on hand at D/HBW, amounting to $54 million in total project
costs. (A complete list of these applicants is attached.r) These projects reflect
strong local commitments for both present and future support funds.

We estimate that approximately $10 million of remaining FY 75 facilities
funds will be expended in response to an unspecified number of these currently
pending proposals. This mewls that our projected needs for $237 million may be
reduced by $10 million.

Obviously, to meet simultaneously all the objectives we have set forth would
require not only funds but also the development of manufacturing capacity in
the organizations which produce the equipment Moreover, selecting simply ore-
priority and devoting all facilitiek money to that one would not be the appro-
priate methodology for developing the system as a coherent whole.

Therefore, consistent with the priorities we have given to the various objectives
and with our judgment as to the costs and benefits of expenditures in each of the
areas, we propose that the Congress authorize and appropriate public televi-
sion facilities grants according to the following schedule:

Fiscal year 1976: $60 million.
-Fiscal year 1977 : $45 million,

Fiscal year 1978: $54 million,
Fiscal year 1979: $40 thillion,
Fiscal year 1980: $38 million.

We further propose that D/HEW allocate these funds according to the fol-
lowing priorities :

1. Increasing the efficiency, flexibility, and responsiveness of existing station
services, through the upgrading of transmitters and the acquisition of such equip-.
'Tient as videNtape recorders and flexible production facilities.

2. Initiating full services for those persons outside even the theoretical reach
of public television, by constructing new stations.

The Subcommitteekvill note that these cost estimates are revised rather sharply
downward from the facilities needs cost estimates in the 1973 Report of the
Task-Force on the Long-Range Funding of Public Broadcasting. Part of the
reason is the increasing availability of relatively ineVensive equipment; part
is our more conservative estimates of needs in lightT of what V% perceive
economically feasible; and part, of course, is that the Task Foice figures i -
eluded projections of radio needs, whereas this statement is limited to pub istelevision.

We would again underscore that the methodology and the program haveoutlined for achieving our objectives are patterns derived from an o rview
of all public television stations, and should be treated accordingly. The needs of
any particular station may vary considerably from the overall patternone
station may already have a full complement of local production equipment,another may have to start from scratchwhile remaining wholly consistent withour common objectives.

To sum up, we offer this as a realistic and achievable program. It is soundly
based in demonstrated needs. And it holds the promise, in five years, of develop-
ing our public television system to the point where it can truly deliver the potential
envisaged in the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967a nationwide system of public
television marked by excellence,. diversity, and service to the local community.

1 The list may be fo,und 1n the committee files.
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UHF IMPROVEMENT

76 77 78 79 80 TOTAL

4 $ # $ 4 $ 4 $ 4

20 12.0 20 10.0 10 5.0 4 2.0 4 2.0 58 31.0

= Stations affected
$ = Milliotis of Dollars

VIDEO TAPE MACHINES

26 + Inflation = 31.0

76 77 8 79 80 TOTAL

4 $ # $ $ 4 $ 4. $ 8 1$

75 8.25 75 IN 50 . 50 6.0 .34 2.17 28.4 30.67

4 = Number of machines
$ = Millions of Dollars

Figures include 263 immediate need and 37 anticipated needed
machines for stations in process of activation. Figures also
include inflatica factor after third year.

STUDIO COLOR PRODUCTION UMRADINr

Fiscal Year 76 77 78 9 8 04

Category 4 $ $ it S t $

Color Cameras 75 5.25 75 5.25 50 3.5 33 2.20.0 10 233 16.3 1

Video Cart Mach. 10 2.0 5 1.0 5 1.0 0 0 10 0 20 4.0

Film Chains 4 4.2 30 2.7516 1.5 13 1..4 / . 14 11.0

Tech Support * 8,0 * 6.0 * 2.0 * 2.0 I 0 * 18.0,

49.3
.tals

//
/ 15

//
/ I 15

/7
/ 8

//
// 7 43

/7
1 1

Tech Support Equipment consists of many small elements which will vary
from installation to installation (such as monitoring test and
signal distribution equipments).
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NEW STATICN COSTS (Equipment only - No Building or Support material
S

Studio 6 related equipment 1.293 million
Transmitter plant (or Repeater) 1.422 million
Total 2.715 million

Studio costs conform to guideline figures. Transmitter plant cost' includes
10% rise to canpensate for 25% increase in tower costs which occured during
the past year. As the requested federal funds will net became available until
FY '76, the increase seemed appropriate. It is expected that studio and related
equipment costs will not increase more than 5% per year for the next 5 years,
however, steel tower and better UHF transmitters will raise transmitter plants'
to increase at a 10% rate at first and 5% later.

FY 76 77 78 79 80

Studip 1.293 + 5% 1.348 + 5% 1.426 + 5% 1.497 + 55 1.572

Transmitter 1.422 + 10% 1.564 + 10% 1.721 + 5% 1.507 + 5% 1.897

Motel 2.715 2.922 3.14/7 I 3.104 3.469

Price information for the basic figures,(not accOunting for inflation) were fran
"minimum Facility levels for Public Television Stati 4-Guidelines and Recommendations",
PBS Engineering and technics Operations Report E-740 , and,Pfoduced in coordination
with the PBS Engineering Crnr tee (mothers listed) .

Individual item cost were taken from manufacturer, list prices and adjustments
made as the result of recent purchases and the considered opinions of the PBS Engineering
COMMittee.

NUMBER OF PLANNED AND NEEDED FACILITIES

FY 76 77 78 79 80 TOTAL

Facility R OS R OS. R OS R OS R OS R OS TOTAL

Planned 10 8 _7 1 5
i

3 0 0 0 22 12 -14

Needed 0 0 1 1 7 5 12 5 11 6 1 31 17 48

tbb'Total 10 8 8 2 12 8 12 5 11 6 53 29 82

'Petal 18 10 20 17 17 82

R = Repeater Station. Transmitter only

OS = Origination Station with Studio

1
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COSTS OF PLANNING AND NEEDED FACILITIES

FY 76 77 78
.

R 0.4

79 80 TOTAL

Facility R ,OS

,

R OS R OS
.

R OS R OS TOTAL

Planned 14.22 21.72 10.95 2.92 8.61 9.44 0 0 0 r) 33.78 34.08 67.86 34

Needed 0 0 1.56_2.92 12.05,153421.86 16.62 20.87 20.81 56.34 56.09 112.43 48

Sub Total 14.22,21.72 12.51 5.84 20.66 2518 21.36 16.62 20.87 20.81 90.12 90.17 180.29 82

Total 35.94 18.35 45.84 38.48 41.68 180.29

Figures are in Millions of Dollars

57-927 0 - 75 - 6

D
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SUMMARY

CATEGORY 76 77 78 79 .. 80 TOTAL

JHF IMPROVEMENT 12.00 10.00 5.00 2.00 2.00 31.00

QTR MACRINES 8.25
.

8.25 6.0 6.0 2.17 30.67

49.30STUDIO IMPROVEMENT 15.00 15.00 8.00 1 7.00 4.30

I.JECTRONIC JOURNALISM 8.53 8.53 6.51 1 0.62 0.62 24.81

401 STATIONS 35.94 18.35 45.84 38.48 41.68 180.29

:. 79.72 60.13 71.35 54.10 50.77 316.07MIALS.

Fed 60 45 54 40 237

a

Studio Improvement include: Film Chains, video cart machines, color production cameras
and technical support (see separate list)
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Public Television Station Facilities

The PBS Engineering Committee* has developed a set of
recommended Guidelines for the technical facilities comple-
ment for various categories of public television stations
which would make them comparable on the average to other
stations in the community with regard to radiated power,
production capability and technical quality.

The price of these facilities, including support equipment
and installation, has been estimated. A detailed cost break-
down is attached.

g

The Committee has examined the technical facilities inventory
of each station and compared it with the fac lities complement
in the Guidelines. Where the inventory fall short of the
Guidelines, the cost to increase the 'facilit s to the Guide-
line level has been estimated.

*Membership list attached.
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Guidelines for Public Television Station Facilit ie,;

Over-the-Air Traimission

The radiated poWer of public broadcaSting stations (Originating,
Sister, and Repeater) must produce a signal strength that will
result ip television reception in the home and school comparable
to reception from other stations in the community.

To achieve this in the average location, maximum authorized
radiated power is necessary for VHF and a minimum of approxi-
mately 2 megawatts is necessary for UHF .1/ In the case of UHF,
the 2 megawatts effective radiated power should be achieved with
a low to medium gain antenna of 20 to 30 and a transmitier output
power of at least 60 kilowatts and perferably 110 kilowatts.

The transmitting tower should be co,71ocated with other broad-
cast towers in the community and at maximum allowable height,
subject to local conditions.

Departures from these guidelines should be accompanied by an
engineering study.

There should be parallel transmitters and an emergency power
generator capable of operating at least one of the transmitters.

6
The transmitters should be remotely controlled. Automated
transmitters may prove practical in the next year or two in
which case they would be recommended.

The transmitter shall be color capable.

Precision carrier- off-set is encouraged.

1/ The minimum of 2 megawatts is recommended, rather than. the
maximum authorized power of 5 megawatts, because of the high
operating cost of utility company power. Several manufac-
turers are working on the.improvement of UHF transmitter
effitiency. If the efficiency were improved, for example
by 50 percent, the effective radiated power should be
increased accordingly.

L2-
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Summary of Equipment Needed for Public

Television Stations to
s

eve Guideline Levels

The funds needed to bring public television stations presently
in existence up to recommended guideline levels are approxi-
mately $127.1 million. A breakdown of where these funds are
needed begins on page 5.

At present there are 248 transmitters and 152 stations which
originate programming. The difference is primarily due to a
number of state systems with multiple transmitters carrying
the programming from the main state center. This study includes
all 248 transmitters and 152 'originating stations.

For purpose of establishing, technical facilities' guidelines,
stations have been arranged iri the following categories:

Class A - 98 stations

3000 hours of broadcast time per year
312 hours of original programs produced during

the year, including ITV

Class B - 34 stations

3900 hours of broadcast time per year
416 hours of original programs produced

during the year, including ITV

Class C - 16 stations

4900 hours of broadOast time per year
624 hours of original programs produced

during the year, including ITV

Class D 4 stations

5500 hours of broadcast time per year
832 hours of original programs produced

during the year, including ITV

Total originating stations A, B, C & D = 152
Sister stations = 9

Satellite transmitters = 87

248
-4-
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Additional facilities needs broken down as follows:

High Band Color Videotape Recorders
(recommended minimum: 4)

of
Number VTRs
Stations Needed

A and B class stations with 4 or more HBC-VTR 28 0

3 19 19

2 39 78

1 18 54--

0 28 112

132 263

Additional HBC-VTR to bring C and D Stations
to minimum

21

Total VTRs
284

284 VTRs @ $90,000 = $25.56 million
Installation and spare parts-284 x $18,000 = $5.112 million
Total installed cost for VTRs =, $30.672 million

Broadcast Quality Studio Color Cameras
(recommended minimum: 3)

Number Came'ras

of Stations Needed

A and B class stations with 3
cameras

or more color 54

2, 30

1 3#
0 44

131

Additional cameras for C and D stations

Total Cameras

194 color cameras @ $70,000 = $13.58 million
Installation and }pare parts 194 x $14,000 = $2.716 million
Total installed cost for color cameras = $16.296 million

a

57-927 0 - 75 - 7

-5-
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Color Film Islands
(Recommended. minimum: 2)

Each film island to include:

one color telecine camera

two 16 mm projectors

one slide projector

umber
of stations

Film
Islands
Needed

A and B stations with 2 or more 44 0

1 62 62
0 26 52

132 ' 114

Additional Film Islands for Class C and D
stations

9

Total Film Islands 123

123 Film Islands @ $75,000 = $9.225 million -

Installation and spare parts 123 x 15,000 - $1.845, million
Total installed costs for color film islands = $11.07 million

Over-the-Air Transmissi6n

' In addition 48 of the Class A and B stations need effective
radiated power and/or antenna height increases for a total
of.$23.717 million.

Studios

Studio expansion and upgrading of peripheral equipment through-
out 132 A and B stations with available data comes to $20.158
million.
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Funds Distribution for 132 Class A and B Stations

263 Videotape Recorders
168 Studio Color Cameras
114 Color Film Cameras
48 Power and /or Antenna Height Increases

Studio Expansion and Modernizing

$28.404
14.112
10.26
23.717
-20.185

FUNDS NEEDED $96.678 mill

Additional Equipment Funds Needed for 9 Sister 2.22 million

Additiona,. Equipment Funds for State, Regional
and National Production Centers (16 C and 4 D) = 20

Ftc112.ons

21 Videotape recorders $ 2.268

26 Studio Color Cameras--____ 2.184

9 Color Film Cameras .810

202Quad video cartridge Machines 4.000

11 Mini-motes 3.168

5 Grade C remote vans 4.048

2 Grade D remote vans 2.248

Total Equipment Needs 18.726

Power And/or Antenna Height
Increases for C and D Stations 2.360

Studio Expansion and Upgrading
of Peripheral Equipment for
C and D Stations

P

TOTAL NEEDED FOR C AND D STATIONS

7.122 ci

28.208 million

t1°S
Total Funds to Bring Public Television
Into Parity with the Industry $127.106 million

-7--
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OBS-ENGINEERING COMMITTEE

)0/41CDCASTING
SERVICE

DES afrIANT MIAW St. SW wASHNGtoN DC

February 5,41974 MEMBERSHIP

5
Daniel R. Wells, CLairman
Director of Engineering and
Technical Operations

PBS

4135 L'Enfant Plaza West, S.W.
Washingtbn, D. C. 20024 (202) 488-5110

Andy Anderson
Director of Engineering.
Rocky Mountain Public
Broadcasting Network

Suite 3008
Diamond Hill
2480 West 26th Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80211 (303) 477-0423

Evert Anderson
Director of Engineering
KCET-TV
4400 Sunset Drive
Los Angeles, California 90027 (213) 666-6500

John E. D. Ball
Manager of Transmission Engineering
PBS'

485 L'Enfant Plaza West, S.W.
Washington, D. C. 20024 (202) 488-5115

Edward Graham
Chief Engineer
WGTV
Center for Continuing Education
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30601 (404) 542-1931

King Harrison
Director of Engineering
WETA
3620 27th Street, South
Arlington, Virginia 22206 (703) 820-4500
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ENGINEERING COMMITTEE

465LEWAIVILKAA4RS W Wk.9.1GMNOCMCM

Thomas B. Keller
Director of Engineering
WGBH-TV
125 Western Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02134 (617) 868-3800

Robert D. McCormick
Senior Project Engineer
PBS
485 L'Enfant Plaza West, S.W.
Washington, D. C. 20024

Larry Messenger
Director of Engineering
Pennsylvania Public. Television

Network
169 West Chocolate Avenue
Hershey, Pennsylvania 17033

Forrest L. Morris
Director of Engineering
Mississippi Authority for ETV
P. 0. Drawer 1101
3825 Ridgewood Road
Jackson, Mississippi 39205

Gerald Plemmons
Director of Engineering
KQED
1011 Bryant Street
San Francisco, California 94103

Frederick M. Remley, Jr.
Technical Director
University of Michigan TV Center
400 South Fourth. Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103

DACS: WUOM-R

(202) 488-5121

(717) 533-2157,

(601) 982-6565

(415) 864-2000

(313) 764-8248
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ENGINEERING COMMITTEEyes
l&ASCASTING

SERVICE
elyand.NIP.P.o. sts.w vos*G.c.itc'Kpm

Donald D. Saveraid
Director of Engineering
State Educational Radio and

TV Facility Board
P. 0. Box 1758
Des Moines, Iowa 50306

Ronald J. Valley
Chief Engineer
KS PS -TV

South 3911 Regal Street
Spokane, Washington '99203

N. W. Willett
Chief Engineer
KLRN-TV
P. 0. Box 7158
Austin, Texas 78712

4 John Wilner
Director of Engineering
New Jersey Public Broadcasting Authority
1573 Parkside Avenue
Trenton, New Jersey 08638

Ray Woods
Chief Engineer
WUCM -TV

Delta College, University Center
Bay City, Michigan 48710

Non-Membera Participating

Merle Thomas, PBS
Bill Spencer, -PBS

-10-
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Rationale for Equipment Types Recommended in the
Public Television Stations Facilities Guidelines

VIDEOTAPE - HIGH BAND COLOR QUAD vs HELICAL SCAN

The high band color quadruplex format is recommended for the
following reasons:

1. Quad is now the accepted industry standard world-wide with
over 90% of all television broadcast operations using this

format for video recording. In contrast, there are no
standards at this time among manufacturers for a helical
format that would enable interchange among broadcasters
in the USA.

2. Another factor in the choice between quadruplex and heli-
cal in the past has been tape stock cost. With recent
models of quadruplex tape machines the 71/2 IPS recording
speed is practical for stations that record and play. back
first generation tapes for their owil use. Thus the dif-
ferences in tape cost can be less of a factor in the
decision between formats.

3. Hardware costs for helical equipment suitable for pro-
ducing edited program master recordings are approximately
equal to the cost for high band color quad equipment with
such capabilities for the same performance level.

4. Machine operating costs have been basically tied to head-
wheel life in the past. New technology in pole tip,mate-
rials, tape surfaces and modern recording techniques have
substantially increased the useful life of quadruplex
videoheads to the point where the cost of operating quad
videotape machines is within the reach of the smaller
station and should no longer be a major factor in the
choice between quadruplex and helical.

5. PBS operating requirements as a program distribution facil-
ity necessitate program input from member stations as pro-
ducing agencies. This program interchange is greatly
facilitated by all stations using the same standardized
format.
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BROADCAST QUALITY STUDIO COLOR TELEVISION CAMERAS
$70,000 vs $30,000 VARIETY

The $70,000 quality range was chosen for the following reasons:

1. The $70,000 figure represents a complete camera chain
including pick-up tubes, monitoring, zoom lens and ped-
estal mount for the camera. The average $30,000 variety
has most of these ancillary components as extras.

2. The $70,000 cameras generally use the 30 mm lead oxide
pick-up tube which has been in service for about 10
years -and has virtually all the bug% worked out of its
manufacture. Also, the manufacture of yokes and optics
for this type of camera has reached a high degree of
quality and reliability. This is not necessarily the
case with the $30000 cameras which Generally use the
25.4 mm lead oxide tube, in some cases mixed with vidi-
con or silicon diode tubes. Experience has already
shown, in the three years these cameras have been on
the market, that their yoke and optics quality and
reliability leave something to be desired.

.3. It may be thought that a more sophisticated camera is
harder to operate and maintain for the smaller station
with limited expertise and persOnnel, but the reverse
is true. The more sophisticated camera has many auto-
matic circuits that electronically control certain func-
tions which have to be done manually on the inexpensive
ones, requiring a high level of operating expertise to
produce comparable quality pictures. Experience has also
shown that the more sophisticated camera has a higher de-
gree of reliability and S.bility than the lesser variety
and presents less of a maintenance load to the smaller
station.

4. The inherent increase in quality with the more sophisti-
cated camera also gives the process of distribution and
duplication of the programs made with it a better chance
of success in the Station Program Cooperative.

-12-
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BROADCAST QUAltITY TELECINE EQUIPMENT vs CqMPROMISE CONVERSIONS

(One color television camera, one multiplexer, two 16 mm pro-

jectors with Wtagnetic sound, and one 35 40 slide projector)

The full broadcast quality telecine chain is recommended for the

following reasons:

1. .,Thecamera itself should be one designed for telecine use and '

not a studio camera,adapted,to telecine use. The general

electrical and mechanical stability is superioF to the con-

version, maki..40 maintenance and set -up more'convenient. Also,

as is the case with studio cameras, yokes and optics designed

for this specific use are inherently more reliable than a

compromise situation. Most modern tfilm cameras also use the .

same major electronic components as their studio countbrParts,

thus simplifying interchangeability and operator training.

2. A projector designed for :television is inherently more re-

liable and rugged in this application than a conventional

audio-visual type with a converted shutter.' This is borne.

out by many cases of poor performance and high maintvance,

costs where these pompromises were tried.

'1 3." The requ'irement for magnetic sound reproduction is necessary

far local origination of magnetically striped film, which is

the accepted industry standard for news and interview type

film productiu. The guidelines also'havea minimum'of two

single system mag -sound 16 mm cameras, so it is necessary

to have the projectors capA±e of playing the film shot with

22
these cameras.,

"

4. The 35 mm slide projector can be of several different types

which are not/ generally available. All hold 2x2 inch mounts

of 35.mm film or 126 instamatic slides which are generally

the only two formats used for telecine. The difference be-

tween a type made for television and a converted A/V model

are built-in spare lamp, flat Ieield optics, a rapid change

. ) between slides with no blank period, and full remote con-

trol capabilities. A few,conversions can *have rudimentary

remote control and flat field optics fi'ted, but again quality

o and reliability over the,long term may not justify the ap-

parent savings.

-13-
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PTV Station Color Production Facilities Cost Summary

A

a
Facility

StudioqA11. 716,750
VT - 'Pt (A2) 627,050
MC (A2) 70,250

4 EC* (A3) 44,000
Test Eq (A3) 30.000
Term Area Cons Costs (A3) 100,000
Film Production (A4). Z5,/50

Total A Facility $1,613,800

B Facility

A Facility 1,613.800
Mini Mote (B1) 2881,40D

Total $ Facility $1,902,200

C Facility

Remote Unit (C1) 809.550
Studio (C2) 9081250
VT - TC (t3) 1,571,100
MC .(C3) ° 173,500
EC (C4) 500,000
Test Equip (C4) 45,000
Term Area Cons Costs 150,000
Film Production (C5) 149,750
2000 Sq. Ft. Studio
Mini Mote b

716,750
288,400

Total C Facility

D Facili -by

(104)

$5,312,300

1,023,50,
1,684,500
42,055.625

I77,750
698,000
60,000

250,000
184,750
716,750
908;250°

Remote Unit (D1)
Studio (D2)
VT - TC (D3)
MC, (D3)

EC (D4)
Test Equip (D4)
Term Area Cons Costs
Film Production (D5)
2000 Sq. Ft. Studio
t000 Sq. Ft. Studio

-14-
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'Mini Mote

Total D Facility

... , di <,

ir
.

Sister Station Origination 7
. .

Add (El) tb A,. B, C4or D

. m as applicable

I

r

288,400

$8,047,575

'36,025

4

4.
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Basic Station - 'Category A

96

Studio (2000 sq. ft., 3 cameras)

$210,000
30,000
et:poo
'7,1)00

5',000

Stage and Control Room Tech. Eaulo.

3 Cameras ® 7,0,000
1 Studio switcher ® 30,000
12 B & W,monitors @ 500
2 ColOr monitors @ 3500

.' 1 *Ai° Console ® 5000
Audi0 accessories, Control Room
.Cartridge - Reel to reel 10,000
Audio accessories, studio floor
LS, Mice, Booms, etc. 5,000'

Video Cont Routing'

Color monitor 7,000
2 Waveform monitors 3,750
1 Matrix switcher4(iaNf studio) 500

Spare, parts (10,0

Installation

Stage

ttC Lighting equipment 60,000
Cyclorama 12,500
Air cond., Heating, Architectural 220,000

.

Support Areas 4000%sq. ft. @ 20 ft.

4

716-

1

r

t

-$284,250

30,000

30,000

I.

29?,500

80 .000

$716,750
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A2

VT & TC

4 VTR p. 90, 000

TC 4'75,000
'2 VectoreEopes @
2/Color monitors @ 3%500

Spark paAs (10%) ,

Installation. (10%)

MC

$360,000
150,000

6,oso,
7,000

.1 MC switcherA/V 15,000'

2 Color monitors e'3500 7,000

8 B & W-momitors @ 500 '4,000

1 Vector.scOpe '3,025

2 Waveform monitors @ 1875' 3,750

1 Console 0 ' 500

TrarLmZtter Monitoring

l\Precision demod 10,000
1 Frequency modulation monitor 5,500

d
VITS generator 4,100

of COlor monitor 3,500
I,Waveform monitor 1,875

InstallatiOn (10%)

Spare parts (10%)

-17-

1

.

$523,050

52,000'

52:000

58,250

6,000

6,000
$697,300

o 9
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A3
' 2

Equipment Gentere

1 Pulse system
1 Interphone system
1 Inte'rcomsystem
1 Terminal equipment

A/V amps, prbeessors
PatOh'bays, racks

Character genetator

t.

Installation (10%)

Spare Parts,(10%)

Test Equipment

Te,m Area Building Costs.
Term Area Electrical Costs
Term Area A/C - Heat Costs

A4 '

Film Production

'2 16 mm singles system Mag .

-12,000 1200 ft, reels

Editing equipment"

001 35 mm still camera and
accesgories

$7,500
500.

3,000
#.

-15,000+

7,000 $ 33,000

4,000

1.000

30,000
1

2000 11. ft. 0 100,000

$171,900

$24,000

1,000

750 '
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Standard Statiod - Category B .

(Same as. category A, plup'mini mote)

Mini Mote

2 Camerasclg 74,000 $148,000

1 VTR 65,000

germinal _Equipment 11,000

Audio . Communications 2,400

Van, Generator, Air Cond.,'Hoist" 34,000

Testi, Equipment 2,000

Spare Parts (10%)

a

$262,40Q

26,000

'$288,21.09

ha
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Cl

State or Regional ...-Cerbrgory C

Remote Unit

4 Cameras @ 70,000 ' $280,000
1 Video switcher 45,006
1 Audio console and aux. equip. 60,060
Communications - 10,000

4 Color monitors°@ 3500 14,000.

2 Vectorscopes @ 3025 6,050
Microwave equipment 16,000

1 TruCk w /air cond., winch, etc. 65,opo
1 AC generator,, 10,000
1 Rubidium frequeftcy 7,500
1 Pulse system 10,000
Test equipment 10,000.
Camera and power cables 10,00Q

2 Video tape recorders @ 90,000 180,000
Test and checkout 5,000
Character genexl'ator 7,000

Spare parts (10%)

-20-

t

'735,550

74 008r

$809,550
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C2

Studios (1 studio 2000'sq. ft., 1 studio 4000 sq. ft.)

.14

Second Studio (4000 sq. ft.) i

. . ,

Stags and Control RoOm Tech. Equip.

1 Studio switcher
$50,000

0 2 Color monitors @ 3500 N.boo

i12 B.& W monitors @ 500 6,000

1 Audio console 36 x 8 , 70,000 %

CR accessories
15,000

Studio accessories.. .
10,000

1 16 track record/playback widOlby t 30,000

Interlock
10 000

Video Control & Routing

2 Color monitors.
2 Waveform monitors
Match swr section of at. swr.

Spate parts (10%) Techni&A

Installation
4,

(10%) Technical

- Stage

, 2000

Lighting .equipment $25 sq. ft).

Cyclorama
Air Cond., Heat 4000 sq. ft.
Building costs @ 110/sq. ft.

Support areas, 5000 sq. ft. @ 20sq. ft.

ft. studiC (see A-1)

, 57-957 0 - 75 - 2

-21-

7,000
3,750
500

5
100,000
1-7,000.

440,000

1

r

$198,000

11,250

21;000

21,000

557,600
. '

100,'000

$908,250
.

$716;750

ti

',
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d

Vt & TC ,

$560,000
270;00t)

.
225,.000
12,100.
14,006,

200,000
30,000

'"N

-

$1,311,100

130,000

4 VTR @ 140,000
1 3 VTR @ 90,000

..,

3 TC @ 75,000
4 Vebor9copes.4 3025

t. 4 Color monitors @ 35p0
1 Cartridge VTR .

Double System Sound Equipment k
- ,

Oare parti (10%)
14.

Ins /allation (10%)'

'AC

1 MC switcher A/V
2 Cdlor'monitors @ 3500 ,

12 B\& W monitors @ 500.
1 Vectorscope
2 Wavefoim monitors@ 1875

18,000
7,000
6,000
3,025
3,750

1 .Console 750

Transmitter Monitoring

1 .Precision demod -10,000
1 Frequency - modulation monitor 5,500
1 VITS generator 4,100 1
1 Color monitor ,,,,' 3,5004
1 Waveform monitor

.
r,875

1 Automation System ( 80,000'

Spare parts (10%)'

Installation (10%)

4

if

130,000
$1,571,100

15,000

15,000

$173,500
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.00

Equipment Center

C4

$0,Q00
2,500

1 Pulse system.
1.Interphone system
1 Intercom system ' 3,000.

1 Terminal Oquipment 30,000

A/V amps, procesdbrs
'41

Patch BAYs, racks
1 Routing switcher 30 x 40 96,000

1. Chaacter'generator . 45,000

1 Programmed Video editing 175,000

system
1 Rubidium frequency standard

Ay 7,500

1 Character generator ti 7d000

V ,

$416,0.00

. Installation (10%) 42,000

Spard Parts (10%)

Test Equipment (additional)

42,000

Term Area Building Costs
Term, Area Electric Cost; 3000 sq. ft. @ $50' 150,000

Term Area A /C, Heat Costs

$695,060°

C5

Film Production `
4

2 16 mm single system @ 12,000 $24,006
Mag sound 1200 ft. reels

2 16 Mm double'system@ 15,000 30,000 I.

'.' Editing equipment 25,000

...
-,, 0

Film processor, 50,000

1 35 mm still camera 750,

'Installation

Spare parts
,-23-

M

P I
t °

$129,750

10,000

10,000
$149,750

ti



National - Category D

Full Size Remote Unit

4 Cameras ® 70,000
p

$280,000
1 Video switcher

1

45,000.
1 Audio cons and aux equip. 60,000
Communications 10,000

4 Coloz monitors @ 3500 14,000
2 Vetorscopes ® 3025 . 6,050
Microwave equip. 16,000

1 Truck ,w /air cond., winch 65,000
Generator 1/ 10,090

1 Rubidium frequency standard 7,500

Test equipment'
system 10;0904

. 10,000
Camera and power cables 10,000
Tes and check out '5,000 .

. 2 Video tape recorders ® 90,000 180,000
Slow motion machine 130,000
Character generator 45,000
Slide projector 30,000 ,

$ 933,550

Spare parts

C;1.4

ti

-24-

90;000 t
$1,023,550

Fl
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D2

3 Studios (2000tsq. ft., 6000 sq. ft., 8000 sq. ft.)

Third Studio (8000 sq. ft.)

Stage and ControlRoOm Tech. EguiP.

4 Cameras @ 70,000
1 8tudiolwitdher
2 Color monitors ©'3500

12 B & W monitors © 500

.$280,000
50,000
7,000
6,000

1 Audio console 36 x 8 70,000

CR accessories 15,000

Spudio accessories 10,000

16 track machine & interlock
from C

6", ,

$ 438,000

Video Control & Routing

2 Color monitors 3500 t, 7,000,

2 Waveform monitors @ 1875 3,750

MatCh sigr'section of st. so,fr 750.

11,500

'Installation 10% Technical 45,000

Spare Pelts loy. Technical 45,000

Stage"

Lighting equipment $25 lg. ft. 200,000

Cyclorama 25,000

Air Cond., Heat Vent $000 sq. ft.. - k

8Uilding Costs @ 110/sq. ft. 880,000

Support areas, 2000 sq. ft. @ $20
(In addition to those provided in C) B

-25-

A

0

1,105, 0(0

40,000
$1,684,500

S
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VT & TC

106

6 VTR (5) 119,000 $840,000
4 VTR @ 90,000 360,000
3 TC (5) 75,000 225,000

` 5 Vectorscopes @ 3025 15,125
5 Color monitors @ 3500- 15,500
1 CartridgeVTR _200;000
Double.System Equipment 60,000

Installation (10%)
to,

Spare Parts (10%)

MC

1 MC switcher A/V
2 Color monitors @ 3500.

15 B & W monitors @ 500
41 VectorsCope
2 Waveform monitors @ 1875
1 Console

20,000
7,000
7,500
3,025
1,750
1,000

Transmitter Monitoring

10,000
0-

1 Precision deittocl

1 Frequdhcy - modulation monitor 5,500
1 VITS generator 4,100
1 Color monit,or " 3,500
1 Waveform mOWITO2 1,875

1 Automation system 80,000

I-
Installation (10%)

Spare Parts (10%)

-26-

$1,715,625

170,000

170 000

$2,055,625

4\

147,250

15,000
-

15,000
$2,232,875
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D4

Equipment Center

$65,000
7,500,

10,000
50,000

1 Pulsg system
1 Interphone system
1 Intercom, system
Terminal equipment
A/V amps
a

1 Rttch
bays racks

ing switcher 40 x 60 170,000

2 Character generator @ 45,000 90,000

1 Programmed video 'editing system 175,000

1 aubidium frequency standard, e 7,506

1 Character generator 7,000
$ 582,000

-
.

Instalifation (10%) 58.00b

Spare Parts (10%) .58,000

Test Equipthent (additional) 66,tioo

Term Area Building Cogts
Term Area Electrical Costs 5000 sq. ft. @ $5b 250,000

Term Area A /C,'jieat Costs
$1,008,000

El

Sister Station Origin&tion

2 VTR @ 90,000 '$180,000

1 TC island @ 7,000 75,000

1 Color monitor 3,500

1 Vectorscope 3,025

Installation

Spare Parts

Modificatiots to MC

A

-27-

26,000

24poo

2,500
$316,025
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Transmitter Plant

Cost Breakdown

VHF Low Band'

35 kw Tranbmitter $325,000

(parallel 17.5 kw)

Antennas-

Transmission Line
1000 ft. of 3 va in.
line including hangers)
and/ elbows

Tower
1000 ft., guyed with
elevator .-6 Includes
eretion and'in8tall&-
tion of antenna and
transmission

30,000

17,000

265,000,
fl.gure is average

It may vary due to
geogr,sphical,condi-
tions and wind
loading ;one.)

. ,

R6ote Control . 25,000
Includ autOmatic logging
and ilfterface.

Electric coaxial switches
6 4Ilitoop

a

Terminal Equipment' 28,000
'Includes phase equalizer,
-A/V switching; A/V input
channels, basic monitoring

- 4
Capital Spares 5,000

Installation 75,000

Building 220,000
Does nqt include hand or
access read.

Includes primary power
service and air conditioning

-28-
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VHF Low Band (coat :).

Precision Carrier Offset

Emergency Power Generator
100 kW steady state load
capacity, installed.
Includes fuel tank, change-
over switch, automatic
start-up.,

Microwave SI/Stem
(see separately

Test Equipment
(see separa4ely

Spare parts

VHFHiqh Band

.

itemized list)

itemized liSt.)

Transmitter Pla

- Co t Breakdown

50 kw Transmitter
(parallel 25 kw)

Antenna

Transmission Cine
1000 ft. of 6 1/8 in.
line including hangers
and el)pows

Tower
1000 ft., guyed, with
elevator. Inclpdes
erection and installation
of antenna and transmission

. line.
-29-

Ito

$ 20,000

'95,000

' 41,000

64,000

5,000
$1,207,000

$ '350,000

75,000

25,000

265,000
(This figure is avdr-
age. It may vary, due
to geographical loca-
tion and wind loading
zone.) '
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VHF High Band (cont..)

Remote Contro]. $ 5,000
. Includes automatic logging ,

and.interface

., .

Electric coaxial switches 12,000'

Terminal Equipment 28,000
Includes phase equalizer, .

A/V switching, basic mopitoring,:
A/V input chenels

.

Capital Spares '11144 5,000'

9

Installation
4,

Includes all equipment
inside the building

75,000

Building 220,000
, Does not include land dr

access .road. Includes site
preparation, air conditioning,
and primary power-service

Precision Carrier Offset

Emergency Power Generator
100,kw steady state load
capacity, installed, Includes
fuel tank, changeover switch,
automatic start-up.;

'20,000

75,000

Microwave System 41,000
(see separately itemized list)

Test Equipment
(see separately itemized list)

Spare parts

-30-

64,009

5.000
$1,285,000



UHF

Transmitter Plant

Cost Breakdown

_110 kw Transmitter
Inclildes dual exciters,
filterplexerancl power
combiner

Spare Klystrpn

Antenna
Gain of '25 :

Includes de -icers

TransmissiOn Line
Outside 60,000
'Inside 35,Q00

1, Tower
1000 ft., guyed includes
elevator,. erection apd
installation of antgrna
and transmission line, and
concrete work

Remote Con)roi
Includes automatic logging

"and interface

Otectric coaxial. Switches

Terminal Equipment
Includes phase.equalizee,
A/V switching, basic monitoring
A/V input channels

Installation
Inclildes all equipment inside
building

Building
Does not incitude land or access
road. Includes preparation of
site.

4

-31-'
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$ 460,000

10,000

a
75,000

95,000

265,000
(This Aigure is aver-
age. It may vary due
to geographical loca-
ti.pn and wind loading
zone.)

25,000

15,000
w

28,000

75,000

243,00D

C
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UHF (cont.)
o'

Includes air conditioning and
primary power. service.

Precision Carrier Offset

'Emergency Power Generator
425 kw steady load capacity,
installed. Includes fuel tank,

changeover switch.

Microwave System 41,000
(see separately item2eedliiist),

Test Equipment ° .64,000

(see separately itemized list)

.$ 20, 000

10,000

Spare Parts 10:000
3.1,536-000

Mic;-owave,System
c

'2 Transmitters i$5000;:, $ 10,00.0

-
2 ReceiveFs @ .$5000 10,0013

-2 Antennas e$1;200 2,400
6,,ft.diameter.with cover

'2 Dehydrators 6 $500 1,000'
a

Transmission Line (400
200 ft. @ $2.00/ft. 2.-

2HOt Switches @ $1,006 2,000

3 Moduaators.@ $1,200
for audio sub - carrier

3,600

-32--
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Microwave System (cont.)

3,Demodulatora ® $1,200 for s
audio 'sub- carrier

,

Installation
Equipiffent and measurement's $4000

Transmission line 1500

*AntenriWS 2600

Assumes hot standby receive and transmit;
Assumes2'wide band sub-carrier channels

1 order wire sub - carrier channel

-3a-

3,600

7,500
$40,500
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TransmAter Test Equa. ment

3,000

.1,5004

Vectors cope

Waveform Monitor

Professional Color Monitor 3,500

Mobile General Purpose Test 3,500

Scope with RFI VrotectiOn

Scope Camera 600
.4

Video Test Signalapenerator 4,000

Video Sweep Generator 800

Spectrum Analyzer and, 10,000

Storage Scope

F
Frequency counter with 5,000

RFI protection capable
s't of microwave frequency rangel

Video Noise Meter P A 1,100

Envtlope Delay. Measuring Set 4,000

Low Di dYtiOn Audio Oscillator -

an Transmission Measuring-Set
1,500

-Audio Noise Meter and Distortion 2,090
Analyzdr

Power Meter, Utility 90Y

Dummy Load with Power Meter 4A000

Precision Demodulator 7,500

1
Time Domain Reflectometer 3,500

Deviation Meter 2,500

Field Intensity Meter 1,000

Aural Modulation Monitor and 3,500

Frequency Meter $63,400
-34-
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"Cogt BreakdbWn cif An Average

Electronic Journ alisry (EJ) Unit

2 Cameras @ $50K

2 Portable R/0 VTR @ $5K

lOortable Microwave System

2 Full Capability VTR @

1 (TB6 Time Base Corr.ector

1.4-Editing System

\\ ,Pefipherals (Extra cabling,-
. Monitors, Camera Mounts, etc.)

Complete 2 Came EJ Unit =

TOR
10K

10K

10K

SK

SK
r-

-$155K

It should be noted that the average EJ COMera can not be Mimed'
into a TV system in the usual day so, eacii.loa-mera has its own VTR
and multi-camera segments are edited frotille individual tapes;
much lik6 film. The portable VTR's are relpoTd only, 'thus the
need for the full capability bast-units used for editing.

No vehicle costs arc stated pere due toitWfactors. One is the
varying peed of the individual station.mall van or station
wagon will comfortably accomo to a 2 clite-Ha system 4nircan-he
used for other tasks when not on EJ assighrOnts. .

The othier factor is that most ederal grant money-in the Past
has specifically excluded the urchase.afrehicles with that money
or the money used in tht yurch se of a vehiCle to be used for

matching funds. Therefore, tyd station4.Wo4ld be required to
find individual funding for tl vehicle apart from any federal
assistance program.,

a

7 Timetable of Funding Requiremrnts

UHF Improvement -5 yer.needs approximately $31 million

$26M needed now for apprdximately 50'`stations

$ 4M added to Guidelines figureforlfillation

Year 1st 2nd 3r0 , 414ih 5th

,-,4

. Funds $12M $1QM $8M ,$8M $814

Number
Stations 20 20 10 4 4

Affected 1
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The bulk of the first three years is for transmission improvement
, ofeAsting UHF stations` and the last two are for expected quarterly

activatihns. An additional $4M. was added dde to significapt
increases in key components of the improvement program. AA exam-

,'" ple, the cost of a *000' tower has increased $100K in the last year!
There are approximately 30 new towers included in the 50 stations )

mentioned hare. 4

.

Videotape Peco4 rderc at

Presently need 26Vso all stations would have 4 minimum. Over a
year period we would'also need apprOximately 40 more for expected

activations of new stations. We can use 37 to make.a mune...figure
of -300 machines over 5 years.

Year -1st 2nd 3rd 4thc, 5th

4 of
VTR's 75 @.$110K 75 e $110K .50 @ $1201( 50 'la $120K 50 @ $120K'

Cost $8.25M . $8.25M . $6M $6M $6M
.

Total '$34.5 million .

.($10K per machine added after 3rd year'for inflation.)

The two xanufacturers presently mal,re between 200-30 machines .e
year. These are for both domestid and foreign sales and we,,could
not expect to corner the market or have them build new facilities
to accomodate the large number of machines required. However,
the numbers over five years given here should be attainable on a
per year basis. '

Electronic Journalism Units

Approximately 150 for existing stations_
10 for expected activations over 5 years.

160 @ $155K = $24.8M 4

Year 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

No.
Unitcs114Ii65 , 55 42 4 4 = 160 units

Cost $8:53M S8.53M $6.51M $ .62M $ .62M = $24.8M

Most manufacturers are making about 100 - 150 cameras a year, 1

with a heavy demand by the commercial market. There are
approximately 10 manufacturers presently-making the quality,
and price range camera mentioned here and 10 to 15 cameras
each for the next two years should present no undue problems.

ir)
sq..17
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Mr. MActioNALn If I could interrupt on two thinp about that
statement, is the only demonstration project that type of project that
was discussed yesterday, the ATS-6 ?

Mr. (itylrt. No. I rink there are other demonstration projects. I _

think thatkis one wad "to do it. It may prone to be a very valuable one.'
Mr. MA DONALD. ,What is another one?
Mr. G N-N., Another way to do it is making video casettes or video

discs ofprograms and mailing-thereto these isolated communities and
have them put this in some automatic player which plays theSe discs
or tapes off automatically recorded at a set time schedule.

Mr. MACDONALD. You would be surprised, I think, in addition to the
ves, as closely ,as I could elicit them yesterday, it"is broken' down in

a ratio of 6 to 1,between the facilities and the demonstration, ,

One side. of it is getting fairly`short chang41, I think, or it is ? I'
don't knoW.

Mr. ett.NN. may not be. I think what is missing in my view, and
the work ma be done and we just may not have seen it, but I do know
that the co oration for Public Broadcasting and PBSand. others
have not come together to address:this prolikm, and weliiit-e not:done
our otvn studies to see 4vhat is required and to look s,t the various
options. I think that is one thing that needs to be done. .

'Second, I think we ought to look at all options, not necessarily) just
tNe satellites, or just, cable. There may be other ways; as -I suggested,
that this could be done.

It is difficult at this *point in time to know what the\ right sum of
money is to spend on demon4tration projects. ,

Mr. MACDONALD. That is $64,000 question. It_is very difficult for
us to know also. I was going to ask what you all thought of what a
reasonable sum was? I thought that the amount asked for was a very
stingy amount of money. Is there ankconsensus among you all con-
cerning what you feel is a reasonable amount?

Mr. Loomis. Mr. Chairman, is the point of demonstration to attempt .
to stimulate new ideas?

Mr. MACDONALD. That is the overall pfoject. This is the money, I feel
sure this will come out of 'here as a clean bill. Thieis a billlhat the
administration sent up and it was.' put in as an accommodation, as
something to work from. .,

But where the money is inclwodedihere, do you have presently or will
you furnish in the very near futur; what you feel the'lowest minimum
is to do an adequate job? r d t

Mr. BAIR. There might be another way to get at that problem.
Mr. Loomis. Let me answer you this way : Yes, weI get together

and come up with a figure. Yes. .

Mr. MActioxm,n Then. second. could you just give me. in politi-
cal parlance, a ballpark figure of what you think it is now ? .

Mr. Gt-NN.- I think one of the problems that yiu have when you
are unclear as to whatthe objectives are for demonstration projects. is
that it is very hard to project a cost figure because you want to be sure
that you project far enough forward so you know what. the implications
are, goin'-ffjo be of, these demonstration projects. You can set up, as
we with this program, a whole new set of expectations -for that 10
percent of the public not reached try demonstration projects, then we
can find we are facing a cost of $200 or $300 million.

57-927 0 - 75 - 9
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Mr. MAcobNA1,o. 'Yes, but taking pretty much the bread-and-butter
issue we have going now, could you come up with a figure that is not
wha could be done, say, in 10 years or 15 yetirs when better technology
has een developed, but come up with a figure that we could kickarOu d up here anyray to see if we think`At is too much, toolittle, or
wha

Mr. iLoOlrfs. We will try, all of us, to get together and come up
with a:ballwirk figure.

Mr.- .MACDONALD My last question about that is this: I was intrigued.-
by thotesinpliasi tit on those cameras and stu . Who determines what
is an acceptabl ece of equipment that the GO ernment should buy for
these'are , P or radio stations? Who makes at decision ?

BAIR. TI e individual licensee.
Mr,;,0)0EY. .HEW sets the standards based. upon the Electronics

Ins** Association's standards for television and radioequiPment.
Metooxis. That is as to the television camera or other. .commonly

usedeiciipment.
MrCDONALD. But the standard as to whether it is Sony and

incideirtally.1 have seen more Sonys around than American products.
If its going to-be a Etuy America First, everyone seems to have
.Tapittiose equipment.

MIcAilAnt. Sony has plants in this country.
...lir.,AbcooNAu).. But it is not exactly what you. call an American

company either. Anyway, that-4s something else. It seems p me the
FCChas. something to say about that

Well, they do when it comes to transmission; that if
you are talking about a transmitter, they have standards that they
reqUire.,in terins of monitoring.

Mr: MACDONALD. Are they big brother? kDo they lay down the law
as to what standards shall be observed ?

MrBn.m. We do not feel they are big brothers in that sense.
Mi;; GUNN. No. They are trying to insure you have quality.
Mr. BAIL They are insuring the Federal money is spent on firstrate equipment.

. Mr. M.,.a.c6o-NALD. And they are the ones who tell you ?
6 Mr, MIR. In terms of engineering specifications.

Mr. MACDONALD. They make the specifications. Working in the field,
as I know Hartford Gunn did, and I guess most everyone else does
or did, were there occasions that you felt they were out of touch with
reality ?

Mr. BAIR. Not in terms of engineering, no. .

Mr. MACDONALD. I am not talkiq about transmissions but in terms
of personnel and equipment. ..

Mr: RAIL This has not been a complaint; no sir.
Mr. MACDONALD. There is no friction in that area?
Mr. BAIR. No, sir.
Mr. Gtrxx. I think the stations welcome the standards of both FCC

and HEW imposed on them because it is in the interest of the public
to assure a really compatible television system.

Mr. MACDONALD. And they are not artificially high or anywhere near
pinchingly low?

Mr. GUNN. No sir, not as to FCC electronic standards.
Mr. BAIR. Could I comment on what you asked earlier in terms of a

ballpark figure?

"I*
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The need for improvement and expansion of station facilities, as
illuminated by these two people, is quite clear. It is considerably more
difficult, I think, to illustrate the kind of demonstrations which could
usefully be undertaken a whatever projected funding levels.

The requests for experlinentation and demonstration are not unlike
requests for hurnanitari0 aid; it is almost an tititomatic and usually
affirmative response. Wo,think that the grounds for this particular re-
quest, however, wort4, though it is in general terms, should be care-
fully analyzed.

We believe that funding for the demonstration section of the pro-
gram should be fully contingent upon the identification of proposed
activities which have plainly stated objectives, which can be known
in advance, to which realistic funding intervals and amounts can be
assigned and which could be supported by the institutions. and people
in public communications.

Mr. MAcnoNALn. Well, you are closer to the people than most people
in the program, and by "people" I mean the public, apparently from
the title and how much money do you think you could raise for
facilities?

It has been suggested that the Government-get out of the business ti
little bit and let you pick up the, ball. Is that wishful thinking or is it
accurate, or what, or is it an imponderable, which it sounds like?

. Mr. BAIR. Let me think.
As Director of Educational Telcvision at the' University of North

Carolina, I happen to have very happily in the last year received under
the educational facilities about half a million dollars to purchase color
camera equipment for our studios, and so on.

It was not difficult for me to perSuade the administration of the Uni-
versity of North. Carolina that the investment of $200,000 by the State
of North Carolina would return $600,000 in color equipment by this
matching formula.

I have not tested them on a 50-50 proposition. I just have not done
it. I think it would be tougher.

Mr. MAcno-NA.Ln. In addition to going to a university With this sum
of money that. goes through governMental channels, while I appreciate
that, that happens in public broadcasting too, there are many States
that contribute to public broadcasting per'se.

I am talking about doing to the people of the State of North Carolina
and saying, "We need more facilities. Will-you give us them out of your
pockets, not out of tax money ?"

Mr. BAIL Historically, I presume that the response would be: You
have always gotten that through appropriations. Go that way. Do it
through out' representation. I think it would take a long time.
, Mr. MAcnorrALn. "I4tin not going to give you any, get it out of the
Government "?

Mr. BAIR. Yes.
Mr. MAcnONALn. Doesn't that make you feel that this ar ment

about getting the Government. out of this thing is rather s; it
is one of those battle-flag things to wave around, but does not me
down to the nitty-gritty of having an educational TV system ?

Mr. BAni. That is where I would end up now, yes, sir.
Mr. GtTNN. Mr. Chairman, I think we underestimate the contribut-

tion of the public, either through State or local authorities, or through
voluntary contributions.
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The Facilities Act doe's not cover all facilities. It will not buy you
land. It will not build you a building. 41

So I just dug out some figures.
The total capital plant for public television is on the order of $3(10

million, of which, if my figures are right, only about $100 million or
$106 million came from tOOFacilities Act. So when we say that the
Governmeht is putting up-45 percent and the people are putting up 25
percent, we are talking only about those allOwable items.

Mr. MACDONALD. 'What ,1 are saying is, you would like to see the
Government get out of t 4siness and leave it up to the people?

Mr. GUNN. No, I a saying this about the public's share'being two-
thirds to a, third for e Federal Government.

Mr. MACDONALD. I know it6 Oesuld cut down the work of this sub-
committee considerably if that *ere to be the case, and if the people
who are Vin it feel that the public can do it better, I am all fot.them.

Mr. Glarric, , Mr. Chairman, all I say is, the public contribution
is greater th0 25"percent, but o the order of 66 percent..

Mr. MACDONALD. \knever head anyone say 25 percent. What I ant
saying is, I think it is `v,ety diffic It to raise money from the public for
anything including multiple s lerosis, cancer, heart research, and
everything else.

T. GUN: Absolutely.
Mr. Loomis. I think it is clearly more difficult to raise it from 'the

public for facilities.
Mr. MACDONALD. And why I am raising it now is because it was in-

dicated strongly yesterday, it better to let the individual stand on
his own two feet, middle America stand up and do this and do thata-,,,
and 'get everything put into writing, put the Government on the back
burner and let the people do it.

That is a great theory, one I believe wholeheartedly in, one I was
..brought up by, one I thought was how the Government worked, but
it is how the Government should work, but it is Tint how the
Government works.

Mr. Wiwi" Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MACDONALD. Yes, I promised first. I would allow Mr. Frey.
Mr. FREY. I will be quick.
Two things: No. 1, I disagree with you in terms of the ability to

raise money on facilities being more difficult
From raising money in political campa40,1 think you will find

it. a lot simpler if you tell somebody you arffgoing to rain it for this
billboard or this program, asslagl as there is something specific, and
they can see and touch it.

That is a general comment. I am intrigued by Mr. Gunn's suggestion
of the 35 percent and the question of percentage, because no matter
whether we accept the amount of money you recommended, we are
still going to be short of what the need is

If we go to increasing the coverage; if we go to increasing the radio
stations, and many of these things, we will still be short.

What I would like is, when- you figure the ball ark figure out, I
would also like you to think about it percentagewise in terms of the
coverage aspect.

Maybe that is the way to squeeze ; maybe instead of 25 or 30 or 33
percent, somewhere along the line if we can get to that additional
amount, we could get there.
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I don't think 25 should be fixed; but maybe you Ought' to go either

way.
V' I hope you give thought. to that. because I think that is one way to

increase your coverage. -

Mr. ntenosnr,n. We gave them 66% that they had to come up with;
that is why it surprises me they find it so easy, because privately they
told me that 662/3 of private money is an awful lot of molly to expect.
them to come up with, but today they are telling me that they will have

no problem, and I am delighted to hear that..
Mr. Wirth, I will be happy to yield to you.
Mr. WIRTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am curious, I am litre the subcommittee has been through this a

million ways, but are there other ways in whit ii money can be raised ?

Back in the early.publie broadcasting days, a tax oil television sets,
for example, was discussed, but what other kinds of fund raising
programs have been looked at by all of you in the field of public
broadcasting?

Mr. Loomis. You mean raising funds from the general public? There
have been a variety of different methods considered. L

I am not talking about dedicated taxes earmarked by the Govern-
ment, but how you obtain funds from public contributors and
concentrated dollar raising activities.

In the 20 years since the first action was taken both the number of
stations a,ctively seeking funds and the, amount they have been able, to
raise, have increased substantially. The membership driVe has been a
very successful tool. Just a couple of montlsago, for the first time.
there was a national drive that netted more than $5 million. and a
quarter of a million .new members And there are Opiirations that will
become even more efficient.

Every station is showing a good deal of initiative, in devising ways
that seem appropriate to the community in which they seek to raise
money.

The long-range task force that we set up in 1972 examined at some
length a whole host of methods of obtaining financing from the Gov-
ernment through a dedicated tax or a bond issue, or by other means.
The task force came, back with a matching formula, an approach it
felt was the most equitable, reasonable, and feasible way of obtaining
Government funding.

Mr. WIRTH. Do you say they have explored various kinds of ways,
dedicated taxes, and so on. there must have been a whole raft. of
things? i

Mr. LooMis. Yes. The long-range financing r ort examined all of
those, and I believe we have a copy of that repo here. We will give
it to you after the hearing.

Mr. WIRTII. Secondly, we were talking about two differeUt titles for
facilities versus demonstrations, and you were assuming that $7 million
level in your comments; so would you assume. that same ratio, approxi-
mately 6 to 1, if there were $12 million, $20 million or $50 million ?

Mr. GUNN. No, I think we ought to back up on the demonstration
program and HEW and the broadcastts and educators and everyone
ought to go to work and look ataus problem.

-i

No one or no group has,come together to look at it in its rOtaiity, so
we really' honestly don't know what the. figures should be or the ratio
should be.
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, Incidentally, the bill, as I understand it, does not specify what the
ratio is. It is at the discretion of the Secretary, so the Secretary can
put $7 million into demonstration projects adiad zero, I 'guess in theory,
into broadcast facilities.

0 Mr. Wrani. I think we have to make that distinction and come up
with that kind of allocation of our best st 1St` from all of us, and I
think from the Chairman's question you we going to give us a sense
of what it is. 4

Mr. Gus-N. Well, until we have stepped ba k and given you a com-
pletely thought out program specifically as tc what these demonstra-
tion programs will be and what their costs int and implications will
be. If we raised expectations of the-people in X or Y communities,
we could walk, of us, into a deMonstration program That Ould
result in spending hundreds and hundreds of Ile% millions of dollars,
to meet those expectations.

nI am not saying we should.
Mr. WIRTII. You.were saying what your relationship ought to- be

and what the relationship between demonstration and facilities
programs should; be.

Mr. Loom1s..1 think one other matter should be brought up:
Mr. MArnosm,o. If you will pardon me, we have quorum call and

both Mr. Wirth and I will be lucky to make it, 4

I would like twpoint out to Mr. Wirth as we leave that I heard that
promise nor since we first put that togethi4. about long-range
financing, and I have yet to see, it.

[Brief recess.]
Mr. MActioNian. The hearing will re e. When we left we had

left on a note that we left on many times, some of the financing.
We have not heard from radio, and I, for one, would like to hear

from you.
STATEMENT OF MATTHEW B. COFFEY

Mr. COFFEY. Very gOod,
140 have my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, and I belifve you

also have a copy of a letter from Secretary Weinberger addressed tome
of May 29, which I will he referring to in this,

Mr. MActiox:mo.- I probably do.
Mr. COFFEY. We have a copy- for you. The imme.diate short-range.

priority for the radio service is to reach communities covering at least
90 percent of the population within the 5-year term of this legislation.

;*ow, what does 90 percent mean in terms of communitic,i? A:, best
we can determine, that would include, all communities in the United
States which have over 170,000 populatiok.

As this committee is aware, there are 36 of the top 100 markets
which are not now covered by the radio signal ; and if we have achieved
in 'the next 5-year period coverage of all of those markets, we would
increase the coverage of public -r7lio by about 14 percent, or bring it
up to close to 75 percent..

We feel that it would take 295 ra(lio stations to reach 90 percent.
There are 176. This means that in order to reach 90 percent, we will

have to have 1109 additional stations by 1980.
We figure that the Federal share of this will amount to $20 million,

to build these stations and that in addition it will cost $10 million to
improve existing stations.
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Now, the,lOng-range objective, the objective beyond 5 years, is, as
we sea it, an objective to provide multiple radio services in major
markets. This would be similar to the situation we have in Washington
where we have three public radio stations serving the community. This
goes back to a point I mentioned in the subcommittee before, that in
radio we have to fraction the audience up because of the intense com-
petition within the radio field and in order for us to serve more ade-
quately minority and special interests and instructional programing
or things of this sort we are required in major markets to have mul-
tiple stations available for the public.

Now, I would like to, taking into account the testimony you received
yesterday and thi:; letter from Secretary Weinberger, I would like to
make same suggestions for amendments the legislation.

As the Secretary indicates in his letter. IIE1V has come to the con-
elusion that the Priorities in the bill do not reflect radio's priorities;
and while he. says it seems very complex to change the language
around just for radio, I think his language should at least be included
as part, of the report, language on this bill, so it is very clear.

. Mr. MicnONat.n. Which section ?
Mr. Con-EY. The second and third paragraphs of the letter on the

front page which refen to this fact.
Mr. MAnoxmr.D. Well, I read them, but don't see any language in

H.R. 4564?
Mr. CoFFEr. There, is, sir, I don't have the bill with me, but there

is a set of criteria or priorities for that.
Mr..1ractx;NAt.n. We will gtet that.
Mr. Cm-FF.1% Fine. The separate set. of prioritieS for radio came out

of that 1973 note that you ha VP read into the hearing two times. efore.
rnder or on page 3 under "criteria for 'Broadcast Facilities Con-

struction," the paragraph, at; subparagraph (d) indicates that the first
priority would be a strengthening, of the capability of existing non-
commercial stations.

Mr. MAcnoNALn. Just so I -am positive, I am following youpage 3?
Mr. COFFEY. Line 17 actually, first priority.
Mr. MAcmix.u.n. "The Secretary shall base his determination ,is to

whether to appove applications for grant. under this section and the
amount of spcligrant on criteria set. forth in regulations and designed
to achieve," et cetera, and' what you are saying is you are satisfied with
that. language?

Mr. COFFEY. No; I am saying that his letter says that that language
does not apply in the case of radio.

Mr. MACDO'A ED. Why doesn't it say so?
Mr. CoFFF.y. Because the order of it is reverse of what it. would be

for radio. His third priority in this language would be first priority
for the radio stations.

Mr. MAnoxm.n. Well, let us read on so I will be sun...
Mr. COFFEY, OK.
Mr. MAcnox.u.n. Well. (1) "a strengthening of the capability of

existing noncommercial educational broadcast stations to provide-local
services ".

Well, aren't you included in "(1)"?
Mr. CoFFEy. Yes; but if the Secretary makes grants based on that

as being the top priority, it would not serve us in this situation.
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Mr. MAtsoosim,o. Well, when you go, one, two, three, I don't think
itsays priority 'one. Ithink the three are equal.

..,Mr. COFFEY. Fine. As long above have that clarification. '
It. M...clioAtn. Well, we don't have the legislative people here,

but I Think Mr. Guthrie and Mr. Shocishan, who are on the Staff; and
our pwest member here on this staff also, would agree with me, that,
or if they dis'agreei, at least sO signify in the usual manner by shaking
youelead, that one, two and three mean just that there are three parts
separate and eqUal. ,

Mr. 'Ion-Ey. Well, it is helpful to have it cleared because in the
regulate ns that were promulgated in 1973, the 1974 pr.dgrarn regula-
tions, th priorities were listed in this order and the intention of the
Departure *it was to rive the grants in this oideet and we had to file
a petition to get those priorities changed and they established a siva-
rate set of p iorities for radio, which reversed the order.

So that is
with HEW.
the radio prior

Mr. MAC DONA
Mr. Com.Y.,
Mr. MAcnovALP. You would be Contented to have it covered in the

reports
CorvF.Y. In the report, right. We can make references to the

Secretary's letter or just. references to that language.
Mr. 11ACDONALD. Well, let's say factually that one, two and three

are noninclusive or nonpriority, that all three are to be given equal
weight.

Mr. COFFEY. Right. Fine.
The last enactment of this gives us this situation.
[Mr. Coffey's prepared.statement, and the letter referred to. follow ;]

STATEMENT OF "MATTHEW B. COFFEY, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF
PUBLICW.ADIO STATIONS

Mr. Chairman pnd members of the subcommittee, since 1967 when public
broadcasting began, one of the top priorities of Public Radio has been the
expansion of service to "all of the people" as prqyided for in the, Public Broad-
casting Act. This remains our top priority as we cOnsider and support H.R. 4564.

There are two elements involved in discussing expansion of the radio service.
The first is the provision of the first public radio station to the approximately
40 percent of the population not reached. The second element is thq provision
of multiple'radio stations to serve the many different radio audiences.

The provision of the first public radio service is a clear and obvious objective
mandated by the Educational Broadcasting Faciiities title of the Act. H.R. 4504
provides a proper legislative vehicle to accomplish this objective and we believe
there is now a sufficient policy commitment by the Department of Health, Educe.
tion and Welfar% to complete a program of first service to 90 percent of the popu-
lation over the next five-year period. v

The need is clear. TN,,, hundrk ninety-five stations will be required in order
to provide a service to 90 percent of tlke population. There are now 176 Our best
estimate of the cost of closing this gap is a $20 million federal commitment to
match local money that will be generated to start new stations.

In addition, the staff of the Facilities Program estimates an additional $19
million is needed to upgrade the present eqiiipment of 176 stations so they can

by I am sensitive to it. We have been through it before
'ust wanted to be sure that it is clearly understood that

ies will be different.
. But you don'Lfeel it needs any change inlanguage?
; I don't think this ncedg any change,.

better serve their audiences.
Thus even th,,ugh illere Is an HEW policy commitment,'the entire $35 million.

requested over the next five. years is still not sufficient to develop the radio sys-
tem alone. We, therefore, urge your committee to support funding authorizations
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of $35 million per year far radio and television development during each of the
five years of the legislation. . .

In the Subcommittee's recent hearings on financing and in the full committee
report, a proper focus was given to minority, special interest and instructional
programming. Public Radio does and will continue to serve all the programming
interests. In order to properly serve them, however, there is a need in most mar-
kets for multiple radio stations formatted for this purpose. At the heart of the
need for this type of expansion is an understanding of the different roles radio,
and television play in our society.

Television is more the mass audience medium with limitql competition'in the
marketplace. It is programmed in half-hour and one-hour segments.

Radio on the other hand generally has a single format throughout the broad-
cast day. There are all-news formats, easy listening formats, soul. music formats,
lop 90 formats, country and western and even religious formats. Formatting is
a result of competition. For example, here in Washington there are 93 radio
stations as compared to 6 television stations'. This intense competitive situation
has caused broadcasters to try to identify a-specific segment of the population
tq serve. All progrothming is directed to this specific segment throughout the
broadcast day.

A growing number of public radio stations are now being formed to program
for minority and special interest audiences where that programming does not
exist commercially. Because of the wasteful way in which frequencies have been .

allocated in the noncommercial hand. these public stations face difficulty in t

obtaining frequencies and financing. Some of the funds expended under H.R.
9564 will activate minority and special audience stations. But. there are insuf-
ficient

T.funds to do enough. TJntil we have a firm commitment from .the Depart- T.

_ment of Health, Education and Welfare to provide start -up money for second
and third radio Services, especially those for Minority and special audiences,
real progress will not be made. HiR. 0564, at the $35 million per year authorize-
tion, would inuirOve our chance:1'6f leaking more services available through mul.-,
tiplt stations. However, no commitment exists to develop second or third serv-
ices" or stations in markets. Until a commitment is made by the Congress and
HEW, the existing stations will continue to serve these needs as best they con.

ECORDING REQUIREMENT' OF PUB '44 L. 93 -84

Public Law 93- , the last public broadcasting enactment authorized appro-
priations to the Corporation for Public Broadcasting with the foVowing amend-
ment: .

Section 399(h) (1) Eiccept as provided in paragraph (2). each licensee
which receives assistance underithis part after the date' f the enactment
of this .subsection shalt retain an audio recording of each oTits broadcasts of
any program in which any issue of public importance is discussed. Each such
recording shall be retained for the sixty-day period beginning on the date
which the licensee broadcasts such prOgrams..."

The Federal Communications Commission in Docket No. 19881 has asked for
comments on the interpretation of this provision and its enforcement.

Based on tr survey of the APRS members. only a few now have the technical.'
capability to comply with this requirement of the law. This means that the
typical noncommercial licensee must, endure from $3,000 to $6,000 of equipment
expenditure at present cost. This equipment includes four channel logging re-
corders with time code generators and tape stock for 60 days.

APRS therefort, requested that up to $600,000 for the $15.6 million appropria-
tion for FY 1074 he set aside in a special fund prior to any normal facilities
grants being made. The fund would he controlled by the Educational Broadcast-
ing Facilities Program en 1.t.hal of the public radio stations. The fund would not
be administered under the priorities set forth but under at' informal letter
application procedure. Stations receiving grants from the fund would lie4required
to submit a letter certifying their need based on the P.L. 93-84 requirement.

The need for the special fund remains great. The average station operates on
an annual income of $130,572 with the small budget stations operating on less
than one half that amount. The log recorders are needed because of the heavy .
volume of local programming. During an average week, 107 hours are broad-
cast and 70 of then are !neatly produced. Even if the Commission restricts its
interpretatiop to Fairness Doctrine complaints. the licensees indicate that they
would have to record their entire output to ensure compliance with the regulation.

The Department of HEW by letter dated March 15, 1974, denied the Associa-
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tion request on the grounds that the authorizing legislation does not provide for
a fund for specific purposes. c/

The need is still very real because we belte`ve the FCC will soon promulgate
the rules. We therefore recommend that 1I,R. 4564 lit amended to resolve this
problem created for public radio stations by P.L. 93-84 by allowing a special
fund for this specific purpose.

DEMONSTRATIONS

The public radio stations supp6rt the provisions of H.R: 4564 relating to dem-
onstrations of new telecommunications equipment as a vehicle for prd'viding
health and educational services to the Nation.,

Over the pasttwo years exciting experiments have been conducted using two-
way radio channels via satellite to provide health information to paramedics in
remote areas of Alaska and other areas. The Department's pioneering work inthis and other areas deserves support.

W;,' request that the authorizations and appropriations for this entireIT
program authority be enacted 'as a separate title of the Public Broadcasting
Act. This is recommended in order to eliminate uncertaipties and ratios betweenfacilities and demonstrations.

In aletter of May 29, 1975, the Seeretary of HEW discusiTes the intent.of HEW
as follows ; "Our current intention is to devote approximately $1 million of theavailable funds to the non-broadcast demonstration programs. .. This amount is
to some extent dependent on the total level of funding for the program. If appro-
priations differ significantly from the amount requested in the President's budg-
et,Ithen a reassessment would be appropriate."

Mr. Chairman, this quotation illustrates the problem. We feel that demon-strations sipuld he a !Art of this bill but should be justified separately for au-thorization and appropEation.
PRIVATE SCHOOLS

One minor amendment provided in H.R. 4564 is very significant to'pubiic radio.For many years private schools have been providing valuable public radio service
to their communities. We take pride in the services of the Albany Medical College
in Albany. New,york ; American University in Washington and many others that
provide valuable public service through their public radio stations. Until now
they have'been unable, through an oversight, to participate in the,Educational
Broadcastingc Facilities Program. As private schools face declining enrollmentsand revenues, we face the real threat that ublic radio services at private
',drools will be curtailed and encouraging dev opment of new stations will bestifled. The result will be denial of service t the public. We ask the Sub-
committee's favorable action on this ifrovision.

PROGRAM PRIORITIES

,The program priorities for disbursement of funds by HEW under the FacilitiesProgram cause no problems for the radio stations as long as the way they are
listed in the bill is not their order of importance. Also, in his letter to me, Sec-
retary Weinberger spelled out the Department of Health, Education and Wel-fare's intention in this area, and I submit his letter for the record. We suggestthat the report on the legislation clarify the distinction made by the Secretaryin his letter.

SUMMARY

Mr. Chairman, the public radio Atations support H.R. 4564 with the statedqualifications 'and amendments nnale urge its expeditious passage.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
Washington, D.C., May 99,1975.

Mr. MATTHEW B. COFFF:Y,
President, Association of Public Radio Stations,
Washington. D.C.

DEAR MR. COFFEY: I am writing to clarify those aspects of the Department'sproposed Telecommunications Facilities and Demonstration Grant Programwhich specifically pertain to radio.

'11 la
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At the time the bill was prepared,' general language was used to cover both
radio and television broadcasting facilitiek section which provides
broad guidelines for priority funding was drafted primarily with television in
mind. The Department recognizes that the stage of development of public radio
is such that a different set of guidelines for funding priorities is appropriate.
Rather than complicate the language of the bill and unduly limit the ability of
the program to.deal with clivging circumstances, it is our view that these dif-
ferences in funding priorities' between radio and television are best habdled
through the published regulations.

It is the Department's intention to continue a separate set of priorities for
radio in the next publication of the Facilities Program regulatiobs which will
recognize the need to fietivate a substruitial number of new public radio stations.
We will welcome your organization's comments on thoseproposed regulations,

With regard to the Departm srent'-fraiding plan' fiii:-Pacilities'and Demonstra-
tions covering the five years for which we are seekint authorization. our current
intention is to devote approximately $1 million of the available funds to the nnn-
broadcast demonstration programs and the remaining fund to support broad-
casting facilit es.

This amoun is to some extent dependent on the total level of funding for the
program. If app wiations differ significantly from the amount requested in
the President's budget, thenA reassessment would be appropriate.

The Del rtment of -Health, Education, and Welfare appreciates your interest
in this bill, and we hope that you will find it advantageous to support its pas-
sage by the ongress.

Sincerely,
CARPAR W. WEINBERGER,

Secretary.
Mr. MACIX)NALD. I have not heard from Anyone else.
Mr. GUNN. I -would hope that would apply to television. That is,

We do 'see a priority for television.
MC. MACDONALD. Right.
Mr. GUNN.. And that is valuable.

MAceorrnin. Well, the language is not going to be changed, the
report would only refer to "radio" and therefore would not affect
"TV."

Mr. GUNN. Fine.
Mr. COFFEY. Fine. Now; in the last enactment, P.L. which was

passed '2 years ago. a new provision was made for a recording require-
ment, the so-called Griffin amendment, which was introduced into the
legislation. That amendment. would require that the radio station ,do
this.

Mr. MACDONALD. Well, that is Senator Griffin.
Mr, C6rFEE. Yes; Senator Griffin proposed an amendment. That

amendment would require, that public broadcasting stations record all
programs that involve controversies ancljraintain the tapes of those
programs for a pegio4 of 60 days.

That requiretnen0AThen we faced up to the reality of it, we found
that the local stations didn't have the capacity to record that material.

Mr. MACDONALD. Strangely enough, I remember that argument, and
I thought at the time, but you can refresh my recollection, it fell of its
own weight that there were not that many controversial programsand
therefore it would not occupy that much space. Is my memory faulty ?

Mr. COFEY. Well, we are faring, in docket 19861 at the FCC, which
is the promulgation of the rules for this and -interpretation of it.

Now ,^e, feel that the interpretation is goiig to put the radio stations,
which, as you know; he a great deal of local programing, of contro-
versy, because they tend to cover the city ertifticils and local govern-
mental bodies in a position of having to record virtually their entire
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K: outputjust as a caution to ma'ke sure that they have in hid Covered
themselves.

The point here is that when we surveyed the radio 'stations we found
that almost none of them had the log recording equipment necessary
to accomplish this. We approached HEW and asked that they create a
special fund for the purpose of meetilig the requirements of Public
Law 93-84, and that that fund, in the amount of some $600,000, be set
aside for the specific'purpose of providing log recording equipment to
meet this Federal requirement. HEW indicated to us in 1974, that,
they were unable to create a special fund because they did not have
an authority for that within the authorization bill;

I would i.iggest to the committee that the need is still here. MOst of
the stations still chi not have that capability to record and I would hope
that some language can be worked out to allow HEW, in this par-
ticular instance, to create a special fund for the puTpose of prOviding
this single piece of equipment to the existing stations.

Mr. MAct)oNALD. In other words, what you would be asking .for is
just one additional piece of equipment?

Mr. COFFEY. That is correct.
Mr. MACDONALD. That is to record controversial matters?
Mr. Cowry. That is right.
Mr. MACDONALD. And what is an average cost on that ?
Mr. COFFEY. Those range from $3,000 to $6,000 apiece.
Mr. MACDONALD. And how many stations are there?
Mr. COrrEy. There would be about 150 stations that would need

that.
My. MACDONALD. I will let you do the mathematics. What does it

come out to ?_
COIEY. Roughly, $585,000.

11/4. MACDONALD. Half apillion dollars?
114 COFFEY. Right. I would say here is 'a pafticular case where an

entikient has created a burden for a piece of equipment. Rather than
require the stations to fill out what is now an almost 40-page form and
raise '2'5 percent of the money locally to match with the 75-percent
Federal share, we should establish some procedure that would be less
formal, which would allow this particular piece of equipment to be
available.

Mr. MACDONALD. Have you discussed it with HEW?
Mr. COFFEY. Yes.
Mr. MA" cnoN4i.n. What is their reaction?
Mr. Corr-Ey. Really, their reaction is represented in their letter that,

unless the authorizing legislation is changed, they cannot do it.
Mr. MACDONALD. Where would vou like to see it changed ?
Mr. COFFEY. I don't have specific language drafted but will be happy

to work it out.
Mr. MACDONALD. Will you get it up here with staff and we will see

whether or not it can be dope?
Does ,the other Section of public broadcasting have any comments

about it?
Mr. Gtr-NN. There is no question it is an expense. I think it is one

that many of our stations have already gone to, to pr vide this record-
ing ability. It ismles6 burdensome; I think,,on television than it -is on
radipi.because television broadc,asts fewer hours, and at the moment
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is taking more of its programing from outside sources which do that,
logging for them so that they do not have a great burden on them. But
for some small stations, we have suchs situation.

Mr. MACDONALD. Aren't you told t' maintain records of various pro-
grams for certain lengths of time anyway?

Mr. GUNN. They have to retain logs for a certain length of time.
They don't have to retain the recording itself as required under the
given amendment, which is recording of controversial matters.

Mr. MACDONALD. I. thought if you wanted to share a program, it has
been in my experience, I have not utilized the facilities very often;
but I know once or *vice, maybe three times, I have used it,. I have
always been able to get back a record.
. Mr. CocrNx. Certainly, any program we distribute through the PBS
system, we do keep 'records of.them and a recording.

Mr. COFFEY4 think ft, Tot -tif people retain them lust out of protection
for thernselves. 7 '

Mr. MACDONALD. It' is, protection?
Mr. COFFEY. Exactly':
Mr. MACDONALD. I)id you make the argument to HEW that you

should not be penalized for payin-Q,the salaries of those people who
would have to go through the logs Mat they make you keep?

Mr. Corkry. No, sir..
Mr. MACDONALD. Well, I wonder how much that would come to?
Mr. COFFEY. Well,they would still have to maintain the logs, despite

the fact you have thisSolution. ,

Mr. MACDONALD.' nut they ,don't have t6 go through them if un-
recorded.

Mr. CoFFEy. Welr4f the log would really just be an index to the tapes.,
Mr. MACDONALD. Well, what you are saying is, it would not cost

much money.
Mr. COFFEY. flight,
Mr. MACDONALD. That is a very fairpoint. ,

, Mr. COI"FEY. Commenting on other sections of the bill, first, on
whatwe consider for public radio a very important provision in 'the
bill, the inclusiou of private schools in the program fpr the first time.

We have felte,that the resources of private schools ha7ve really not
been exploredSufficiently in this whole area of radio.

Mr. MACDONALD. How do you define "private schools"?
Mr. COFFEY' I vould define it as "absence of public support." In

ether words, t.at it is education supported by nontax sources; so for'
example, American University here in town, which is not a tax-
supported institution but which runs a public radio station.

Mr. MAcuoisrAtn. Right. Well, how about, not that I am keen on
getting into an argument, because I have heard it from so many dif-
ferent sourcts,,sbut, after splitting, Congress, in its wisdom, passed a
law that granted certain specific tax-paid information science pro-
grams to parochial schools.

Mr. CorrEy. Yes.
Mr. MACDONALD. And under your definition, are they tax supported

or non-tax supported?
Mr. CoFFEy. They 'would be non-tax supported.
Mr. MACDONALD. Even though they were in this situation?

;

-4
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Mr. CorFE:v. Even though they were at some point tax supported or
had a special program.

I mean, if you look at Harvard University, for instance, it is a pri-
vate school, as far, as I am concerned, although they get consideffable
governmental funds for research activities and things of that sort.

Mr. MACDONALD. They don't get as much as they used to. ,

Mr. COFFEY. Yes; but I think it is an important area of American
education we have ignored and that it would be very appropriate to
have them contribute their resources to public radio. Some of them
are doing it to date and Etre very good examples of public radio
stations.

On the subject of demonstrations, I agree with the demonstrations
program. 'We have discussed it in our APRS Board of Directors and
feel that really the demonstrations being included in this bill, gives
us the first opportunity to really look at some of the new technology.

Now, in the Secretary's letter to me, he indicated that they were
seeking approximately $1 million a year, as I understand it.

I have had several conversations with people at HEW concerning
this, the indication being that they would be satisfied to get that
amount of money because they think it is going to stimulate con-
siderable private investment from the health science area, from the

Lsocial services area, which will make some of these demonstrations
happen.

,1 I think We have had some successful examples. Mr. Law talked
about some yesterday. I think that the examples of the use of radio,
for instance, in Alaska, in medical care, is compelling: In communicat-
ing with the paramedics on how to handle a patient until he gets to the
hospital, and in other ways these Are valuable things to demonstrate.

So I really look ut this amount of money, if it is going to be $1
million a year for each of the 5 years as being seed money, as being
venture money and money that we should not try to look at too care-
fully. We should not try to have.all of the projects laid out in advance
because it may miss same opportunities for us, particularly I think
that is true in the social service area.

Mr. MnenoNALD. Well, from what your testimony has been so far,
Mr. Coffey, I take it you are perfectly satisfied with your prearrange-
ment with HEW?

Mr. COFFEY. Well, let me make, two comments about it :
In terms of the resources, I think that it °is necessary that the money

be increased to $35 million per year as a minimum.
Mr. MACDONALD. $35 million per year?
Mr. COFFEY. Yes, for the facilities portion of the program. I think

unless we do that, we areeally begging the question.
,Mr. MAcno-NALD. We cannot leave out money for demonstration

projects, you just spoke of so highly?
Mr. COFFEY. I think the ,demonstration projects should be included

in this legislation, but as a separate title.
Mr. MACDONALD. How much?
Mr. COFFEY. Up to $1 million a year as the Secretary indicated, was

his intention.
Mir. MACDONALD.' If you take, that view of the Secretary's memo-

randum that says, "I don't want regulations that give first priority
to new stations," where does thatleave demonstration programs?



Mr. COFFEY. No, I am talking about thiOir.
Mr, MACDONALD. Something elsP
Mr. COFFEY. No, I am talking about this letter to me.
Mr. liAcnosmo. I am talking about--,--well, they are both supposedly

written by the same man.
lrr. COFFEY. Same. person, yes.

,

Mr. MACDONALD. How do you read one vis-a-vis the other?
Mr. COFFEY. I think passing. of time is. 4lie, bnlyway you can read

them.
11.Ir. MACDONALD. Unfortunately, he is not even going to pass time,

he.is going to phase out ; isn't he?
Mr. COFFEY. That is my understanding, yes,
Mr. MACDONALD. That is Onereason I always. don't like to see things

just left up to the discretion of various Secretaries because Secre-
taries come and Secretaries go; and thelaw doesn't very often. Many
come, but most of them. stay that prove of any worth at all. But you
still would rather have his 'word than have it in a regulation?

Mr. COFFEY. No, no.
Mr. MACDONALD. In a bill ?
Mr. COFFEY,Y,O, I would lil e, to have the demonstration money in

the bill, but at the $1 million.level as a separate and specific amount
of money.

Mr. MACDONALD. So in your ballpark,.oit, would be a total of $35
million a year?

Mr. COFFEY. A year, yes, sir; that would be 'my view. That is my
estimate of the minimum for that amount of money.

Mr. MACDONALD. And how many radio stations do you have ?

Mr. ComEy. We now haveJ76.
Mr. MACDONALD. And flow many new facilities did you have?
Mr. COFFEY. Over this 5-year period,,we will be asking f this year?
Mr. MACDONALD. How manrdid you ask for in fiscal 1975

. Mr. COFFEY. There were approximately 70.
Mr. MACDONALD. About 70 new (Imes ?
Mr. COFFEY. Right.
Mr. MACDONALD. And how many did you receive funding. for?
Mr. COFFEY. We have not received funding as of yet because of the

delays, which is the second part of my statement.
MACDONALD. How many do you anticipate ? I am askin& about

fiscal 1975 which is running out.
Mr: COFFEY. I would expect they would grant approximately 30

awards.
Mr. MACDONLD. So more than half of yours are going to get turned

down?
Mr. COFFEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. MACDONALD. And the main reason they are going to get turned.

down is HEW'is goir2o tell you they don't, have enough mdney.
Mr. COFFEY. Lack of resources.
Mr. MACDONALD. What do you think when HEW only wants to

ask for $1 million for demonstration programs and $7 million per year?
Mr. COFFEY. It, should be $34 per year.
Mr. MACDONALD. Per year? .

Mr. 'Corm. Per year. So it would be. $35 million for each year of
the legislation.
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Mr. MACDONALD. And that would do* you fine ?
Mr. COFFEY. That will do us fine.
Mr. MAcDONALD. You are speaking not just for yourself tut for the

public broall casting radio stations?
Mr. COFFEY. I am speaking for the radio stations and I think Mr.

Loomis' testimony reflected $35 million a year as.11eing the CPB rec-
ommendation also.

Mr. MACDONALD. Well, when I asked him for a figure, he said hewould have to get it together, unless my memory has evaporated in thelast hour.
Mr. COFFEY. Well, I thought that was in his testimony. /
Mr. MACDONALD. Why would he have to get it together if lie had it?Mr. GUNN. I think he was referring to the 'demonstratipn projectwhich you were inquiring about.
Mr. MACDONALD. I am talking about hOw much money you want for.the bill.
Mr. 6uNN. That is right. So I,tink it Intsio be rethought. with the

demonstration activity as'a distinct item to be examined.
Mr. MACDONALD.. I thinight you indicated, I was told yesterday for the

first timer 6 to 1?
Mr. GUNN. The ratio is not in the bill.
Mr. MACDONALD. It is not any place. I think it is in somebody's headat HEW.
Mr. COFFEY. They talked about many ratios with us.
Mr. MACDONALD. My point is, and I hope I am not tiring of the

whole' subject, but I am getting a little tired of trying to help you
people out in getting money I think you need and you telling me you
don't need it. I am not about to tilt at a windmill. If you don't.need
the money, it is the 'best news I ver heard.

Mr. COFFEY. We need it very m .

Mr. MACDONALD. I don't have to as nybody for it. I don't have to
do anything. If you are happy with the money you are getting, fine.
HEW is happy to give it to you ; you have no problem, right?

Mr. COFFEY. No, sir. I am saying we are not happy witkithe amount
of money and we want the money increased.

Mr. MACDONALD. By how much ?
Mr. COFFEY. By $35 million per year for each of the 5 years.of the

legislation so that it would be increased by approximately $28 million
a year oyer what HEW requested in their bill.

Mr. MitcnoNALD. Well, $28 million a year or $28 million for the 5-
year funding?

Mr. COFFEY. A year.
Mr. MACDONALD. Well, sir, I have not ever been accused of being

bright at figures. $28 million for 5 years is $140 million.
Mr. CorrEr. Yes, sir.
Mr. MACDONALD. That is your ballpark figure ?
Mr. COFFEY. Yes, sir. -

'Mr. GUNN. Our ballpark for television, exclusive of demonstration
and exclusive of radio, is approximately $45 million a year average
for a total of about $237 million.

Mr. MACDONALD. So YOU would like $237 million?
Mr. GUNN. Yes,
Mr. MACDONALD. And the demonstration programs are orphans in

the wind ?,

I. .
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Mr. GUNN. No.
Mr. MAODONALD. Not twisting and twisting with the wind but they

are just out. there.
Mr. GtTN.N. Well, we came out in response to Mr. Wirth's question.

We promised to come back with ourbest estimate of what that program
should be.

Mr. NfAODONALD. But, as of now, you would like, this is both of you
together ?

Mr. COFFEY. Right,.
Mr. MACDONALD. Would like. $367 million more?
Mr. COFFEY. No. I think it is a range we are talking about. I am on

the, low end of the range, and he is on the high end of the range, the low
end being $175 million and the high being what?

Mr. GuNN. $220 or $237 million.
Mr. MACDONALD. How do we determine the amount is what I am ask-

ing all of you.
Mr. COFFEY. Well, I think it is pick der in the range. Un-

fortunately.
Mr. MACDONALD. Well, what number do you pick?
Mr. COFFEY'. I would pick the $175 million for the bill for the 5-year

period.
Mr. MACDONALD. What number would you pick?
Mr. GUNK. I think we would like to take the $237 for the 5-year pe-

riod and add whatever radio advises that they need to do the job they
want to do. We have very specific things that we think can be done in a
5-year period for public television.

Mr. MACDONALD: I must say, in all honesty, although perhaps un-
fairly, this is not the greatest economics of putting together figures to .

`be asked for from a congressional committee that I have ever seep Dr
heard, but maybe that is because we sprung it on you, I don't, know. But
I would think thift' you would not be sprung on from left field. I would a
have thought you would he,ve had something in mind.

Mr. COFFEY. Sir, it is my understanding we were going to a sk for $35
million per year, but apparently that is not the understanding of all of
the members of public broadcasting.

Mr. GtiNN. That was not understood by me. That is why I can't re-
spond today, but we will provide you with our joint recommendations
shortly.

Mr. MACDONALD. Who lied you communicated with ? Well, I won't
go into it.

I don't know, but it, seems to me you don't present a very well-or-
ganized figure because I am not going to have months to do this.

Mr. Co-my. That is agreed o..
Mr. MAcnoxm.p. And you have a rather hostile OMB, I thirilOnay-

be not personally hostile.
Mr. COFFEY.. I agree With you.
Mr. MACDONALD. Or anything like that:but they didn't give any great

indication to the subcommittee yesterday that they felt all of this was
a great idea or money well spent..

Mr. OOFFEY. Right. I agree with you, I think they are not very sup-
portive of. the program and that. is why I think we have this situation,

Mr. MACDONALD. Well, the only way you will get support is to give
yourself some support. Sk.

57-927 0 - 75 - 10
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Mr. COFFEY. Right.
Mr. MACDONALD. We are not going to convince them. You have to do

what you can.
Mr. COFFEY. Right.
Mr. MACDONALD. Does amone have anything more'?
Mr. CorroY. I would like to address one item, Mr. Chairman, and

that is on the subject of depreciation which was brought up yesterday.
Because of the nature of the radio 'stationsthe vast majority of

them are university-basedthey do not have, in most cases, under
State law, the authority to accumulate money for depreciation.

I think that the statement that wg's made yesterday by HEW was
that the depreciation should not be funded out of this program. This
statement is one that really ought to have a lot more study before a
determination is made as to how to handle it.

Congressman Brown referred to it today. He may have a goad idea,
ithat we may want to say : All right; now that the program is 12 years

old, brow are we going to handle depreciation because equipment is
wearing out and what is the Federal role in depreciation? But I think
to just cut oft the program and say, "Ng depreciation should be funded
in it," is really shortsighted on the pait.of the Department.

That completes my statement, tit
Mr. MACDONALD. Do you have anything further?
Mr. GUNN. No, sir.
Mr. MACDONALD. Have you ?
Mr. BAIR. No.
[Mr. Bair's prepared statement follows :]

STATEMENT OF DR. GEORGE E. BAIR, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL
BROADCASTERS

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Dr. George E. Bair,
Director of the University of North Carolina Televisiini System, a member of
the Board of Directors of the Public Broadcasting Service, and member of the
Board of Directors of the National Association of Nducational Broadcasters. It is
in this latter capacity that I appear here today. The NAEB is the national
professional society whose, membership 'consists of individuals engaged in or
concerned with educational and public telecommunications. With approximately
3000 individual members, representing a variety of related vocations in all forms
of communications media, ranging from managers, producers, graphic artists,
and engineers, to journalists, educators and administrators, the NAEB is dedi-
cated to the goal of providing professil services to individuals and their
institutions in the entire field of public teleconamunicatiOns.

Formerly, in addition to its role as the professional society for individuals and
institutions, the NAEB had been the national voice and representative for ,public
television stations and public radio stations throughout the country. As the result
of a- reorganization of national organizations, direct representation of public
television and radio stations now resides in other groups who are also testifying
before this Committee. The NAEB is now enabled to concentrate its attentions
upon the individual within the telecommunications professions. Through pro-
fessional development services, publications and informational clearing houses,
research and planning services, seminars and conventions and other means, the
NAEB seeks to advance the dissemination of knowledge, information and educa-
tion by public broadcasting and felecomraupications to the end that the benefits
of electronic communications may be extended to all persons, and current and
developing communications technologies may be more fully utilized.

With these broad missions in mind, the NAEB has studied with care H.R.
4564, "The Telecommunications Facilities and Demonstration Act of 1975". The
NAEB supports the principles and the broad outline of this proposed legislation,
and, with the modifications which are described below, the NAEB urges favorable
action upon the bill.
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'MR. 4564 describes two basic funding programs: (1) the e:%tension of direct
support for public radio and television broadcasting facilities for a five-year
period, with emphasis upon -tin adaptation of existing noncommercial educa-
tional broadcast facilities to broaden educational uses", and 12) the promotion
of demonstration or "nonbroadcast telecommunications facilities and services for
the transmission, distribution, and delivery of health, education, and social
service information". The NAEB will discuss each of these fundiuW programs
separately below.

With respect to the telecommunications facilities program, the NAEB strongly
supports extension of public broadcast facilities funding for a five-year period.
However. a prime deficiency in the bill is the administrat)on's unrealistically low
funding level, which proposes $7 million a year for five years, for a total of only
$35 million dollars. Detailed statistics submitted by (PK PBS, NPR and other
public broadcasting groups dbmonstrate clearly that broadcast facilities funding
for the next five years must be substantially higher if the goals of facilities legis-
lation, from 19(r2, onward, are to be achieved. The history of the public broad-
casting facilities program over the last dozen years has been an extraordinarily
successful one. The dollars expended in facilities Programs have significantly
increased the number of public radio and television stations which have become
operational. This program has likewise resulted. in subStantial lin ovements in
power, coverage and operational characteristics of existing pi die broadcast
stations. The matching fund formula which has been built into t program has
assured that large amounts of State, local, and private funds have been dedicated
to public broadcasting in return for Federal funding. Through the amalgam of
Federal and matching funds, the American public has benefitted through an
expansion in the total number of public broadcast outlets. through an einhance-
merit of the technical and production capabilities of the tiii facilities, and through
an attendant' improvement in the cultural, educational and instructional pro-
gramming; providPd by these stations. The Federal Govei.nment'u participation
in the facilities program has been a high yleld investment that is still paying
substantial dividends to the public.

But the goals of the facilities program are still far from fulfilled. Many
people and many sections of the country are still outside

from
coverage of publics

radio and television. A realistic goal Is that at least 10,4 of the population can
receive an adequate signal from a piddle radio and television broadcast station.
There is a continuing need for more transmitter:44,mnd towers and technical hard-
ware. for incroages In power and the extension of broadcast service, for mod-
ernization and o'erhauI of 44udio and production and related facilities. The
NAEB believes that the funds to be allotted to the facilities program for the next
five years must be increased substantially above the $7 million annual figures
proposed by the administration, so that existing operations may be maintained
and improVed, and new operations by public radio and public Television broad-
casters may be encouraged.

Increased Federal funding is also needed. in the NAEB's opinion, to permit
effective implementation of the new thrust of the facilities program. which seeks
to foster broader telecommunications usages by public broadcast licensees. The
new title for Subpart A of Part IV of Title IR of the Communications Act, which
in the past has referred only to "Grants for Facilities", would under the proposed
legislation appropriately refer to "Telecommunications Facilities". And among*
the criteria for approval of grants under this legislation would be the extent to
which the applicant has achieved "the adaptation of existing noncommercial
educational facilities to broaden educational uses." This new criterion for
grants seems clearly designed to help public brendeast stations toward becoming
telecommunications centers by extending equipment eligibility to include items
not required for broadcasting but capable of extending and strengthening its
benefits.

The NAEB believes that these proposed modifications in the facilities program
are sound and worthwhile. They recognize that it is no longer necessary to
endure the limitations of single-channels in providing services to the public. They
encourage experienced public broadcasters to see themselves as the nucleus
around which broad-based public coMmunication services and capacities can be
developed wisely and efficiently. The NAEB has for many years urged public
broadcasters to take pioneering roles in these areas by expanding their stations
from one-channel distribution systemsinto Public Telecommunications Centers
for the design and production of educational, instruAlonal, and cultural mate-
rials to he carried to home or school by whatever electronic delivery systems are
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most suitable. Snell a public telecommunications System, centered upon the public
broadcast licenser, wouid employ, in addition to broadcasting/ other distribution
techniques. Such a telecommunications center wool(' establish itself as the local
Publicly responsible mechanism for the professional planning and execution of
projects designed to accomplish significant instructional and social tasks in the
community. Atate Or region. The NAEB is convinced that, for economy, ethrieney.and effectiveness. public edueational telecommunications systems ;mist bePounded upon concepts of interrelated eommunications functiin,gerformed
through integrated teleconununications structures.

By emphasizing the adaptation of existing public broadcast facilities to wider
uses, the proposed legislation will also provide a healthy stimulus to innovation
and diversity by public broadcasters. As Federal licensees, these broadcasts are
committed to ascertain and seek to serve the many needs and problems of theircommunities and coverage areaccelecotutnunicatfons centers will provide these
broadcasters with the diversity ortools needed to serve the diversity of interests
and groups in their areas. This expansion of communications techniques by public
broadcast licensees will thus parallel their current efforts in the ascertainment
process, and will hopefully afford a new dimension in services responsive to as-certained problems and needs. Moreover, the diversity in communications tools tohandle varying needwhas an additional advantage, inasmuch as the ability to
serve specific new audiences through specific techniques geared to their needsand interests provideic increased opp(ilttunities for local funding sources. As such,
expansion into\telecommunications by public broadcasters can represent a signif-
leant economic as well as programming extension of the Federal investment in

A number of local, state and regional educational telecommunications sys-tems are now In various stages of development. Educational institutions, publicbroadcasters, state telecommunications authorities, and regional and national
associations in the telecommunications field are all actively working to advance
these, concepts of wise utilization of scarce frequency space through integrated
telecommnications systems. A number of public) broadcasters now successfully
operate more titan one public radio and/or piddle television system. Other public
broadcasters, such as the television outlets in Las Vegas, Nevada. and Cleveland.Ohio, are proving that the marriage between Public television and instructionalTelevision Fixed Service I 'TES) faeilitieS can result in signififantly greater
instructional channel utilization ataLyvider variety in program format.

Tile NAEB believes that the proposed legislation will serve to promote the
rapid development of these telecommunications actii clips by public broil
The NAEB supports these provisions,, and urges this Comtnittee either in thelegislative history or in language of the bill itself to make clear through
appropriate illustrative examples the range of telecommunications tools, from
ITFS to cable, that broadcast licensee may utilize "to broaden Attentions]uses" of public broadcast facilities.

With respect to telecom/as Pt teat ions dem Mat rtit prograwia, the NAFII favors
this new approach in Federal funding. However, it believes that clarification is
needed retarding the nature and extent of the demonstration programs. and the.
proportionate share of funding to be allocated to demonstration progrtats.

According to the declaration of purpose in proposed Section 390 (if the Act.
the demonstration programs are aimed at the develgpment of "the use of tele-
communientions technologies for the distribution and disserninatio of health,
education and other social service infornuition." The same_kdes ption of the
goals of demonstration programs is contained in proposed Sett m 392A. While
the NAEB believes that the..dgeribed objectives encompasshy services,
nonetheless it believes tliat the legislation or the legislative hiStory should ex-plain these described services encompass the entire range of instructional,
chltural, and informative programming services now provided over existing pub-
lic broadcast and nonbroadcast facilities. .

Section 392A provides that grants and contracts may be made "with public
and private note -profit agencies, organizations, and institutions for the purpose
of carrying out teleommunieations demonstrations". It is to be noted that grants
for facilities programs (including' telecommunications features "to broaden edu-
cational uses") will continue to be available for non-commercial public broad-
casting licensees, and that public broadcasters will also be able to apply for tele-
communications demonstration program grants. Accordingly, public broadcasters
will be encouraged through both portions of the proposed bill to explore and
utilize innovative telecommunications methods and techniques.
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The proposed, bill states that "nonbroadcast telecommunications facilities"
include, but are not limited to, cable televisionosystems, communications satellite
systems, and other trans,rowsion methods. Although this definition of telecom-
munication demonstration facilities is admittedly not an exhaustive listing,
nonetheless the NAEB bi4ieves that it would he useful if the legislative history
would articulate representative transmission methods othetthan cable and satel-
lites, ouch as low-cost audio and video cassettes. the sub-channel capacity lif FM

a stations, PITS, computer data and print-out techniques. In this way, the Wad
scope of innovative technologies to be studied under the demonstration programs
will be underscored. The NAEB b lieves also that demonstration programs, at

. least during the initial history of tl is legislation, should concentrate upon proj-
ects which have the prodfise of I ng-range benefits to the public service com-
munications systems, and which have realistic prospects for practical imple-
mentation once the demonstration stages have been completed.

Finally, it is essential that the bill, through Its specific language or through
its legislative history, should outline the proper ratio of fund allocation between
the facilities and demonstration portions of the proposed legislation. By far the
greater, proportion of funds should be apportioned for the facilities program, to
enable public radio and television brOadcasters to maintain and Improve and ,o,
extend over-the-air service across the country. The immediate priorities therefore

. lie with the facilities program. Various ratios have been suggested, including a
10:1 ratio of facilities to demonstratiOn portions. While the exact d termination
of the ratio Is important, it is equally important that a ratio shoul be reached,
so that intelligent planning both for facilities programs and for d monstration
programs'may proceed.

With the limitations and comments noted alaw, t e NAEB is 'pleased to sup-
port both portions of the proposed legislation. In lig f the varied distribution
techniques available today or on the immediate horizon is no longer 'neves-

, nary or even appropriate for the broadcast transmitter to b h exclusive nucleus
for public communications service. The adoption of these new hnologies will
bring a profound change in institutional behavior. No longer nee( think in
terms of broadcast stations transmitting standard programs, but rather in terms

_ of public communications agerfeies utilizing a variety of interrehited transmis-
sion modes and means. Ws enhanced capacity will permit extended services
to an even wider range of educational and cultural purposes, and a closer en-
gagement with a broader spectrum of community forces and institutions. The Tele-
communications Facilities and Demonstration Act of 1975 has enormous poten-
tiality for development of such public telecommuniptions centers. If enact"' with
appropriate increased Federal funding levels, and with reasonable ratios betstven
telecommunications facilities and telecommunications demonstration programs.
this bill could well be landmuk in legislation as significant as the Educational
Television Facilities Act of 1962 .Qr the,Public Broadcasting Act of 1967.

\1r. MAcnoNALn. Thank you, gentlemen, very much, and I would
add one note, neither ot caution or anything else. I would get cracking
at it. as soon as I can if yoti expect anything to happen.

Mr. Con-Ey. We will, sir..
Mfg. MAcnox MD. Thank you all very much again.
This c6ncludes the hearings. .

,

[The following statements and letters were received4or the record :1
41r

STATEMEN i ur THE JOINT COUNCIL oN EDUUATIONAI, TFLECOMMUNICATION8

INTRODUCTION

the Joint Council on Educational Telecommunications (JCET) is a twenty-
flve year old consortium of national and regional, nongovernmental, nonprofit
educational organi7atigns; its membership includes many of the leading organi-
zations in education and in public broadcasting such as the American Council
on Education, the American Association of School Administrators, the National
Education Association, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, the American
Library Association, and the National Association of Educational Broadcasteri.

The JCET wholeheartedly supports H.R. 4564, The Telecommunications Facili-
ties and Demonstration Act of 1975, with only two reservations: first, that the
level of funding is seriously deficient if the ptirposes of the program are to bef
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advanced even moderately ; and second, that the legislative history, if not the
language of the statute itself, should make clear the proportion of funds,author-
'zed for each portion.

TI1E FACILITIES PROGRAM

With respect to the first of these concerns. .ICET associates itself with the
exhaustive research submitted in these hearings by the Corporation for Public

`Broadcasting and others, vhielt illustrates the true funding needs necessary
to achieve the original purposes of the Facilities Program, The JCIT1' recognizes
that the realization of 100% saturation of public broadcasting signals radio
and televisionthroughout the country is impracticable. But We urge that a
reasonable Saturation of 85 to 905-, which i8 within practicable range, should
be the program's,goal. Demonstrably, that goal has not been reached..

The JCET was among the loaders in urging enactment of 'facilities legisla-
tion in 1902, and recalls that the first five-year funding appropriation for the
program was $32 million. Over the coming five years, the demand for the estab-
lishment of new stations and the upgrading of existing on in pursuit Of the

s goal of 85-90% household coverage makes the presently-budgeted $3:i million
wholly inadequate, not only in terms of the total numbers of dollars, but equally
In terms of relative buying power of 1962/60 dollars I'S 1975/80 dollars. The
research referred to above makes-manifest that the AdministratiOn's $7 million
per year will not even permit the maintenance of current levels of operation;
thus, system obsolescence will increase, and.new areas of service will be developed
with painful slowness, results threatening the vitality and viability of the whole
public broadcasting system,

The application of Federal and local funds, the dedication of thousands of
talented educators, administrators and hroadcast professionals, the clearly- °

, developed bank of programs as well as the potentinl for thousands more in the
years to comeall these ropiesent an investment which must not_be jeopardized.
J('ET urges the funding of the Facilities Program over the next five years in
annual increments which will permit not merely maintenance of the system at
its present level, but will insure its growth and .improvement to the .ffiaximum
practicable extent and efficiency.

THE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM

The JCET's second concern is directed to that proportion of available funds
to be allotted to the demonstration programs. We believe that this program must
be adequately funded, but that the far greater share of funds must be allotted
to the facilities program. We urge that the legislative history make this clear,
even to the extent of suggesting appropriate ratio between the two. JCET's
reservation in this regard is not intended to diminish its enthusiastic support of
the denionstration project. Indeed the nature of JCET's mission is intrinsically
linked to such a program. For example :

JCET is currently acting as secretariat to, and was instrumental in the
founding of, the new Public Service Satellite Consortium, a nonprofit corpora-
tion the purposes of which include: arranging for and promoting the shared
use of satellites and other communications capabilities as delivery mechan-
isms for health, educational and other public services; assisting in coor-
dinating the telecommunications planning activities of public and private
institutions and agencies; providing a mechanism to identify and aggregate
potental users; acting as the latter's agent-4n arranging communications
services on a cost-sharing basis; and developing practices encouraging the
experimental uses of new telecommunicatiOns services.

JCET is co-sponsoring (with the University of Mid- America, the Federal
Interagency Committee WEducation and the Council for the Progress of
Nontraditional Studies) a major National Conference in June to'exphire the
opportunities and challenges of open learning systems, nontraditional study
programs and the role of new technologies in the open, learning process;

JCET, in its role as interface between the educational community and the
government's involvement through the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration in communications satellite develOpment and experimentation,
isf also co-sponsoring (with the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics and the Department of Medicine and Surgery of the Veterans
Administration) a conference in Denver in July to provide an exchange
ideaS' between designers of communications satellites and those concerned

/
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with their potential for health care, education and other irublic service
uses. Further, the JCET has been intimately involved with the develimment
of, and reporting on, the satellite technology demonstrations; in tin. Rocky
Mountain and Appalachian areas as well as the medical education experi-
ments in Washington, Alaska, Montana and Idaho, which until May 20th
were being conducted viii NASA's ATS--6, -3 and -I ,satellites.

JCET also works with such organizations as the National Television
Association, Publi('able (a consortium of organizations and individuals
concerned with public service uses of cable technology ) and The Puldle
Broadcasting Service, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting and other
elements of its own membership in exploration of the application of all
communications technology and techniques to the needs of educatiOn and
public service.

It is clear then that JCET's support of a program to employ Federal monies
to fund demonstrations and experiments designed to explore the effectiveness,
of cOmmunications technology in furthering public needs is wholehearted. Broad-
casting, effective as it has proven in the broadening of educational and cultural
opportunities for a large portion of the American periple, cannot alone serve all
the needs of formal and informal education, and of other social services. For
these multi-purposes multi-channels are needed ; old patterns and modes of
distribution no'Ionger serve, and the single transmitter serving a single public
at a singular time cannot achieve the variety of results which our increasingly-
complex society demands. Already, for example, educators concerned with the
administration of that innovative experiment in open learning, the British Open
University, are complaining that °the single television channel available for the
distribution of its courses is inadequate to handle its traffic.

New voices are heing heard, crying out for new solutions: The recent report
to CPB by its Aavisory Council of National Organizations on Public Broad-
casting and Education includes among its eleven recommendations: "The CPB
should (Rec. 0) actively develop the educational programming- applica-
tions of related technologies, in order to meet the educational needs of people
at all age levels; and (Rec. 7) assure * * * an effective program of research,
evaluation and demonstration regarding educational applications of public
broadcasting and related technologies ." In support of these recommenda-
tions, the report went on to say ;

"It is appropriate " to look toward an eventual system in which public
broadcasting stations serve a core function but which includes the capacities of
multi-channel cable, low-cost audio and video cassettes, the sub-channel capacity
of FM stations, further use of the Instructional Television Fixed Service, and
other mechanisms as they become feasible. Multiple networks based on satellite
technology are not only possible but also likely ; experimentation is already
underway."

The foregoing evidence of .TCET's support for the demonstration program
contained in the present bill. however, is not intended to urge that the majority
of funds authorized or appropriated he directed to that program. The clear evi-
dence that others' research will submit to the subcommittee argne conclusively
that the extension and strengthening of the nation's public broadcasting system
has first priority. This is particularly true in the light of the limited funds which
will probably be available during the early years of. the five-year funding con-
templated by the legislation. even though it is hoped that the Congress
increase the $7 million presently identifiedin the Administration budget. Further-
more, it may take some months fOr the responsible authority charged with
activating demonstrations to organize procedures and identify Significant projects.
The purpose of the demonstration section of the subject bill is to light the way
to exemplary uses of technology in the furtherance of educative and welfare
purposes; the paths thus illuminated must be travelled by regional', state and
local authorities with only incidental help from Fedeial sources.

JCET suggests therefore that either in the 1 gislatinn or the legislative history.
a ratio be established between the two sectfl of the bill,,with the larOr propor-
tion of funds assigned to the broadcast facill es program and the smaller to th''e
demonstration portion. This ratio should app y to all five years of the bill's life.
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SUMMARY

In summary, the JCET believes that the two sections of this legislation are
complementary and appropriate and that, on balance, the two, represent a sig-
nificant extension of the facilities program which can do much to guarantee not
only the availability of public radio and television signals to the maximum
practicable number'of the country's households, but also to contribute significantly
to the development of a sound, forward-looking public policy in terms of tele-

'communication9 policy and practice.
It

STATEMENT OF THE LoUISL!NA EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION AUTHORITY.

Re: H.R. 4584, A Bill to Extend the Eduoational Broadcasting Facili 4es Plsram.

The Louisiana Educational Television Authority ("LETA"), P.O. Box 44064,
Baton. Rouge, Louisiana, favors extension of the Educational Broadcasting
Facilities Program ("EBFP"), but urges that H.R. 4564 be amended to correct
what we perceive to be two principal weaknesses of the Bill: (i) the funding
level ($7 million) is less than half' that of some previous years and should be
increased to at least $15 million and (ii) section 4, which gives preference to
applications for upgrading existing non-commercial broadcast facilities over
proposals to activate new stations even where the population to be served lacks
any noncommercial service. These changes are necessary to ensure that the
progress that has been made in public broadcasting does not stop at the present
level °of stations and populations served.

LETA was estabilshed in 1971 by the Louisiana Legislature for the purpose
of providing a complete statewide network of educational and public television.
In 1973, LETA applications for a construction permit and funding assistance
under the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967 (47 U.S. § 390 et seq.) were granted
for a television broadcast station on Channel, 27, in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
Channel 27 will be a "flagship" station for the statewide network which will
ultimately include six transmitting stations (existing ETV station WYES in
New, Orleans will also interconnect with the LETk network) which will make
public television available to every citizen of Louisiana. LETA presently has
pending applications for construction permits and funding assistance for stations
in Shreveport and Monroe, Louisiana, and plans to file applications for the addi-
tional stations to complete the network as soon as practicable. These additio 1

stations are necessary to bring public television to all the people of Louisiana.
There are a number of other states (at least fifteen) where there is no state-

wide public television service. For example, in Kansas four additional trans-
mitters must he activated to complete the state plan : until this is accomplished,
one million people will be without direct service from even a single public tele-
vision station. Similar lacunae exist in New Mexico, Nevada, Missouri, Montana
and other states.

In 1967, Congress in considering amendments to the Act, determined that 200
to ;00 additional ETV stations were necessary to more completely provide ETV
service tO all citizens. This goal has not been met.: since 1967, the number of ETV
stations on the air has increased by only 101, for a total of 252 stations utilizing
the 655 television channels reserved for non-commercial educational, assignment
by the FCC. Public radio, which is also eligible for EBFP funding assistance,
is even less available: at least forty pereent of the public in this country is out-

1. side the service area of any public radio, and there arenipore than twenty major
urban areas without such service.

As these examples indicate, there . is a continuing and urgent need for
federal assistance to encourage and make possible the activation of new radio
and television stations. In Louisiana, as in many other states, the availability
of federal assistance is essential to the completion of state and local plans to
make public broadcasting available nationwide. For these reasons we urge
Mint H.R. 4564 be amended to increase the funding level and to revise the grant
priorities.
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Eased on our experience, It is likely that federal assistance of at least $400,000
is required to activate a single noncommercial station assunting.that it is part
of a statewide system where there are central studio facilities. Given the funding
limits of H.R. 4564, there could be no more than fifteen activations a year if
all the funds were used for this purpose, Of course, a option of the funding
criteria of H.R. 4564 would mean that the number of tivations would dwindle
to a very few, thus ensuring continued public broa acting service deprivation
to a substantial population of citizens. These pops tions those without serv-
ice--may be denied it forever if the low funding le el and p orities of H.R. 4564
are adopted by Congress.

Section 4 of H.R. 4564 reftects the policy of DHEW, adopt in 1974, to favor
proposalsto upgrade existing frkilities over proposals to activate new stations.
This policy, as applied to applications for activations in areas not served at
alt by public television or radio was and is inconsistent with §392(d) of the
Act which now requires the Secretary of DHEW to adopt funding criteria de-
signed to achieve: (i) prompt and effective use of all noncommercial educational
television channels remaining available and (ii) equitable gepgraphical distri-
bution of educational broadcasting facilities throughout the States. As noted
above, these goals have not yet been achieved. The DHEW rationale for the
administrative change in the priorities established in the 1967 Act was that

. operating stations need fedemi assistance to upgrade and improve existing facili-
ties. We acling.Wledge that freilities upgrading is important, but submit that it
is of a lower pkority than bringing a first service to people without access to
any ETV signals which, of course, was the explicit purpose 'of the 1967 amend-
ments to the Act. We urge that the funding criteria existing 392(d) be in-
corporated in_the present legislation and, indeed, strengthened.

In this connection, we note that, the long-term Corporation for Public Broad-
casting Bill (H.R. 6461) provides that not less than 40% of funds (or $40 million
or more) must be disbursed by CPB to the licensees and permittees of broadcast
stations that a* on the air. to be used at the discretion of the stations for, Inter
alias acquiring, replacing and maintaining facilities. Congress is, therefore, in
the process of making significant funds available to existing stations for upgrad-
ing facilities. Since the need for new activations is still acute, the emphasis in
the Broadcasting Facilities pill should be on provision of ETV and public radio
to unserved population.

In summary, we urge the-Subcommittee to adopt an authorization level of at
least $15 milltsa-'and to require that first priority and a substantial amount
of the funds be reserved for new activations, particularly in areas where there
are LIU existing ETV services.

ADIIrsultY COUNCIL OF NATIONAL ORBANIZATIONS
TO THE CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC BROADCASTING,

Washington, D.C., June 2, 1975.
Hon. TORBERT H. MACDONALD,
Chairman, House Comnfunieations Subeommittee,c
House of Representatives,
Washington., D.C.

DEAR MR. MACDONALD: The Advisory Council of National Organiza ions to the
Coryoration for Public-Broadcasting (A('NO) is a group of repres ntatives of
44 major national organizations who provide national support for the mission
and goals of public radio and television at the national policy and programming
level.

ACNO has long been on record in support of the Educational Broadcasting
Facilities Program, and wishes to add these comments to the record of the bear-
ing scheduled before your Committee on. H.R. 4564, the "Telecommunications
Facilities and Demonstration Act of 1975".

KON. 0 supports the continuance of the Educational Broadcasting Facilities
Program at least at the level of the 1975 authorization ($30 million) to con-
tinue the on-going need for facilities and also to take into account the desire
for access to public broadcasting by community groups who may be new appli-,
cants for licenses.

ACNO also recognizes and supports the separate authorization and appropria-
tion of EBFP funds for the application of new technology as a means of improv,
ing the quality and quantity of services delivered by public broadcasting.
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We recognize your 101st record of leadership in public broadcasting and urge
your support of this legislation.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM F. FORE,

ACNO Chairperson.
4

-FEDERATION OF ROCKY MOUNTAIN STATES, INC.,
-Denver, Colo., April 16, 1975.

Hon. TORBERT,. H. MACDONALD,
Chairman, Committee on Comniunieations, HOuse Interstate and Foreign Com-

merce Committee, Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D:C.
. DEAR CONGRESSMA.N MACDONALD: As the subcommittee considers the "Tele-
Chnimunications Facilities and Demonstration Act of 1975," H.R. 4564, I wish
to reflect the deep and continuing concern of the Federation oP Rocky Mountain
States in respect to effective and productive development of public Broadcasting
on our states and region.

If this end is to be achieked, improvement, expanSion, and activation .of public
broadcasting facilities is a Ocessity..and the extension of the Educational Broad-
casting Facilities Program through the next five years a prime priority.

The Rocky Mountain Corporation for Public Broadcasting will have supplied
a detailed listing of facilities applicatiOns" pending from the region. The sub-
committee is also well aware of the existing back-log bf qualified applications
pending and the obvious critical short fall of funding requirements vis-a-vis funds
reluested. For a quick reKional overview; there have been filed from our states
19 applications totaling $3.65 million. Of this amount $1.94 million is in applica-
tions carried over from prior years and $1.58 million in 1975 filings We anticipate
at least as great a carry-over into next year and also an increase in new applica-
tions.

one of our public television stations ,meet state of the art standards. All
should ! To do this, the present grant rate will require at least five more years
of Facilities Program 'availability with an appropriation at least equal to the
1974 level. In spite of -one and one quarter million- dollars of local funds com-
mitted for matching. the federal match ismpossible at'the level of authorization
the bill proposes. National figures would indicate that $24 million is necessary
for FY 1976 merely to meet the back log.

Obviously then, the proposed $7 million per year is grossly inadequate to meet
existing broadcast facilities needs. It is equally inadequate to support additional
demonstrations in telecommunications technologies to any meaningful degree. It
is impossible to broaden the program as proposed with dollars that are already
tight.

We therefore 'recommend that. the subcommittee review needs for both broad-7
cast facilities and technological demonstration and adopt dollar levels com-
mensurate with expressed congressional intent. We further recommend establish-
ment of congressional guidelines for allocation of appropriated funds for ,each
purpose indicated. We would then endorse the extension of both the Educational
Facilities Prograni and the Technological Demonstration authorization as pro-
posed and request your. favorable consideration.

Sincerely yours,
WILLIAM E. RAPP, ED.

Vice President.

NEVADA EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS -COMMISSION,
X Carson City, Nev., May 29, 197,5.

Re : HR 4564, 'IR 6461
HOD. TORBERT H. 'MACDONALD,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Communications, Committee on' Interstate and For-

. eign Commerce, U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
-DEAR CONGRESSMAN MACDONALD: I thought that you might like, to have some

comments on the up and coming HR 9564 heatIngs scheduled to begin June 4,
1975. I've referenced the facilities bill and the CPR billbecause we feel they are
interrelated.

HR 4564 provides verf little in appropriation 3oneys for the many telecom -,
municatioris users in this country. To cut the pro am from $14,000,000 to $7,-
000,000 obviously indicates a thinking on Health, ducation and Welfare's part

4z,;11,
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that the--prOram has fulfilled its objectives. This is not the case. Many states,
including Nevada, have not reached the population as mandated by the various
legislative and federal acts.

Certainly Nevada, Montana, New Mexico, Louisiana and Missouri (to name a
few) have the federally legislated right to receive funds far construction of new
public television facilities and telecommunications centers. The ETV growth
fa for in these states has continued, but in some cases aga widely varying rate,
WM* neighbors expand, we attempt to find °per:MIT-and construction funds
to get started.

it certainly has been frustrating in Nevada over the years since 1967. Tirtee
attempts to solidify operational *ftinds in this state have been forwarded to the
Legislature. We have been unable to solidify operational support even at times
when construction funding was available. We! now plan to build a new network
based on the facilities of KLVX Channel 10. Las -Vegas, to extend their services
to the rest of the state. The plan for statewide television has been in existence
since 1969 and with all the work put into it, funding and always funding has been
the headache.

We now see a potential abandonment of our interests in.-the new IIR 4564
bill. We see this tendency because of the reduction in funds to $7,000,000 and the
new criteria for applicants for the broadcasting facilities program. It tertainly is
important to fund the exemption of existing stations as there is a definite need,
but we feel construction of new stations should be priority one, especially in
states where one or only limited facilities are available to the population
:!enters.

In opr thinking HR 4564 also ties in with the Corporation for Public Broad-
casting bill,. HR 6461. CP13 fundiii" for the-next five years has increased drag-
ticalFyi"fhe program reserves funds for distribtition amongst the. licensees and-
permittees of noncommercial broadcast stations that are on the air. As we men-
tioned earlier, part of the problem in ninny of the states lacking educational
broadcasting facilities is the fact that they can't get on the air, and 4.hey can't get
on the air because they can't get operating funds.

With this in mind we would like to point out a major concern in the 'B
bill. The terminology used on page 5, lines 15-25 implies that the funds are a ail-
able for acquisition of equipmicmt and real property for any use. "

The terminology is written in such a way as to imply to us fhat the wording
was taken from the Educational Broadcasting Facilities program. In short,
facilities eventually will become a (TB responsibility. My difecussions with the
Edficational Broadcasting Facilities program seem to bear this put.

We see no real problem with this in the future, however we are-beginning to
wonder what happens tostates stick as ours where we are trying to activate a-
new station. ('PB supplies operating money to a station already on the air, HEW
provides construction money for a station that war-lea fo.go on the air, and yet
no one seems to supply operating- money for a station that has not yet gone 641
the air.

We would therefore like to respectfully submit that there are 15 states in this
country not adequately serv0 by educational and public broadcasting stations,
and those 15 states are still attempting to,activate new facilities such as Nevada.
If we were to lose broadcasting facilities money, or see it spread so thin that

°total new activattons next year might only be two or three, we would obviously
feel that the Department of Health. Education-and Welfare has completely done
an about-frice with their mandate.

We therefore would like to see activation of new stations returned to a first
priority level and funding to continue at a level qo lower than $15,000,000.

Sincerely,
JACK A. r.EME,N, EXCCUtire Director.

4

STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,

Santa Fe, July 24, 1975.
Hon. TORBERT H. MACDONALD,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Communications, House Interstate and Foreign.

Commerce Committee, Rayburn HOURC Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN NIACTX)NALD: I am pleased at the opportunity to offer

New Meilco comment on the proposed "Telecommunications Facilities and Dem-
onstration Act of 1975"--,11.R. 4564. .
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I have long had a der;) personal'interest in public broadcasting in our state
and have recently established a new Governor's -Commis.sion on Public Broad-
casting to ensure an effective statewide system. When I was a member of the
New Mexico Semite, I was pleased to introduce legislation to make possible
activation of KRWGTV in Las Cruces and strongly supported similar action for
KENWTV in Porta les. Proud as I was at the time of my support, I am even
happier now after watching KRWG's on-air performance to have played this
role in providing their essential service to New Mexico citizens.

We have three public television stations in the state. Albuquerque's KNME
was a pioneer in the Rocky Mountain region in the 50's. KRWG went on-.air in
1973 and KENW in 1974. All are licensed to public educational institutions and
are supported primarily by state appropriation. Congressional action on the pro-
posed bill is crucially important to them and to New Mexico.

H.R. 6461, as reported by your subcommittee, will provide long-term insulatV
Federal prOgraming support . for public broadcasting. But, impOrtant as this

- support for expanded local programming is, it means little to a small local station
lacking equipnient to take full advantage of it. The carpenter must have the tools
to do the job. Hence, it is essential to New Mexico that the EBFP not only be
extended but that appropriation authorization realistically reflect both the exist-

' ing backlog of qualified applications and the continuing increased local demand
for the program.

Prior to the belated FY '75 grants, two of our three public television stations
had only one videotape machine. Three TV improvement applications and two
Radit) (one expansion and One activation) were pending. All were carryovers
from previous year filings. After the current grant annoimcements, one TV and
one Radio improvement/expansion application Will will carry over again. These
total $308,000 Federal share. Hence, more than $100,000 New Mexico dollars are
still committed into the third year since filing. To bring our stations to 1974
state-of-the-art standards, our Commission anticipates at least two facilities
grant applications per year for the next five years. On the previous record, local
matching dollars will again be available frustratingly in advance of national
support.

The carryover radio/expansion application cited was filed by the Ramah Nav-
ajo School Board, Ranmh, New Mexico, and we are advised the Navajo Film &

o MedIa Commission will reactivate the previous filing for a TV/Activation grant
to the Navajo Nation. Our Commission has a constructive and supportive interest

, in thin endeavor and will assist the effort as requested.
Since the grant requests with which New Mexico is directly concerned would

require 15% of the proposed authorization for FY '76, it is impossible for me
to view the proposed $7 milliqn annual authorization as responsive or realistic.
To compound the inadequacy for EBFP alone bY including teleconununications
demonstrations support in the same small pot would be ridiculous.

Both the facilities program and the proposed demonstrations are vital. Both
should be funded. Neither can be meaningfully supported at'the proposed level.
The Congress in its wisdom can determine annually the apt.ropriation required
and practicable, but the five-year authorization must be realistically appropriate
to the intent of the bill. The New !Mexico Commission recommends authoriza-
tion of not less than the previous $30 million annually, plus anticipated dem-
onstration requirements

Finally, we note the absence of ground rules in the Act for allocation of funds
between -broadcast assistance and non-broadcast demonstrations. In my judg-
ment, it would be wise for the Congress to spell out specific guidelines, to ensure
imple ntation of its intent.

I t en emphatically endorse extension of the Educational Broadcasting Facili-
tie ogram, recommend realistic authorization and specific allocation of funds
b function and request your favorable action on H.R. 4564 as modified.

Sincerely,
JERRY APODACA, Governor.

PUBLIC SERVICE SATELLIT$CONSORTIUM,
Washingto n, D.C., June 6, 1975.

Hon. TORBERT H. MACDONALD,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Communications, Houk of Representatives, Rayburn

Office Building, Washingto .0.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN MACDO ALD: I wish to add f.,,Wie record my support of

HR 4564, The Telecommunic ns Facilities an s onstration Act of 1975.
I am sure that prior testimony by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting and

yw ;
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others has made clear to you that the $7 million presently asked for by the
Administration for funding both the facilities and demonstration programs in
each of the next five years is grossly inadequate to accomplish the purposes of
the legislation. I urge appropriate funding to insure that the nation's public
broadcasting system will continue to grow in extent and efficiency, and to provisie
for a meaningful program of demonstration and experimentation in applying other
technologies to education and a wide Variety of social services.

My interest in thig legislation arises from a variety of sources. As you know,
in my term as Governor of American Samoa, the territory developed Mae ofothe
first educational systems using communications technology, a system which re-
mains a landmark in the successful application of technology to the needs of the
schools. Further, in the period during which I was privileged,to serVe as Com-
missioner with the Federal Communications Commissittn, I supported the facili-
ties program enthusiastically, and frequently I urged educators and noncommer-
cial broadcasters to broaden their operations to include any communications
technology which could increase their reach and effectiveness. I called upon the
broadcasters, in particular, to become telecommunicators, and to work closely
with cable systems, ITFS operators, with state and local governments and school
administrators to put to public service:the revolution' in technology witjch is
taking place. Necessarily, in these times of limited public and private funding,
it is difficult for the local station or school system to find funds for exemplary
demonstrations of the effectiveness of these newer techniques. The demonstration
program which HR 4565 proposes could do much to assist them in this important
undertaking.

Lastly, at present I am one of the officers of the newly-incorporated Public
Service Satellite Consortium, itself both a demonstration and exploration of still
another techniquethat of satellite echnology. The formation of the consortium
was the result of a series ofomeetings which had brought together educators,
health-care speMalists and communications experts who had been impressed by
the results of an array of health and education experiments still underway on
NASA's ATS-6the must powerful communications satellite launched to date.
The experiments were reported to your Committee during this hearing by Dr.
Gordon Law; who formePly directed the Satellite Technology Demonstration.

Among the purposes of the consortium are :
To arrange for and promote the shared use of satellites and other communi-

cations capabilities as delivery mechanisms for health, educational and other
public services;

To assist in coordinating the telecommunications planning activities of public
and private institutions and agencies ;

To provide a mechanism to identify and aggregate potential users ;
To act as the latter's agent in arranging communications services on a cost-

sha ring basis ; and
To develop practices encouraging the experimental n.setrof new telecommuni-

cations services.'
Thus, my support for both provisions of this legislation is wholehearted, and

I respectfully urge its favorable approval, at funding levels adequate to insure
its multiple goals.

Sincerely,a.
H. REX LEE,

Chairman of the Board.

[ Whereupon, at 4:45 p.m. the hearings were adjourned.]
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